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Chapter I.

Description of the Suffixes.

1. The ultimate aim of this is thesis to give a complete and

detailed account of the suffix -ka and related suffixes in San-

skrit and Avestan. covering all their occurrences throughout

the entire history of the languages, so far as these are access-

ible. For both theoretical and practical reasons, however, it

has seemed best to divide the Sanskrit field, and the first part

of the work will deal exclusively with the Vedic period. In

that term I mean to include Mantras, Brahmanas, Aranyakas,
Sutras and Upanisads, so far as their linguistic matter is avail-

able. I have gathered the materials for the investigation in

the first place from Monier-Williams' s Lexicon. 2nd edition,

supplemented and verified by constant reference to the larger

and smaller Petersburg lexicons and to the original texts.

The number of cases in which I discovered mistakes in

the redaction of M.-W.'s lexicon was so small as to be en-

tirely negligible; the small sprinkling of wrong references

iVc. which have come to my notice originated in nearly every

instance in the Pet. Lex. itself. I feel therefore especially

appreciative towards the work of the redactors of the Ox-

ford lexicon. Profs. Leumann and Cappeller. whose careful

scholarship has given us such a valuable aid to this sort of

research.

2. There is, however, no Sanskrit lexicon in existence which

even approaches the completeness which would be attained by

good word-indices of the various works included. In the Veda,

with which alone we are now concerned, this deficiency is

especially felt in the Sutra and "Fpanisad periods. Theso
1



seem to have beeii only scantily covered by the Petersburg

lexicon; and the successors of Boehtlingk and Both have done

little to fill the gap. Fortunately we now have, in Col. Jacob's

excellent Concordance, a word-list of the principal Upanisads;

and from this have been extracted scores of words in -ka which

would otherwise have been unnoticed. As for the older Vedic

works, the indices to the BY. and AV. by Grassmann and

Whitney have been used with profit, and from Whitney at

least several AV. words have been discovered which are not

in any lexicon. These facts are mentioned as showing the

crying need which exists for indices of the principal Vedic

works. Until they are produced any such undertaking as the

present one must rest for the most part on the more or less

unstable ground of the dictionaries.

3. It is hardly necessary to defend the division of the sub-

ject into the Vedic and Post-Vedic periods. In the Veda we

find the small beginnings of several of the commonest uses of

the Classical suffix -ka. There is no Classical use of the suffix

which is not foreshadowed in the Veda; but there are one or

two Vedic uses which practically die out before Classical times.

That is to say, we find here, as in most other linguistic points,

that in general there is a line of cleavage between the Veda

and the Sanskrit of later times, although as a matter of course

the two periods shade into each other, and there is in reality

no such sharp break as we are compelled to make for practical

purposes. In fact, as far as the suffix -ka is concerned, the

Upanisads show uses which agree much more closely with the

language of the Mahabharata than with that of the Brahmanas,

to say nothing of the Vedic mantras. Nevertheless, I have

not ventured to disturb the traditional classification, which of

course is on the whole justifiable, and have included the

Upanisads in the Veda.

4. The suffix -ka in all its ramifications is one of the com-

monest suffixes of the Classical Sanskrit language; and although

it is much less common in the Veda, it is by no means ran-

from the earliest times.

5. I shall not at present attempt to go extensively into the

ijiiostion of the prehistoric (I.E.) suffix or suffixes from which

the Sanskrit ka is derived. According to the theory of gut-

turals now usually accepted, Skt. k may go back to I.E. k or

q. And accordingly two independent suffixes, I.E. -kos and



-qos, are actually assumed by Brugmann as antecedents of

Skt. fca, certainly not without much show of probability (cf.

.Lat. -quus and -cus). Whether right or wrong, this division

of the suffix is not only unnecessary but quite impossible within

the Sanskrit language itself. It must be said that the suffix

-Ita on the whole presents itself to the feeling of the investigator

as a single unified and coherent suffix, which in the early

language at least is quite clearly and narrowly circumscribed

in its use. The widely divergent meanings which forms of the

suffix show in some later developments are all demonstrably

secondary in point of time, and in most cases it is furthermore

easy to trace their semantic evolution from one or another of

the more primitive uses. In Chapter VI we shall take up
the use of the suffix in Avestan, and shall also add a few

words on its appearance in Lithuanian (based on Leskien's

work). From these may then be deduced, in a very tentative

and experimental way, an outline of the apparent uses of the

suffix in the Ursprache in so far as they are indicated by
these languages.

6. Forms of the ka- suffixes. The Veda has a few adverbial

forms (fdhak &c.) where the suffix is simple -k. There is a

small group of words of doubtful relationship in -ku, usually

preceded by a"; they are very few in number, and show no

agreement as to signification, so that I have not thought it

worth while to make an independent chapter of the suffix -ku

or -a/a*, but have treated these words along with the ka suffix.

The Classical Skt. has a few words which seem to show a

suffix -Id, generally forming patronymics; cf. sdurdki (M.S. 3.

1. 3) which may be a Vedic instance. Otherwise all the suf-

fixes which we treat here end in -ka masc. or neut. and -ka or

-kl fern.

7. The feminine -ikd. In all cases of masc. and neut. words

in the suffix ka preceded by a, whether the a is part of the base

or of the suffix, it is possible (and in most cases usual) to form

corresponding feminines in -ikd, rather than in a-ka or a-kl.

This rule applies to all periods of the Skt. language from RV.
onward

(cf. iyattaka -iyattikd, a RV. instance). The fern, forms

alii and aka are, however, not rare; and even ikl appears to

be found from an aka masculine in one or two cases (see s. v.

at iki, General Index), though this is not certain. Because of

the regularity of the fern, in ikd it becomes unnecessary and



in fact impossible to set up a separate category for these

words. Where a masculine word in -aka requires a feminine,

the ending ikd is to he expected; and all statements in this

thesis are to he understood with that in view. It should at

the same time he home in mind that aM and oka also occur,

sometimes from the same words which also form the more

regular fern, in -ikd. There seems to he no rule hy which it

can he determined antecedently what form of the feminine is

to he expected.

This formation appears to he an inheritance from something
of the same sort in the Ursprache (cf.

the Lithuanian pheno-
mena mentioned in 117). It is doubtless connected with

the fern, suffix
.,
associated so commonly with masculines in a.

The regular fern, of any adjective stem in a was formed with

I: and it was an easy step, therefore, to form a fern, in i-kd

(with I instead of I, 32 b) to
|a

masc. in a-ka, by taking the

fern, of the original adjective as a base. This was then general-

ized into a "suffix ikd" applied as a fern, to any masc. in -aka.

even when no fern, base in 1 could have existed. Other for-

mations from feminine adjectival bases are lohin'ikd (Ap. Qr. &c.)

from the fern, of the adj. lolnta; and even hdriknikd (AY.)
from a fern. *harikni (not preserved) to lidrita. like dsikni to

dsita.

8. The Secondary Siiffix ka. The suffix ka is essentially a

secondary suffix; i.e. it is affixed to nominal or pronominal
stems. There are a few words in which it has the appearance,
at least, of being added directly to roots or verbal bases; we
shall deal with them later. Secondary ka may be divided into

four subdivisions. For practical reasons, because I have been

unable to invent any concise and appropriate names, I have

had recourse to numbers in designating them. I realize that

this arbitrary method of nomenclature is open to grave ob-

jections. But any truly descriptive names for these categories
would be so cumbrous as to be quite incapable of practical
IIM-; and it has therefore seemed better to me to have recourse

frankly to numerals as arbitrary symbols instead of applying

incomplete or misleading epithets.

A. The Suffix i ka. (Nouns or Adjectives of Similarity

or Characteristic.)

9. The suffix ka is added to nominal stems to form other

mums or adjectives, with the meaning "partaking of the nature



of," "having the characteristics of," "similar to," "like;" or,

it is added to adjectives or adverbs to form nouns or other

adjectives or adverbs with the meaning "characterized by,"

"having the quality of."

This is the most primitive use of the suffix, at least as ;i

secondary suffix. All other secondary uses are develop! out

of it.

Kx.: ndbnikd, navel-like cavity, Cfttift&t, navel. maiiika, hump,

water-jar, <mani, pearl, lump &c. nadika, kthroat, <nadi, tube.

madhyamika, middle finger, < madhyama, middle.--putika, n.

of a plant. <piiti, foul-smelling.

10. (The Diminutive ka.) From the meaning "similar to,"

-like," the suffix ka often conies to mean "only similar to,"

i. e., "not equal to," and thus arise the well-known diminutive,

deprecatory and contemptuous uses of the suffix, which prob-

ably existed once in all Indo-European languages, but which

are more striking and prominent in Sanskrit than anywhere
else. In Sanskrit the suffix may be added with some such

force to nouns, adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, participles, and

even (once) to a finite verb-form. A detailed classification

will be undertaken in Chapter IV; for the present it will be

enough to distinguish the following main heads.

I. True Diminutives (of size, importance, &c.): as kanlnakd,

little boy, <kanina, boy. muhitkd, moment, <muhu (or muhu).

arbhakd, tiny, <drbha, small. babhrukd, brownish, <babhru,

brown. abhimddyatkd, a little tipsy, <abhimddyat, drunk.

hotrka, secondary priest, <hotr, priest.

11. Endearing Diminutives: as ambika, dear little mother,

<ambi
t
mother. pulrakd, sonny, <putra, son.

III. Pitying Diminutives: as ksullakd, poor (helpless) little,

<ksudrd (*ksutta, prakritized form).

IV. Diminutives of Inferiority with evil connotation, often

called Pejoratives: including

(1) Contemptuous Diminutives, where the idea of smallness

carries with it that of weakness or wretchedness and contempt:
as usrikd, worthless bullock, <usrd, bull. rajahd, wretched

kinglet, <rdjan, king. bhinnaka, crushed and worthless, <bhin-

)UL l)roken.

(2) Pejoratives in the narrower sense, or Imprecatory Dimi-

nutives as I have ventured to call them, because the suffix is

often equivalent to a curse or imprecation accompanying the



word to which it is applied: as agvalta, accursed horse, < d

horse, anantdka, accursed Ananta (a serpent-demon). r&pakd.
evil phantom, <rupd, shade. krtaka. artificial, false, <krta,

made. anyakd, other scoundrels, <dnya. other.

(3) Diminutives of Obscene Humor, in a certain range of

popular composition which is offensive to modern sensibilities,

and presumably for that reason little noticed as yet. For in-

stance, in the lascivious ribaldry of some of the Kuntapa hymns,
and in parts of the Agvamedha ceremony, various slang terms

of extreme vulgarity appear with this suffix: as dhdnika,

dhdrakd, the vagina, < dhdna, dhdra, receptacle. fiaksnikd adj.

slippery, of the sexual organs in coition, <claksnd. slippery.

muskd, testicle, <mf(S, mouse.

Modern parallels will doubtless occur to everyone.
1

V. Generic Diminutives, with nouns of masculinity and femi-

ninity like Ger. Mannchen, Weibchen: as virakd and maryaM,
male (Mannchen), <vird, mdrya, man; so dhenukd, makiluka,
female. See 87 if.

VI. Diminutive as attribute of the female sex, and gram-
matical concomitant of feminine gender. See 90 below. Not
to be confused with the foregoing, which is of totally different

nature and origin. Ex.: praddtrikd, a female giver, <praddtf.

giver. candrikd, the moon (as fern.) < candrd, moon (masc.).

B. The Suffix 2 ka. (Adjectives of Appurtenance or Re-

lationship.)

11. Next, the suffix ka forms secondary epitheta, mostly

adjectives, from nouns or pronouns, with the meanings "con-

nected with," "having to do with," "belonging to," "of;" and

these secondary words, in many if not most cases, take Vriddhi

in the first syllable. Here are to be included the patronymics

i These three categories, and especially the imprecatory and con-

temptuous ones, are closely connected. It is often hard, and sometime-

next to impossible, to decide which idea predominates in a given word.

For instance in the refrain naWiantdm anyakesdm jyrikn u<1hi dhdnvasu

RV. 10. 133. Iff. there seems to be no doubt that an imprecation is

hurled at certain enemies: "Let the damned bowstrings of the others,

devil take them! be torn off from their bows!" But while this idea

predominates, it would be rash to deny the presence also of a con-

temptuous note
;
for it is quite like a Vedic charm-maker to dwell with

great insistence on the scorn he pretends to feel for enemies, however

much he may really tremble before them. Indeed, this is a common
trick of magic in every age and land.



which are occasionally formed with this suffix. This heading
is of course developt out of 1 ka. Ex.: pa$uka, animal (adj.),

of an animal, <pdQii or pagii, animal (n.). dtmaka, of the

dimdn. cdturhotrkd, of the cdturhotr (rite). devaka, divine,

< devd, god. asmdka, ours, of us < asma (pron. stem), we.

napatka, pertaining to a grandson, < napat, grandson.

Whitney, whose entire treatment of the suffix suffers from

over-reliance on the native grammarians, does not recognize

the use of the simple ka with Vriddhi, and calls Ihdvatka

(classical) < lliavat
" anomalous." Instead he follows the Hindus

in setting up (1222J, k, 1) two Vriddhi-taking secondary suf-

tixes, aka and ika, of which he says that no instances of oka

(unless mamaka) and few of ika have been noted in the Veda,

meaning, doubtless, the Vedic Mantras. 1 The facts are these:

In the second category of |the suffix ka. the non-possessive

secondary adjectives,
2 the derived suffix ika (see 14) makes

a strong bid to drive out of the field its competitor ka. In

the Yeda, if we count i-stems like agnika &c. as having the

suffix ika, there have been recorded 118 words in -ika, 50 in

-ka (besides 3 in which ka follows an i-stem with no Vriddhi).

Among the -ika words, Vriddhi overwhelmingly predominates;
in the -ka words, it appears in more than half the cases.

Exact figures cannot be given with safety, because in some cases

the primary word had itself a Vriddhied vowel, and in others

its stem ended in -i. There are only 13 cases where ika in

this sense certainly occurs without Vriddhi, out of 118. Out

of the 50 clear cases of the suffix -ka
(i.

e. where the suffix

cannot be confused with ika) 21 clearly have Vriddhi, 19

clearly do not have it, and 10 are doubtful. Of the 21 which

have Vriddhi. 14 are formed from a-stems (or aw-stems, weak

grade in
-a), but seven from stems in other finals, showing con-

clusively that the suffix must have been ka, not aka. The Class-

ical language adds many other instances; this suffix is much
commoner there than in the Veda. The supposed secondary

Vriddhi-causing suffix aka is largely or wholly a grammatical

fiction; in the Veda at least, it never existed at all. Instead

1 But even so restricted the statement is inaccurate; e. g. cdturhotrkd

< cdturhotr ^(M.S.) and kdverakd, patronymic from Mvera (A.V.); also

tdvaka (RV.) analogous to mdmakd, and others.
2 Which alone are concerned here, since Yriddhi occurs nowheiv else.
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we must recognize this secondary Vriddhi-causing use of the

suffix -ka added both to a-stems and to others. Tho never

excessively common, it occurs earlier and more frequently than

the grammars have so far given it credit for.

C. The Suffix 3 ka. (Adjectives or Substantives of Possession.)

12. The third category of the secondary suffix ka is made

up principally of secondary adjectives (as in the case of 2 ka)

with the meaning -having." -possessing;" also -consisting of,"

with numerals, a frequent use. Ex.: parutka, having joints.

< parus, joint. dvdrakd, n. of a city, "City of Gates," < dvdra.

andika, having bulbs, < and-i, egg, bulb. catuska, having or

containing or consisting of four, < catus; so daraka iv.c.

This force of the suffix is not very common with uncom-

pounded words. But because of the accidental appropriateness
in semantics, it was added frequently to Bahnvrlhi compounds,
and gradually came to be felt as peculiarly appropiate to them.

There are a few instances of this in the Yedic mantras. In

the Brahrnanas it becomes not uncommon; its frequency con-

stantly increases in the Sutras and especially in the Upanisads.
where it flourishes with as much luxuriance as in the later

language. In the early parts of the Veda it is interesting to

note that it is much commoner when the last part of the

compound is not an a-stem, and is especially frequent with

consonantal stems, showing a vigorous (even if unconscious)

striving after uniformity of declension at that early time. By
means of the harmless suffix ka any Bahuvrlhi (as in later

Skt. any noun whatever) not of the a-declension could be

easily brought into line with the a-stems, which formed the

great bulk of the noun declension. See 53 ff., especially 54.

Examples are: acaksi'tska, having no eyes, <a + caksus, eye.

trikadntka, having three kddrus, < tri + kddru, a sort of vessel.

saptadliaiuka, having (consisting of) seven elements. < saptd

H- dhatu, element.

D. The Suffix 4 ka. (Active or Verbal words.)

13. In a few secondary formations, to wit: dntaka ("Ender,"

Death, < anta, end) citaka, hlddaka, ydcanaha and vimanyuka
the suffix ka has distinctly an active verbal force. These

words may be more conveniently treated in connection with

the derivative fra-suffixes which show the same value; see

19. The origin of this usage lies perhaps partly in some

of these derivative suffixes themselves, and certainly in part



in the -primary'' ka words of corresponding meaning (sen
1

28).

14. The Suffix ika. This is a secondary adjective-forming

sufrix whose range of meaning exactly coincides with 2 ka and

3 ka, but chiefly with '2 lca\ in the possessive-adjective sense

it is very rare. It must of course have originated, by clipping,

from i-stems + suffix ha. The adjectives formed with it show

meanings like "connected with," "belonging to," "of." It almost

always (in these meanings, = 2 lid) causes Yriddhi of the first

syllable: and if the primary word is a compound, it occasionally

takes Vriddhi in the first syllable of both its parts. I have

found only 13 cases in the Veda where Vriddhi does not

occur. See 11. The Vriddhi-causing suffix ika is a markt

characteristic of the language of the Sutras, where it is very

common. In the Brahmanas it is rare, in the Mantras almost

unknown; in the Upanisads, while not uncommon, it is much

less frequent than in the Sutras. Ex. (= 3 ka): tundika, hav-

ing tundas (tusks or teeth). (= 2 ka): jyotistomika of the

jyotistoma (rite). dgnisfomifta, of the agnistomd (rite), amtyajika,

of the after-sacrifice (annyajaj.caturthika, of the 4th (day),

< caturtlid, fourth.

15. The Suffix aka. This appears "(certainly in the Veda)

only as a "primary" suffix, added to verbal rather than to

nominal bases, if we rule out the twro words madhvaka and

prsdtaka, apparently formed from madlm &nd. pfsat respectively.
1

IVrhaps a *wadJiva and a *prsata are to be hypothetized.

Three uses of "primary" aka occur. Of course they cannot be

primitive; they must have arisen through suffixal adaptation
from secondary noun formations in a-ka; but one of them at

least becomes so widespread that it cannot be denied its in-

dependence. The other two stand on more uncertain foun-

dations; but on the whole some limited range may best be

allowed to them too.

16. (1) Most dubious, and showing least claim to independent

rank, is this branch of the suffix aka. The RV. contains two

words in which -aka seems to convey the force of a gerundive-

adjective. They are stiyaka "to be cast," and as a noun "arrow;"

1 Note that neither has Vriddhi; cf. 11, where the supposed "second-

ary suffix aka'
:

is delt with. Cf. also patantaka (Word List, s. v.)
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and su-ldbhikd (fern, to -*dka)
1

"easily to be won," from the

roots si and labJi. It has been usual among grammarians to

class sdyaka with 3 oka as a participial adjective, which does

violence to its meaning (not "throwing," but "to be thrown''!)

No noun saya exists with any meaning from which it could

possibly be derived. As for sulabhika, though by some mental

contortions it might be derived from the noun lablia, it is

certainly much more simple and natural to regard it in the other

light. The only objection is that there seems to be in sula-

Mrikd as used in RV. 10. 86. 7 (the only occurrence) a sug-

gestion of the obscene (erotic) Diminutive. It is an epithet

addrest by Vrsakapi to Indrani; the whole passage where it

is found reeks with that licentious vulgarity which naturally

suggests such a value in the suffix -lea. (See 85, 86.) This,

however, does not seem to me necessarily inconsistent with the

derivation of the word put forward. Appearing in such a

context any word in ha, however reputable in origin, was

bound to take on the vulgar coloring which was a prominent

characteristic both of the suffix in general, and of the verses

in wrhich the word appeared. Probably the original force

of the word was gerundival, and the obscene suggestion is

secondary.

17. (2) Secondly, in a small group of words the suffix aka

seems to give the value of a noun of action, when added to

a verbal root. As the primary suffix -a often has this mean-

ing, it is easy to see how this force of aka originated, through

the medium of -a + secondary -lea. There are not many of

these words which occur without the occurrence of a parallel

noun in -a; they number not more than seven or eight in the

entire Veda. But a careful consideration of the words and

the passages where they occur has convinced me of the genuine-

ness of this use of the suffix. No certain instance appears

before Brahmana times. The root has the same form which

is found in the next category of -aka. The nouns are mostly

neuter (e. g. d$aka in an-agaka, not-eating, a fast, < ag- eat);

i It has been suggested to me that sulabhika might be considered to

have an active value; in other words, that the usual interpretation is

wrong, and that the word means "well embracing, giving a goed embrace."

This is possible; but against it must be reckoned the fact that this active

force of the suffix aka is practically not found in the earliest period of

the language. In fact, the RV. has not a single instance.
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but one certain fern, in -ikd occurs abliimethikd (QBr.) < abJii-

Ymifh. See 95.

18. (3) The only commonly recognized use of primary -aka

is its use in forming nouns of agent or adjectives of participial

value from verb-roots. It is a late development, by analogy
from certain words in simple -ka. There is not one instance

in the RV.; for pdvakd 1
(so explained by Sayana "{oWiaka"-

"purifying") and sayaka (see 16) do not fit semantically.

The earliest instances are all nouns of agent (1 or 2 in AV.,
2 in VS., 2 in the Brahmanas). Of six instances in the Sutras,

five are nouns. Only in the Upanisads does the suffix acquire

any frequency, and only here does it develop into a regular

verbal adjective, equivalent to a present participle, and some-

times taking participial constructions. The Upanisads have

over 30 examples. They represent, in this respect as in others,

approximately the condition of the later language. See 96,

97. Ex.: abliikro$aka, reviler. <dblii-kruQ. revile. satiijwaka.

animating, <sam-jw, animate. ydcctka, begging, a beggar.

< yac, beg.

19. The origin of the suffix is not quite so simple as might

appear at first sight. It is, indeed, not uncommon to find the

primary suffix -a giving the force of a noun of agent, or even

of a verbal adjective. But it so happens that there are very
few demonstrable cases in the Veda where to such a noun or

adjective was formed a secondary noun or adj. in -ka. The

nouns vadhaka (AY.), cdraka (QB.), ghdtaka, varaka, prasar-

paka (Sutras) are among the few clear instances (from vadhd.

cara &c.); and three out of these five do not comply with the

custom of -aka words in regard to the form of the root (see

20). Because of this fact, and because the words vadhd &c.

occur, while the suffix aka was at that time scarcely felt to be

in existence, it is better to regard these words as derived

from the nouns vadhd &c. and containing secondary ka. But

they represent a transition stage. There are furthermore

certain other -ka formations which assisted in the process.

Primary ka seems to show this meaning; so pivdli-sphdhd (AV.)

1

pavdkd, not pdvakd, is demanded by the meter throughout the RV.
The word contains no active force, but is simply an adj. meaning "clear,

bright." Its exact formation is not certain, though its connexion with Vpu
is obvious it is probably a primary derivative, but. cannot be clast with

3 aka.



"dripping with fat" from spha(i). See 28. And secondary
-lea forms four or five words with a similar force. The noun

dntaka (AY. c.) lias from its first appearance a quasi-active

value; it is translated "ender," and is a frequent epithet of

death. Closely parallel to dntaka are the two words, gitakit

and hlddaka (in the fern, ika) KY. 10. 16. 14 = AY. 18. 3. 60.

Though they cannot he anything but secondary derivatives

from the adjective gltd and the noun hlctda, they have markedly
active meanings: "cooling" and "refreshing," or, as it were,

"refreshmenting." Most translators recognize this; that it was

so felt hy the Hindus from the earliest times is shown by the

extremely interesting parallel TAr. (>. 4. 1, where in the same

verse hlddukd appears for hlddikd. The suffix uka, as we shall

see
( 22), is the regular Brahmana formation for verbal ad-

jectives, like -oka of later times. It thus appears that the

TAr. compiler felt the words distinctly as verbal, and, perhaps

unconsciously, changed hlddikd to look like an -uka formation

from Vhldd. That gltikd did not in like manner become

*g~itukd is due simply to the fact that no root *glt existed,

from which such a form could be derived. 1 The word vnnan-

yuka "freeing from anger, allaying wrath" is in like manner

an active derivative from vimanyu "free from anger;" cf. suffix

uka, 22.

20. The root-syllable must be metrically long before aka.

and unless it ends in two consonants or. in one consonant

preceded by a long vowel, it is strengthened, by Yriddhi of

a, by Guna of other short vowels. A final vowel, long or

short, always takes Yriddhi. These rules hold for the Yeda
without exception, except that if kfttikd (see General Index)
is really a noun of instrument or agent from V krt with aka

(ika), the root in this case doubles its final consonant by way
of strengthening, instead of gunating its vowel. There are

further exceptions and complications in the Classical language
which I shall not go into here. If dhuvaka (see 96) is really

a Yedic occurrence, it also is exceptional.

21. The Suffix uka. (1) Secondary. There are four words

in the Ycda which have the appearance of containing a second-

1 Ydcanaka, beggar, <ydcana, request, is another instance of second-

ary -ka with active meaning, forming a sort of noun of agent. But a*

this word does not occur until Upanisad times, it may be due to analogy
with thfi suffix -aka (cf. udbhrdntaka, 44 end. Note).



an suffix -uka. But two of these are a7ra Aeyo/zeva and ought

perhaps to be emended: one is analogical, and the fourth is

very doubtful. The adjectives dhdrmuka and sdmndliuka appear.

each once, from dharma and sawndha] they correspond in

meaning and in the Vriddhi vowel to the i/ca-adjectives. ,-ind

perhaps -ilia should be the reading instead of -uha\ compare,

however, the Classical Skt. words kdrmuka <karman, and nan-

duka 11. pr. apparently <nanda. On mahiliikd "female," <mahild

'woman'' see 89; it has its -u-kd by analogy from dhenu-kd.

Tlio only other possible case of secondary -uka in the Veda
is kdnukd RY. 8. 77. 4, an epithet of soma-vessels which has

never been satisfactorily explained. I suggest tentatively a

derivation from kdnd- "one-eyed!" Such a figure might easily

be suggested by a jug with a small opening and a large bulging

body. The vowel u is the most serious obstacle to the etymology.

-2-2. (2) Primary. The chief use of uka is in the formation

of the well-known verbal adjectives with participial meaning

(and construction, in many cases). The chief sphere of these

words is. as has been often observed, the Brahmana literature.

There are very fewr occurrences in the Samhitas; and they are

not numerous in the post-Brahmanical literature. Even in the

epic, however, the formation continues to show a few feeble

Minis of life. These may be artificial or learned reminiscences.

Ex.: vy&yuka, running away, < vi-i, run away. ardhuka.

prospering. <rdli. prosper. upaddsuka, failing, <upa-das, fail.

In separating Samhita from Brahmana occurrences, the

Black YY. texts present difficulties, in that by intermingling

the two they make it impossible to tell from lexical references

whether a given passage is Samhita or Brahmana; while some

of the texts are unpublisht and hence inaccessible to the or-

dinary student. However, all the recorded instances of the

suffix -uka in the publisht texts of the YY., both White and

Black, have been examined, and they have turned out to be

all, without exception, in Brahmana passages. The Samhitas,

apparently, do not have the suffix. This must be largely

accidental, however, since there are several clear cases in the

A V.The few cases in the Sutras that are known to me are

all but one repeated from the Brahmanas. The Cha. Up. lias

one new instance, and as has been said there are a few in

the later language. But the formation practically is born and

dies with the Brahmana period. Of the 71 words, represent-
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ing 57 different verbal roots, found in the Veda, 67 are found

in the Brahmanas (incl. Aranyakas), and most of them no-

where else.

23. That the ttfca-formation is somehow connected with the

"present tense formatives" in u (i. e. with dissyllabic bases in

it)
is probable antecedently, and is borne out by the fact that

some of the earliest instances are formed from such verbs.

The only EV. example is sanuka < Vsan, present sanoti. Here

the suffix was probably in reality primary ka (q. v.) added to

the present stem sanu-, and not uka at all; cf. pwah -sphd

-ka &c. Another, tlio somewhat later appearing, case of the

same thing is rdhnuka (Agv. Grh.) beside drdhuka (Br.) < Vrdh\
rdhnuka is from the present stem rdhnu, and has in reality

the primary suffix ka, though for convenience it is classed with

-uka. Compare further the secondary formations in which -ka

adds an active (verbal) force.
(

13 19.) Of especial interest

here is vimanyuka "allaying anger" from vimanyu "free from

anger." In some words in the early language it is hard to

say whether the suffix is secondary -ka or primary -uka: e.g.

pramdyuka (AV. &c.) "perishing," <pra- Vmi, beside pramayu
of identical meaning. From a blend of these various formations

arose the suffix uka.

24. The root has the same form here as with the suffix aka.

A final vowel has Vriddhi; a non-final long vowel is unchanged;
a non-final short vowel is unchanged except before [a single

consonant, in which case it takes guna (but a takes vriddhi).

Irregular is the vriddhi in nirmarguka (TS.) < nir- Vmrj', also

the short vowel in -kasuka (vi-< sam-kasuka- AY.). It should

be further remarked that the present stem may replace the root:

cf. sanuka and rdhnuka above; also nanguka besides nd$uka
< Vna$, pres. stem nahQ; vibhinduka <vi- Vbhid. The root

han forms ghdtuka as is to be expected (see Pan 7. 3. 22).

In one instance uka seems to show the gerundival use which

we have noted in one or two aka words, and which also crops

out in the suffix -ika. This is an-dlambhnkd (KS; TBr.) < d-

Vlambh, "not to be touched," of a woman in menstruation.

This case seems to be the only one with uka. This turn of

meaning, appearing sporadically in different forms of A;a-suf-

fixes, may have appurtained to the primary suffix ka, tho signs

of it are scanty (see 28).

25. The Suffix uka. -This is added to intensive verb-sterns
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forming verbal adjectives, like the uka words from simple roots.

The u has the accent. The suffix scorns to have arisen by a

sort of proportional analogy to uka, but makes its appearance

curiously early, one instance being found in RV., and that

too from a root which is not addicted to ^-formations: jagardka

"wakeful," RV. 3. 54. 7. The only other Vedic examples air

danda^dka (VS.) and yayajdka (QBr.). The Classical Skt. lias

one or two more. salaldka RV. 3. 30. 17 was explained by
the Hindus as belonging here, as if from Vsr ("sararuka"} ;

but it is most uncertain and probably of different character;

see General Index s. v. It seems to be clearly a noun,

probably a nomen actionis, and so quite different from this

suffix.

26. The Suffix ika. This is the most problematic of the

derivative /fa-suffixes. It may never have been felt very

definitely as a productive suffix. Many cases included under

it ure doubtful or entirely uncertain in etymology, and some

of them may contain not ika, but secondary lea added to a

lost stem in i. Cf. dfdnko, vi-car-, from Vgr, in dissyllabic

form Qarl.

In so far as we can analyze the suffix ikci, it appears to be

primary as a rule, and most often imparts the value of a

verbal adjective or noun of agent, like aka and uka. So -rjika,

dusika &c. Of like meaning is drfiku "beholder," Vdrq, the

only instance of the "suffix iku" (see 29 d). In twro words,

isika and dffika "splendid (i.
e. to be seen)," the suffix seems

to have gerundival force (see 24). There are two abstract

nouns, mrdlka "mercy, favor" < Vmrd and dffika, -kd, appear-

ance, < Vdrg. Three or four Ika words have the aspect of

secondary noun formations from a-stems; the a is dropt before

the suffix. The most plausible example is kafikd "weasel"

< kaga. Whether these are really from lost feminines in I

cannot be determined. In some Ika words the I represents a

stem-final i or in before suffix -fca; see 31, 32, 36.

27. The Adverbial Suffix -k. In half-a-dozen very ancient

adverbs there appears a suffix -k> added to vocalic stems of

nouns or adjectives, apparently merely as an adverb-forming

affix. It is probably a petrified form of the adjectival suffix

-A*a, in its first and original sense (1 fra).
1 I find no proof of

i It is, however, possible that this group of words really contains a

formjof the suffix anc/ac. The main objection to regarding them in this
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the existence here of any developed meaning of fra, such as the

diminutive. The words are: fdhak or rdhdk "separately'' <base

*rdha, cf. ardhd: nuttl; -secretly" <niuyd. cf. 29 a; pfthuk
"in a scattered manner," cf. prthu. prthd "palm of the hand;"

prab&kuk "on an even line" <prabahu: visundk "in various

directions" (with possibly a suggestion of imprecatory-diminutive

value, see s. v. sdnaka. Chap. IV, 80); <visuna; vftliak

"lightly" \c. < base vrtlia, whence the (instrum.) adv. rrtJid

(= vftliak). mandk probal)ly does not contain this suftix, but

a form of the root-suftix anc, like prdllka etc. Maiidndk, sup-

posed by some to be from mandk, cannot possibly be so ex-

plained either formally or semantically (see Ludwig on RY.
10. 61. 6). Ludwig would derive it from manu in some way.

but neither this nor any other explanation so far offered is

satisfactory. The word looks as if it contained some form of

the root ana$:na,Q (fycyKov). But it is still too dubious in

etymology and meaning to permit any safe conjecture as to

the suffix. Could mandnd be connected?

28. The Primary Suffix ka. The words which arc thrown

together under this head are so varied in meaning, and in

many cases so problematic in etymology, that I despair of

giving any intelligible or intelligent clasMiication of them.

There seems to be a group of them containing more or less

suggestion of that verbal adjective idea which we have found

in the suffixes aka, uka, and ika, as well as in secondary Aa

(4/<;a, 13). This is clearly present in pwah-splidkd < Vsplidi

and a few others; perhaps in stokd < Vstu, in gltrta-stdvas

(AY,); mtika <^v-w, mii-tus: pdka < Ypa ("suckling?"), jahakd

"hedgehog." apparently < Vha and others. Whether in su-

meka < Vmi "well-established" we have a gerundival use < Mi

24) is not certain. Words like gloka and $ it-ska (Av. ImSka}
are perfectly clear in their etymological belongings, but do not

fit in very well as to semantics with other words of this class.

Some of the words are hopelessly obscure and may not contain

a suffixal ka. I shall give the list (g 1<W) in alphabetical order,

not attempting to classify the words semantically.

light is the short quantity of the vowel before -k', the suffix -ac in com-

bination with a vocalic stem regularly produces a long vowel + A-.
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Chapter 11.

Samdhi.

The Samdhi of stem-finals before the 7<;a-suffixes.

A. The Samdhi of Secondary -ka. 2937.
-2V. d. Before secondary ka the stem-final a regularly remains

unchanged. But :

a) Final -ya of a stem appears to be reduced to -I before ka

in a few cases, pdrsthika (Kdty. Qr., Ldty.) < prsthyd. bhdsilta

(Kdty. Qr., Qanhh. Gr.) prob. <1)hdsya.maugalikd (AV.), best

derived < mangalya. ninik (adv.) (BY.) < ninyd.

Note. In usrikd (RV.) < usrd the i is due to analogy from usriya-

It would be impossible to regard the suffix as -iJta, since the word is

obviously a contemptuous dim., and ika is never used in that sense, at least

in the Veda. Similarly the Bahuvrihis -varsika, -gllika, -cdrika, -samnydsika,

all from stems in a, are influenced in their vocalism by the parallel and

equivalent words in -uarsin &c.

b) In one instance final a seems to be dropt entirely : galka

< gala. It is possible that galka may be really a primary

derivative from the (hypothetical) root of gal-d. In this con-

nection it should, however, be mentioned that the lexicographers

quote a word kinjala not yet found in the literature with

the same meaning as kinjalka "plant-stalk"; and cf. further

AY. ndmadka, from and = ndmata.

c) In some cases d seems to be substituted for d before ka.

The words are all more or less problematical, and some of

them are entirely obscure. Those which seem most plain are:

ekdkin (eka, ekakd)] diattrdka (chattra); tatdka (tata); nabhdka

n. pr. (nabha?)\ patdkti cf. Vpat (primary?); $aldkd ($ald)\

pnicaldkd (pracala). Yery dubious are rksdka (fksa?); pin-

ydlta (?); pindka (Triva.%, OSlav. pini)\ sdurdki (patron.; from

*surdka?).
These words, or some of them, may be derived from lost

stems in d. Yet the appearance of ekdkin is not encouraging

to this theory; for although the fern, ekd exists, there is nothing

about ekdkin to suggest a derivation from it. Furthermore

we should expect the derivatives to be fern, on such a supposition,

whereas these words are nearly all masc. or neut. Metrical

considerations may have affected some of them. See also 30 a.

Note. gydmaka has a justifiable d', see 30 a, Note 1.

d) Here belong also one or two words in -dku: pfddlut,

<*prda- cf.?ra/>Sos (loanword); mrdayCtltu <mrdaya (metrical?).--
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kydku "mushroom"' is of unknown etymology. (The pronominal
word yuvdku is from tlio base yuvd, and the n. pr. iksvdku

|

or -/at] seems to he derived from j&sti, though this cannot be

regarded as certain. The only other Yedic word in ku is

drglku, see Chap. I, 26.)

30. a. The stem-final a before ka either a) remains un-

changed, b) is reduced to a, or c) is changed to i in fern.

words in accordance with the powerful tendency of i to usurp
the place of all other vowels before fern, forms of the suffix

ka (cf. 7). Naturally, most of these a-stems are fern.; and

the ka- derivative generally follows the primitive word in

gender.

a) a remains a before ka. vlnaka (ifc.)
=

vino,', kanydkd

<kanya; jydkd <jya\ rasndkd <rasna; *vayaka (in vaydkin)

< vayd(?)] mdindka metronymic < mend] in Bahuvrihi cpds.,

-vapdka, -samkhydka. More problematic, but still probably

belonging here, are baldkd, roddkd, ropandkd, QariQaka, -prndkd,

from lost primitives.

Note _/. Qydmaka (VS.) "millet" may be derived directly from the

noun cydmd (only Class. Skt.) "a kind of grain," or from fyama used in

a vaguer way as the fern, base of the adj. $ydmd-d; this fern, base is

frequently found in composition.

Note 2. Pronominal words in dka (dku) are to be regarded as formed

from bases in a; only the ka (kii) is suffixal. See Wh. Gr. 494; Thumb

357; Brugmann Gr. II i

p. 830. The existence of these pronominal bases

in long vowels is unquestionable; they appear frequently in derivatives

and in composition as the "stems" of the pronouns. The exact meaning
of the long vowel is problematic and need not concern us here. In the

Veda we find mdkt, maklna, asmaka, yusmdka, yuvaku from the bases

md, asmd, yusmd, yuvd. On mdkt see General Index s. v.

b) d >d before ka. Especially in Bahuvrlhis; -ambaka <ambd;

-dkliyaka <dkhyd; -samkhyaka <samkhyd (cf. samkhydka above):

-sanijnaka < samjnd. Also: tdrakd < tdrd, cikitsaka < cikitsd;

manasthaka (? perhaps from a cpd. of Vsthd); menakd metron.

< mend (cf. mdindka above) ; gilaka n. pr., perhaps < gild.

c) a + ka > ikd. I know of only three clear examples in

the Veda: aksamdlikd (Up.) <aksamala; ndsikd (RV.) < ndsd]

mdksikd (RV.) < mdksd. These RY. words show how early

began the encroachment of ikd on all other fern, forms of the

suffix ka. Most ikd feminine words are formed directly from

aka masculines.

Note- mahilukd < mahild has its u-kd by analogy from dhenuka; see

Chap. IV, 89.
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31. i. Regularly remains unchanged before ka. In a few

doubtful cases it seems to be lengthened to i, but this is pro-

bably only apparent. So the crucial word kalmalikin (RV.),

<kalmali?\ punddrika cf. pundari-srajA, but cf. also pundarin

(only Lex.). putika (once also -ikd) apparently <puti (adj.).

-valika probably <vaU, not vali

32. 1. a) In Bahuvrlhis I remains before ka invariably.

-tantrika, -patnlka, -samidhenika, -sdvitrika.

1))
In other derivatives it either remains, or (more often) is

reduced to i. Especially when the ka derivative is fern, the i

is usually reduced, so that the word ends in -ikd] cf. 7.

I remains: dndlka <dndi; tusrnka <tusni; nddikd] lohinikd',

valika (see 31); hlika <*hli*=hri; dusikd (also -ikd} <dusi',

ralmika cf. vamri, Lat. formica'j sucika.

i>r. ku^ikd prob. <kuci; gavlnikd < gavini; gopikd; mahd-

namnika,', avaghatarikd; avacarantikd] karkarikd < karkari;

dhayantikd ;
dusikd (cf. dusikd) ; pratlcikd ;

mukharikd < mu-

kharl
( ?) ; vajrasucikd ; hdriknikd.

NB. dyumnlka and varsika are from -in stems, q. v.

.':>. H. Remains unchanged before ka regularly.

a) Here as with a and i there are a few cases in which u
seems to be lengthened. Word or sentence cadence may be

the cause of this. Kambuka (AV.) "rice husk" < kambu "shell."

madhuka n. pr., apparently <mddhu. galtika (AV.) a plant, cf.

<;dlu (Class.) a fruit. dbhdka "powerless" < dbhu "empty."-

uluka "owl," onomatopoetic, cf. ulucus, ulula (see 79, s. v.

idukd). karkandhiikd (AV.) should be read karkandh&kd, as

the parallel RV. Kb. stanza reads.

b) The word madhvaka |(Adbh. Br.) "bee" is probably an

instance of some sort of adaptation, whose nature cannot be

decided. At first sight it looks like a suffixal -oka added to

mddhu', but this is most unlikely.

c) iksvdku n. pr. may be derived from iksu + aku; see under

29 d.

34. u. This would doubtless remain unchanged before ka,

but I know of no clear instance in the Veda. The following

words are doubtful as to etymology: dnusukd, bfbuka, manduka,

caUika, salaluka.

35. r. Remains unchanged before ka. mdtrka, hotrka', in

Bahuvrlhis, -pitrka, -yantrka.

a) praddtrikd "giver" (fern.) < praddtf shows the fern, suftix

2*



ikd (see 7. 38). not to be confounded with the suflix -ika\

before it r appears in its consonantal form.

36. Consonants. Consonantal stems before -ka appear in

their weakest stem-form. The ordinary rules of internal com-

bination are generally observed. But the sibilants and s

appear in the form found in composition, and some s-stems

are irregular.

an-stems: tdmakd. itdakn, -carmaka. -ndmaka &c.

ill-stems: -sdksika (in Bahuvrihi cpd.) <sdksin and -Jiastika

<hastin are tlie only Yodic instances found which shows the i we
should expect, dyumnlka <dyumnin and varslka <varsin have

taken over 1 from the nom. sg. masc. of the in - declension.

On -varsika. -Qilika, -cdrika. -samnydsika see 29 a, Note: they

probably come from stems in -a, but are influenced by /n-stems.

nt-stems: -brhatka. ejatkd. -datka CYC.

t-stems: napcltka. pratiQruikd (noun) and prdtigrutka (adj.)

<prati$rut: -pari$ritka (Bah.).

iyattakd (-ika) < iyat and mfttikd = mfd are peculiar. The

insertion of the glidal vowel a (i) seems to have been merely

euphonic. Xo significance is to be attached to it, and probably
not to the doubling of the t either (this latter is only a matter

of word cadence); iyattaka is a dim. from iyat, and it is

scarcely conceivable that the suffix is anything else than plain

ka, tho in a disguised form; cf. Av. daitika <dat
( 108). 'Why

the t of the nom. sg. should appear in mfttikd instead of the

d of the stem mfd, I cannot say; but to set up a suffix

-taka/-tikd goes too much against probabilities. It is hard to

imagine an analogical process by which such a suffix could

have arisen in these words, and the instances are too few to

make such an assumption safe. Cf. kfttikd < Vkrt under pri-

mary -oka.

d-siems: (Bahuvrihis) -upanlsatka, -nivitka, -parisatka, -sam-

vitka. For mfttikd < mfd see under ^-sterns.

dh-stems: -samitka < samidJi. updnatka < updnah (orig. -nadh).

c-stems: -tvakka, -vdkka, purorukktt.

*-stems: (see , above) satka < sns (only known Yedic in-

xt a nee).

$-stems: -dikka <di$ (only known Yedic instance).

s-stems: appear regularly with s after rt,
s after i, M; amyaska,

-tapaskn, -tejaska, medaska, -rajaslta, -retaska, mastiska (? No

is. occurs); cat nska, dltanuska, caksnska, -yajusl;<t.
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a) -OQirka (Bahuvrlhis) < d^is is due to analogy with cp<K
in which s was followed by a sonant, as dglrdd &c.

h) parutka < pdrus is due to analogy with stems in s, which

take * before fca. The proportion is s : s = t : t. Cf. also

pdrticchepa.

37. Stereotyped Endings. When 1m is added to a word

having a stereotyped ending, or an ending which does not

vary according to a nominal declension, the word is always
treated as if it were formed from a noun stem in -a. whether

it is so or not: the ka is added to this (often imaginary)
i/-stem. and then the ending of the original word is attached

to the Arc-derivative, the -a of the suffix of course disappearing.

This gives the word the appearance of being formed with an

infix -ok-.

So in the case of adverbs like drakdt <drdt, cdakam <alam.

(anakais < canals, in which the original base actually was ara-,

gana-, aid-.

But also: asakdu 1

<asdu, as if the stem were asa- and the

ending -au\ and the extraordinary verb.-form yamald < ydmi,
as if ydmi were a nominal form from a stem ydma-.

B. Sarhdhi of the Secondary Suffixes ika, uka, ika, and

the fern. ika.

38. In the Yeda these do not appear after ^-sterns. A final

stem vowel disappears before them without trace, except r,

which becomes consonantal r. Consonantal stems before them

appear in their weakest pre-vocalic stem form; e. g. Qdpvatika

< QdQvant; paramavyonmika < -vyoman; dpardlmika < -ahan,

and so other compounds of alian. Apparent exceptions like

fern, tadatmika come as a rule from masculines in a-ha (suffix

ka\ or are derived from parallel bases in -a (as sddahika

< saddhd, not -ahari). In the classical language, however, this

rule no longer holds; particulary aw-stems take the form in -a

before -ika (the a dropping). In the Veda sdman and its

compounds follow this habit: sdmika (Laty^, jydisthasdmika

< jyesthasdman &c.

39. The primary suffixes require no remarks under this

heading; the treatment of verbal bases before them, in so far

as it is capable of discussion, has been taken up under the

respective suffixes.

1 The grammarians allow asuJca as well asakdii < asdii, but it has not

been reported as occurring in the literature.
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Cluster 111

The Secondary Suffix ka (excl. diminutives).

The Suffix i ka (excl. diminutives) g 4048. Meanings
see Chap. I, 9. (About 110 words.)

40. a) Forms nouns from nouns; meaning -like."

antakd, border (QB.), < anta, end.

kawbdka (AY.), husk of rice, < kambu. shell (see 33).

kllaka (U.), the middle part of a mantra, <klla, post.

kumbhaka (U.), the holding of the breath after filling the

passages with air- a religious exercise; the appearance of

the performer suggested a pot, hence the name. < kumbha

pot. See 95.

kusthikd (AY.), dew-claw, <kustha (cf.
also 90, 91).

culaka (U.), the top of a column, < ctila. crest.

chattrdka (B.), mushroom, <chattra, shade, umbrella (see $ 3oj

(Class, chattraka = mushroom).
nadaka (S.), hollow of a bone, < nadd, reed.

nddlkd (AY.), throat, < nadi, tube.

nabhikd (B.), navel-like cavity, <ndbhi1
navel.

bhdsika (S.), general rule, <Wiasya, speech, commentary (see

29 a).

manika (B), hump, water-jar, < mani, pearl, lump &c.

vallka (S.), thatch; reed, sedge, <vall, fold, or vali, edge of

a roof.

41. b) The signification of the /fa-derivative is often so like

that of its primitive that it is hard or impossible to distinguish

any difference between them, so that the ka seems to be

meaningless. The Hindu grammarians recognize as a distinct

category this "meaningless fea" (anartha). Sometimes, however,

the exigencies of meter explain the addition of ka. So:

dstaka (AY), home, = dsta.

gavinikd (AY.), groins, = gavml.

(The same pada repeated in TS. has gavlnl.}

isukd (AY.), arrow, = isu.

piyusaka (RYKh.), biestings,
=

plyfisa.

(The same pada in AY. has plyAsa, but is deficient in meter.)

42. c) Sometimes, again, the suffix is used as a convenient

means of bringing into the ordinary a-declension words of les>

usual stem-formations (mostly consonantal steins). This may

explain the following (and cf. I, 12);



dmivatkd (YY.), pressing,
= dmwat (pros, part.). See Gen.

Index; cf. viksinatkd, vicinvatkd.

udakd (BY.), water, = uddn. The stem udakd was at iirst

used, apparently, only in the nom. ace. sg. udakdm to replace

the form *uda < uddn, which never occurs. The form udakdm
is found 8 times in BY. and 17 times in AY., while the oblique

cases occur only once in BY. and^B times in AY. The

oblique cases of uddn on the other hand occur 19 times in

BY. and 4 times in AY.; its nom.-acc. is not found. As
the oblique cases of udakd increase in frequency the stem

uddn becomes correspondingly rare.

praticrutkd (YS.), Echo, = pratiQrut.

Irhatka (B.), n. p., < brhdt, adj. (But cf. also 46).

viksinatkd and (inferior) viksinakd (YY.), destroying, epithet

of gods, = viksinant, see General Index.

vicinvaikd (YY.), sifting, discriminating, epithet of gods; see

General Index, and cf. preceding and dmivatkd.

stukd? (BY.), tuft of hair; prob. not "primary ka" (Whitney),
but rather from the noun stu in prthu-stu.

43. d) But in many cases there seems to be no evident

reason for the appearance of ka. It may be that one or

another of the words which are grouped under this heading

will seem to sharper senses than mine to show some differen-

tiation between the primary word and the &a-derivative. It

is morally certain that some of them would have presented

differences to an ancient Hindu. It is possible that some of

them are diminutives of some sort, tho I have sought in vain

for some sign of this in the various passages. However that

may be, of the general fact there can be no doubt; from very

early times the suffix ka became in some cases so colorless

that it might be added without change of meaning to nouns,

and even to adjectives. This usage increases greatly in fre-

quency in ithe later language. Even if, then, a few of the

examples quoted prove to be wrong, the principle is undoubt-

edly right, Note that the usage is rarest in the Mantras and

commonest in the Upanisads.
44. Nouns:

avadhutaka (U.) n. of an Upanisad = avadhuta

dtmabodhaka (U.) n. of an Upanisad = dtmabodha

urvdrukd (BY.) in a late and interpolated verse, a sort of gourd,

= urvdru
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kantaka (AV.), thorn = kanta (only in cpds.)

karkataka (U.), crab = karkata

karuavestaka (8.). earring = karnavesta

kinjalka (8.). plant-stalk = kiiyala (only Lexx.) see 29 b.

kramuka (B.), betel -nut tree = kramu (only Lexx.) (al

gavldlmka or ##i>e- (TS.), coix barbata = gavldhu (gavedliu)

(not Ynlic)

gopikd (F.), protectress = gopi

cakraka (V.), wheel = ca&ra

jardyuka (B.), after-birth == jartiyu

jivikd (8.V.), manner of life, cf. ,/fva, life (Possibly ))rimary -aka\

cf. 95)

tdrakd (AV.), star == tdrd

nikharvaka (B.), billion = nikharwt

parusaka (8.), n. of a tree, and its fruit = panlsa

pradtaka (8.), n. of a meter = pracita

Widradvdjakl (B.), skylark = bharadvajl (f.
of -jo)

bhiksuka (8.) mendicant = bhiksu

manipuraka (IT.), n. of a mystic circle on the navel. = mani-

pura
. mfttikd (VS.), clay = mfd (see 36)

yastikd (U.), club = yas^i

rupaka (B., IT.), image; species = rupd

lokapalaha (U.), earth-protector = lokapdld
vardliaka (U.), n. of an Upanisad = vardlid

valiyaka (8.), draft-animal = valiya\

vdrddhusika (8.), usurer = vdrddhusi

vikalpaka (IT.), hesitation = vikalpa

-vlndkd (8.), flute = i^'wa

vyddhaka (8.), hunter = vyddlia

tydmaka (YV.), millet, fyaw/a (? cf. 29 c, Note)
samtanika (B.), n. of a Saman, = samtani.

Note. ajdvikd, neut. sg., "goats and sheep," is the equivalent of the

(masc. plur.) dvandva ajdvi. The -ka seems to have a sort of collective

force, not exactly paralleld elsewhere.

45. Adjectives:

dgantuka (8.), accidental, = dgantu

dvapantikd (AV.), pres. part., scattering, = avapanti. (Note
in Whitney's edition seems to imply dim. i. e. pejorative

force, like avacarantikd &c. But as it is applied to the
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bride scattering grains in the marriage ceremony, this is

hardly conceivable. In the AV. passage the -kd might be

metrical, but not in the GrS., where it is also used [unless

they depend directly on the AY. passage; note that some

parallel passages, as MantrBr., read dvapanti]. Might this

be a case of the "feminine" Diminutive 90?)
urdlivdka (U.), raised. = iirdhva

krtsnaka (S.), all,
= krtsna

caturthaka (U.), fourth = caturthd

tasnika(m} (S.), silent(ly), =tumi(m). Doubtful and prob. corrupt.

mrdaydku (RV.), or mrl~ merciful, = mrdaya, cf. 29 d.

svaka (IT.), own, = svd

Note. The word plaguka (B., S.), rapidly growing up, <*pla=2jra
-\- d$u, takes ka because of its quasiparticipial meaning, being influenced

by the suffix -uka. Similarly udbhrdntaka (U.), roaming, = udbhranta,

from the analogy of words in primary aka, several of which are found

in close proximity to the word udhbrdntaka in Nrsut. Up. 7.

46. e) Often the suffix forms substantives, from adjectives

or other words, with the meaning "characterized by" (such a

quality or thing). When the primitive word is an adjective

the derivative is frequently no more than a substantivized ad-

jective. As such it is particularly adapted to the formation

of proper names.

Substantive from adjective:

abhinivistaka (S.), ? (ace. to] Knauer) stale (of food) ;
< p. pp.

of abhi-ni-vi$.

invakd (SV., B.), n. pr. of a Saman, <inva, pervading.

istdka (YV.), brick, < *ist&, burnt, IE. Vaidh burn. Cf. Av.

r(" hunika (S.),
n. of ajnan, <kuni, adj., having a withered arm.

ghataha (S.), n. of a kind of wood, < glidta, smitten.

cdraka (B.), wanderer, <cara, wandering.

jayantaha (U.), n. of a man, <jayanta, victorious.

tatdka (B.), pool, <tata, declivity, bank.

dyumnika, n. of a man, dyumnin, glorious.

nyastikd (AY.), epithet of a plant, < nyastd, thrown down. ( 91.)

putika (TS.) or -ika, n. of a plant, < ptiti, foul (see 31).

pfthuka (B.), flattened grain, < prthu, flat.

perukci (RV.), n. of a man, < peril, delivering.

pracalaka (S.), chameleon
i'7-/mci i ju A / < pracadj moymg

pracalaka (TS.) ?
cloudburst \
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prasarpaka (S.), assistant or spectator at sacrifice, <pmsarpa, adj.

madhyamikd (U.), middle finger, < madhyamd (cf. 90).

mundaka (U.), n. of an Upanisad, < munda, shorn.

rohitaka (MS.), n. of a tree. <rohita, red (in Class. Skt. also

applied to the tree rohitaka).

vddhaka (AY.), n. of a wood, < vadhd, smiting &c.

varaka (S.), suitor, <vard, desiring (also n., suitor).

varsika (S.),
n. of a meter, < varsin, raining.

vigvdka (RY.), n. of a man, < vigva.

gamakd (S.), n. of a plant, perhaps < $ama?
sndtaka (B.), one who has ceremonially bathed, a grhastha,

< sndtd.

Substantive from noun (which must have been felt adjecti-

vally):

celaka (B.), n. of a man, perhaps <cela.

dandaka (S., U.), n. of certain meters, <dandd.

vamrakd (RY.), n. p., "Antman", < vamra, ant. Called dim. by

Naigh., followed by BR., but this seems very unlikely. It

is rather a noun of characteristic.

vrsaka (SY., B.), n. of certain samans, < vrsan.

sampdtika (S.), n. of certain demons, <sampdti.

Miscellaneous:

tiragcikd (S.), a horizontal region, <tirdgci, loc. sg. of tiryanc.

47. f) The suffix furthermore forms adjectives of characte-

ristic, mainly from adjectives, adverbs and numerals.

ddhika (S., U.), additional < ddhi.

dnuka (B.), subordinate < ami.

antihd (RY.), near <dnti.

dvakd (AY.) (subst.) n. of a plant < dva.

ekdkin (AY.), solitary, <eka.

viQvaka (U.), all-pervading, < viQva.

sdm-samaka (AY.), united, <samd.

From numerals, forming adjectives with a sort of distribu-

tive force: ekakd, singly; dvakd, by twos; trikd, by threes

all RY.
One adjective of material (others in Classical Skt.): sidhraka

(S.). made of sidhra-vfood.

48. g) Presumably growing out of the usage described in

46, we find a few rare and abortive appearances of the

suffix in formation of abstract nouns, with the force of the

English suffixes -ness or -hood. The few Yedic cases are:



madhulaka (AV.), sweetness (or, honey) < madhula, sweet.

mdtrka (U.), "das Mutterwesen" < mdtf.

lohinikd (B.), red glow <lohim, fern, of lohita.

sutaka (S.), birth, childbirth <siita.

Note. Logically the treatment of the Diminutive ka should follow

here, it being a phase of the suffix 1 ka. But for practical reasons, be-

cause of its importance and the space it requires, it has seemed best to

devote a separate chapter to it.

The Suffix 2 ka. 49 52 incl. Meanings see 11.

(53 words.)
49. Here no additional remarks or semantic distinctions are

necessary, and we need only give the words, practically all of

which are adjectives, as they occur. The words which have

Yriddhi are: (21 words)

apartuka (S.) < apartu pd$uka (S.) < pticu or patfi

dmalaka (II.) <amala pdgubandhaka(S.)<paubandhd
dranyaka (TV) <dranya prdti$rutkd (II.) <praticrut

arunakttuka (TAr.) < aruua + bhdumaka (B.) < bhtiman

ketu mdnusyaka (U.) <manusyd
didakd (B.) <eda tndmaka (RV.) < mama, cf.

kdverakd (AY.) <kuvera (pa- tdvakd

tronymic) mdindkd (TAr.) < mend (metro-
cdturlwtrkd (MS.) <cdturhotr nymic)

tdddtmaka,ikd(U.)<tad-dtman rdivataka (II.) <revata (pntro-

tdvakd (RY.) < tdva, gen. sg. nymic)
of tvcm vdiblritaka (TS.) < vibhtta(ka?)

tpdrpthika (S.) <prsthy&, cf. rdrlraka (U.) <urlra

S 29 a. sdmspargaka (S.) < samsparrd.

50. Those which may or may not be considered as haying
"Vriddhi: (10 words)
dtmaka (II.) <dtmdn bddhaka (B.) <bddhd?

ditareyaka (B.) <ditareya (mdki,mdkina)<md see 30 a,

tcduka (U.) <tdlu Note.

tdittirlydka (II.) < tdittirlya vajasaneyaka (S., U.) < vdjasa-

trdividyaka (S.) <trdividya neyd
dhdvanaka (S.) <dhdvana ^dtydyanaka (S.) <f

A'dtydyana

1 Note. This must be admitted to be not a certain case of the suffix

ka, as against ika. Nevertheless it is hardly likely that the entire

syllable -ya would disappear before -ika without any trace; at least I

know of no parallel for such a phonetic change, whereas 29 shows

parallels for the reduction of -ya to i before ka-
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51. The words which fail to show Yriddhi (19 words):

aynihotraka (U.) <agnihotra. mdmaka (RY.) ondma, cf. md-

asmaka (RV.) < asma- see 30 a

Xote.

gdnaka (VS.) <gand.

cikitsakd (B.) <cikitsd.

tftiyaka (AY.) <trtiya (as

noun).
devaka (I

T

.)
<devd.

ndpdtka (RV.) <napdt.

madhuka (S.) <mddhu.

madhvaka (B.) < *madhva ? see

33 b.

mantraka, ika (U.) <mdntra.

52. A few un-vriddhied words from bases in

impossible to say whether the suffix is ka or i

maJiii $ 4M.

markataka (S.) <markata.

menakd (B.) <mend, metro-

nymic: cf. mdindkd.

yantraka (B.) <yantrd.

yuvaku (R V.) < yuva- see g 3< >;i

Xote.

yusmdka (RY.) <yusmd- see

30 a Xote.

sutikd (AY.) <sii^ (cf.

siltika, (
1L and -prasuta, AY.).

svastika (IV) <svasti.

hotraka (B.) <Jiotrd.

where it is

The over-

whelming preponderance of Yriddhi with to has led me to

classify them here, while vriddhied words from /-stems are for

the same reason put under -ika. (3 words):

kugikd (RY.) prob. < ku$i.

Ulliika (AY.) <Whi.
malidndmnika (S.) < mahanamnl.

The Suffix 3 ka. 53 55. Meaning see 1-2.

53. This category consists mainly of adjectives (which, liow-

ever, are frequently substantivized), like the foregoing. It is

on the whole not frequent in the Veda, except in the develop!

use with Bahuvrihis. Especially to be noted is the use of the

suffix with numerals, in the sense "consisting of," "containing."

Parenthetically it may be noted that the suffix -ika has the

value of 3 ka in two AY. words: tund-ika, having a snout or

trunk, < tunda\ and parydyikd, having (i.
e. composed in) strophes,

<parydya. This seems to be the extent of the usage.

The following words show ka in its third use (21 words):

(From numerals:) (8 words.)

dstaka (B.)

ekatrin$aka (U.)

catuska (S.,U.)

dagaka (S.)

pancaka (S.)

pancaviii$aka (U.)

satka (S.)

(U.)
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(From other words:) (13 words.)

aristalta (S.), having the disease arista

andika (AY.), having egg (like bulbs) <dndi

janakd (B.). n. of a king <jdna?

ddyaka (S.). lieir. <ddyd. inheritance

dvdrakd (I'.),
n. of a city. -( Mty of Gates" < dviira

nimustika (Ait.Ar.). of the size of the fist, <nimusti, a measure

of that size

parutka (8.)- I
1 a vino- joints <parus (see 37 fin.)

imtdhuka (B.). n. of a man ("rich in honey") <madhu
muktikd (V.). n. of an Fpan., "String of Pearls" <muktd

mustikd (U.). n. of a prizefighter <musti, fist

vasnikd (B.). prize ("having value") < vasna, value

Qdlyaka (YS.) porcupine ("having darts") <$alya, dart

hltka (KS.) possest of modesty < *hli Inri

."U. Bahurrihis. Yery scarce in the Mantras (2 in BY.; 5

in KY. AY. together); they become not infrequent in the

Brahmanas. hut can hardly be called common until the Sutra-

Vpanisad time. There are 42 words found in the Mantras-

Brahmanas together, and 54 which occur for the first time

in the Sutras and 1'panisads, making 96 for the entire Yeda.

In the later language the cases are numerous. That non -a

stems predominate as primitives (cf. 12) is shown by the

statistics; of 96 words, 37 are from consonantal stems, 37 from

stems in other vowels than df, and only 22 from a-stems.

For Samdhi of stem-finals see Chap. II. The most striking

facts arc that I always remains unchanged, while d may do

so. but more often is shortened before ka. Four stems in a

change a to i before ka, through the influence of parallel -in

steins of like meaning. They are -cdrika <cdra, cf. cdrin;

-varsika < varsd. cf. varsin
; -fiUka < $tia. cf. glim ; -samnydsika

<samnydsa, cf. samnydsin.
a i The heteroclite stems aksi (aksari) and asthi (asthan) use

either form of the stem before -ka, as also (in the Yeda)
before the pada case-endings (Wh. 431). The same verse in

different parts of the Yedic literature may vary in this regard.

Thus auaksikdya svtihd TS. 7. 5. 12. 1, but anaksakdya svdlid

KSA. 5. 3.anasthikdya (-akayd) svdhd TS. (KSA.). Cf.

asthdlliyah svdhd YS. 39. 10, TS.; but asthibhyah sv. KSA. 3. 6.

( 'f. also the Bahuvrlhis anastha, anasthan, anastlri, anasthimat

all of which are found.
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The corpus of variants revealed by the Yedic Concordance,
which I have been able to examine through the kindness of

Prof. Bloomfield, further reveals the fact that in a number of

cases the same pada in different texts varies by adding ka to,

or dropping it from, a Bahuvrihi stem. Examples are ananga :

anangaka, aprdnd : aprdnaka, amands : amanaskd', and avajihva

nijihvika HG. 1. 15. 5a cf. avajihvaka nijihvaka ApM. 2. 21. 32*.

The second word in both places should probably be emended

to nir-jihvaka. A form -jihvika as a Bahuvrlhi-final is quite

inexplicable.

The list gives the final parts of the compounds only, in

alphabetical order; the stem-form of the original word is added

where it is not obtainable by simply striking off the -ka.

55. List of Bahuvrihi ka-words.

stem
final

a

(ari)a

i

occurs

u.

KSA.
TS.

B.

KSA.
U.

word

-ati$aka

-aksaka <aksdn

-aksikd (<dksi)

-agnika

angaka _K8A. a

-anuka U. u

ambaka (tryd-)

< amid

-agitika

-astakd (<dstd)

-astliaka <asihdn KSA.
-astlnka (<dsthi) TS.

-dkhyaka < akhyd U.

-adika

-dQirka <dgis

-dsandika

-ukthaka (sok-)

(< ukthd) B.

-upanisatka <upa-
nisad U.

-upasatka < upa-
sdd S.

-updnatka < upd-

mh S.

-rsika (in sarsika) S.

occurs

RY.
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dntaka (AY.), euder, death <dnta. end.

ydcandka (IT.), beggar <yacana, request

vhnanyuka (AY.), freeing from wrath. <vimanyu, free from wratb.

Qltalca (RY.), cooling <glta, cool.

hlddaka (RY.), refreshing <h1dda. refreshment.

Unclassified (Secondary) ka.

57. All, or nearly all, the following words in suffixal ka have

evidently a secondary suffix. But it is impracticable to separate

them into the various categories, either on account of the un-

certainty of their origin, or in a few cases because, though

they are clear as to general derivation, it cannot be determined

which branch of the suffix they belong to. For instance, so-

maka, a proper name, might mean "Soma-like" (1 ka\ "of or

belonging to Soma" (2 7<:a), "having soma" (3 ka. cf. wadliiika

n. pr.), or it might be a diminutive. In most of the following

cases, however, the etymologies are unknown; and often even

the meaning of the word is not clear. "Whatever can be said

about them wr ill be said in the' General Index (q. v.),
under

the individual words. They are recorded here merely for the

sake of completeness.

58. List of Undassifiables. (87 words.)

anjalikd (or nyanj-) kamika

amanika (or dmanaka) kirika (or gir-)

ardtaki kugavartaka (?)

avacatnuka knsitaka

ddhaka kustnka

dnusuka ko^dtaka

drcatkd hyaku ?

iksvdku (or -/m) klltaka

utpdtiha ksitikd

udddlaka khdndika

updnasydka golattikd

idmuka ciccikd

rksdka, chubuka (cl. cibuka)

orimikd -jaldyukd in trna-j.

kakdtikd jdnukd (or ni-j.)

kanaka jumbdkd

kdplaka (or hdlpaka) derikd

kalanka dhdrikd and d-dh.

kalmallkin dutaka

ka$6ka nabhdka



nardka and nCiraka

pakvakd

patantaka (suffix aka? Cf.

15, footnote.)

patdkd (primary ?)

parisdraka (-aka suffix?)

(partikd, patikd- corrupt.)

pdjaka

pdvakd

pinydkcL

pindka

pippaka

punddrika

pfddku

prsCitako

praliastaka

prdqdtika

bataraka

baldkd

bfbuka

madusikd

mandtika

mdnasthaka?

fmastaka
\inastiska

madanaka
roddkd

ropandkd
cdrtikd

valiika

vasukd (2 ka or 3 ka?)
vdlukd

vilihrndhikd

visrdnsikd

vrnddraka

gaydndaka
daka

gdrigakd

gdltika

$ipivistakd (1 ka ? cf. General

Index s. v. and 45)

rruklidnikd (v. 1. singh- &c.)

gdunalm
salaldka

silika-

somaka

sdurdki

(sphatika- primary ?)

hdtaka

Chapter IV.

The Secondary Suffix Ka. Diminutives.

(About 180 words.)

59. It is not always easy or possible to draw the line sharply
in any given case between the various diminutive values of the

suffix ka, as laid down in 10 which see/] The diminutive

of pity is almost always associated with contempt; without

that idea it is doubtful whether it is found at all in the Yeda.

There are very few words in the Yeda which show a marked

endearing force of the suffix
;
in so far as it occurs it is usually

found along with simple diminutive force (smallness). Again,
the imprecatory and contemptuous uses are often hard to

distinguish; nevertheless they are essentially distinct. They may,
and very often do, exist quite independently of each other.

8
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60. In treating of adjectives and pronouns having this suffix,

it is to be noted that the diminutive idea (of whatever variety)

usually belongs not so much to the adjective or pronoun itself

as to the noun with which they are connected, or rather to

the whole complex idea; the diminutive notion pervades, as it

were, the atmosphere of the whole sentence. So e. g. AY. 2<>.

136. 14 kumdrikd pingalikd "wretched little yellow girl;" it is

an open question whether pingalikd (from pingala, tawny) has

the suffix ha in the sense of our suffix -ish, so frequent with

color words (pingalakd- "yellowish"), or whether the suffix has

simply the contemptuous diminutive force, which is then, so to

speak, transferred from the noun kumdrikd to its modifying

adjective. I incline to the latter view in this case; the occur-

rence is by no means rare in the Veda, and is so simple

and natural that it is hardly necessary to dwell on it.

We shall now proceed to classify the ha diminutives by lisK

according to the divisions laid down in 10.

I. True Diminutives. (72 words.)

61. The suffix is applied

a) to nouns indicating"[an object of the same kind as the

primitive, but smaller.

b) to adjectives of smallness emphasizing and exaggerat-

ing that quality.

c) to adjectives of color, indicating a color approaching
or suggesting the original color (Eng. -ish, G-er. -licit}.

d) rarely to other adjectives and adverbs indicating

qualities approaching but falling short of the original

quality.

e) principally to nouns indicating not physical small-

ness, but relatively secondary importance of the object

denoted. Related to, but distinct from, the diminutives

of pity and contempt; such notions are absent here.

62. a) Diminutives of Size nouns. (51 words.)

aksamalika,
"
little rosary," n. of 'an Tip. Mukt. Up. 1 . 36

< aksamdld

aldbuka, the fruit of the bottle-gourd (aldbu) <aldbu

AY. 20. 132. 1, 2 = RVKh. 5. 15. 15 tid aldbukam ekakam

aldbukam nikhdtakam* j^'Just .one little aldbu, a little aldbu

cut into just a little."

avaghatarikd, kind of lute, QankhQr. 17. 3. 12. Prob. Dim.,

cf. ghatarl, lute.
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avataka, little spring, AV. 2. 3. L So Ppp., adopted by Ml.

and Ludwig;] Wh. keeps the Qaun. MSS. avatka, whiHi is

scarcely interpretable. <avatd.

avikd, little sheep, ewe-lamb. RV. ]. 126. 7; AV. 20. 129. 17.

Prob. Dim. <^j.

(In an obscene passage; is the suffix perhaps duo to

that fact? See 85.)

indragopcika, little firefly. Amrt. Up. 36 ("Marienb&ferchen"

Deuss.) <indragopa.

(1) upajihvikd RV. 8. 102. 21 &c,
]
names of sorts of ants.

(2) upajika AY. 2. 3. 4; 6. 100. 2 &c. I Whatever the true inter-

(3) upadikd QBr. 14. 1. 1. 8
j

relation of these words

may be, it is safe to say they are diminutives. Bl. (AJP.
7. 482

ff.)
derives (2) from (3), and then (1) from (2) by

popular etymology. Is upadehikd (Class.) in like manner a

popular etymology < upadika, and is dehikd (Class.) further

etymologized from that? Or are two quite different stems

confused in this group, the bases deha &n.d.jihvd?
-kanikd. a minute particle ofjanything, in vata-k. Snrvop. 2.

kandnakd for kani-, pupil of the eye, only TS. 5. 7. 12. 1.

Corrupt for kant-, as shown by fact that the same pada in

other places (VS. 25. 1. 2; MS. 3. 15. 1; KSA. 13. 2) mids
kani-.

kamnakd (RV. 10. 40. 9, YS. 4. 3 &c.). -akd (RY. 4. 32. 23),

kantnakd (QB. 14. 5. 2. 3), -ikd (AY. 4. 20. 3 &c.), pupil of the

eye, from kanina, -a. Bloomfield (AJP. 17. 400, Note 2) has

shown conclusively that in all the known occurrences these

words mean "pupil of the eye," and never "boy" or "girl."

kanydkd, pupil of the eye, Ait.Ar. 3. 53. 5. <hanya.

karkandhukd, tiny jujube-berry, AY. 20. 136. 3 (where MSS.
and Edd. karkandhtikd) = RYKh. 3. 22. 3 (has correctly

ukd). See alpikd under 86. The obscene meaning pervades
the passage so thoroughly that this word might also be classed

there. < karkdndhu

karkarikd, little lute, AY. 20. 132. 3.

< karkai4, lute, RY. and QanhkQr.

kdrnaka, tendril or handle ("earlet"), QBr. 9. 2. 3. 40; KatyQn
18.4. 6, 7. <kdrna. Cf. 86.

kundikd, little pot. SamnylTp. 4. 1. Of the pot of the Samnyasiu,
in a description of his modest belongings. Dim. <kunda.
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kumdrakd, ikd, boy, girl, RY. 8. 69. 15 &c. &c. kumdrd, d.

ksurikd, "little dagger or razor," n. of an Up.Ksur.TJp. 1 < hsura.

khandtaka, prob. "little shovel," Ap.Qr. 17. 26. <*khandta.

NBD. makes it an adj. "dug up;" but it is clearly a noun,

being connected with samuhaka (q. v.) by vd. Neither it nor

its primitive *khan$ta occurs elsewhere, but prob. Dim.

golaka, little ball, Qankh.Gr. 4. 19; Gobh.Gr. 4. 4. 20. <gola.

canddtaka, a short petticoat, QBr. 5. 2. 1. 8 &c. Derivation

unknown; Prob. Dim.

jdtaka, a new-born child, Rang. 11. <jdtd,

jdlcika, little net, web, BrhArTJp. 4. 2. 3. Prob. Dim. <jdla, web.

tartinaka. a young sprout, AY. 10. 4. 2. The verse is hopelessly

obscure in its application, but some sort of dim. use may be

assumed. < t&runa,

ndsikd, nostril, KY. 10. 163. 1; AY. 10. 2. 6 &c. < ndsd, nose.

pddukdj slipper, AcramUp. 4. Dim.? <pddu, foot.

pipilaka. (ika ?) and (most often) ika, ant; AY. 7. 56. 7 &c. &c.

<pipild. See Word-List s. v.

putrakd, little son, RY. 8. 58. 8. Of. 67. <putrd.

-prndkd in lwrina-p., the (fern.) young of
r

any animal. No
, *prna occurs, but>it is clearly a dim. Cf. Class. Skt. pr-thu-ka.

Lt. pariO, TTO/OTIS &C.

prapdthaka. little section, subdivision of cert, works

<prapdtha "lecture."

priyanguM. little panic-seed, Samavidh.Br. 2. 6. 10. <priyangu.

mdksikd. fly, RY. 1. 119. 9 &c. Dim. <mdksd, fly.

magdka. gnat, AY. 4. 36. 9 &c. The cognate Lith. maszalai

with suffix IE. -los points to a Dim. -ka.

mukharikd, the bit of a bridle, KatyQr. 16. 2. 5 (BR. wrongly 4)

according to Sch. < mukhari (not otherwise found). The word

, is in any case ultimately <mwA:/iaandis prob. Dim. <mukharl.

muhukd, moment, RY. 4. 16. 17; 4. 17. 12.

< muhu (or muhu) adv. ace.

mtitdka, little basket, QBr. 2. 6. 2. 17. <muta.

musaka, rat or mouse, G-arud.Up. 2)

'-ikd, rat or mouse, YS. 24. 36.
)

< m^a (Clas8')'

rdsndkd, little girdle, Kath. 25. 9.; <rdsnd.

vajrasucika, "little sharp needle," n. of an Up., also called

vajrasuci. Mukt.Up. 1. 33. <vajrasuci.
*
rayaha (in vaydkin). prob. "little tendrils," RY. 5. 44. 5.

<vayd.



So Sayana and Ludw.; some\yhat dub.; epithet of the

soma-plant.

valmilta, ant-hill, VS. 25. 8 &c. cf. vawra, -i, ant.

Doubtful. The -ka is prehistoric, but certainly suftixal.

and probably dim.; cf. jormlca, JUV/>/ZT?. If valmika meant

originally "little ant," its semantics have wandered peculiarly.

vdmanaka, dwarf, Garbh.I
T

p. 3. Dim. <vamana, dwarf.

vibhidaka, the viblildaQta) nut used as a die. RY. 7. 86. 6;

]0. 34. 1. <viblilda.

Although the form vibMda(-ta) does not occur until later,

the -ka was clearly felt as dim. Cf. vibh'itaka Imprec. in 79.

vimnakd, n. (of a [plant, AY. 6. 44. 3. Prob. "little horn,"

referring to horn-shaped leaves or flowers. Kaug. even takes

it as a real "little horn," not as a plant at all, and this may
be right. The [other alternative is to regard the suffix as

possessive (3 ka); visanakd, "horned." This is on the whole

less likely, though possible. Cf. gaphaka. <visdna.

gdphaka, n. of a plant, AY. 4. 34. 5 &c. Comm. says "a hoof-

shaped plant;" prob. therefore "little hoof" rather than

"hoofed;" cf. visanakd, to which the same questions apply.

< Qapha.

galdka (once oka, Kath. 26. 1), little stake or twig, TS. 6. 3. 1.

2 &c. <fa?d; cf. 29 c.)

g&lba, splinter, TBr. 1. 1. 9. 9 &c. Cf. 29 b. prob. <$ala.

a$aka, (little) hare?, Adbh.B. in I. St. 1. 40.

<$a$a', no very clear dim. force.

samuliaka, little sweeper, Ap.Qr. 17. 26. (NBD., "heap"). See

khandtaka. The word samulia only occurs as a n. of action,

not as a noun of instrument; doubtless it must have been

used in the other sense too, as this word shows, for samit-

haka clearly has that meaning. The whole sense of the

passage suggests also diminutive value. Otherwise it would

be possible to call samuhaka a noun from saw + Vuh with

primary oka. <samuha(?).

sudka, "little needle," epithet of a stinging insect, RY. 1. 191. 7.

< sud.

I do not think any imprecatory or other pejorative force

is present here.

63. b) Diminutives of Size adjectives. (8 words.)

amyaskd, more tiny, AY. 10. 8. 25. bdldd ekam amyaskam,
"one is more tiny than a child." <amyas, comparative.
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arbhakd, tiny, RY. 1. 114. 7 &c. (see also 72) <drlha.

alpaka, tiny, AV. 20. 136. 3 (see Obsc., Dim.. 86); QBr. 1.

7. 3. 25 c. <alpa.

kanisthakd, smallest. AY. 1. 17. 2
"j

<kanisthd (or

(kanisthikd, little finger, QBr. 3. 1. 2. 4 &c.). | Mw-) superlative.

ktullakd, tiny, TS. 2. 3. 8. 3. But see 68.

<*ksulla <ksudra, prakritized form.

daharaka, short, KausBr. 19. 3. <dahara.

bdlaka, young; a child, KrsUp. 19; MuktUp. 2. 7. <bdla.

ciQukd, young (animal), AY. 6. 14. 3. < gIQU.

64. c) Diminutives of Degree adjectives of color. (6 words.)

kdlakd, ,7blackish," n. of an unidentified bird. YS. 24. 35. < kdla.

krsnaka, prob. "blackish," n. of a plant, Kauc,. 80. <krsnd.

pingalaka, ikd, tawny(ish?), AY. 20. 136. 14. But see 60.

<pingald.

babhrukd, brownish, QBr. 1. 6. 3. 3; (bd-) an ichneumon YS.

24. 26. <babhru.

loliitaka, reddish, red. Ap. (NBD. ;
no reference quoted.) < lohita.

Qytivaka, "brownish," n. of a man, EY. 8. 3. 12; 8. 4. 2.J[< gydvd.

Examples are more plentiful in Classical Skt.

65. d) Diminutives of Degree other adjectives (and adverbs).

(3 words.)

abliimddyatkd, somewhat drunk, QBr. 1. 6. 3. 4; 5. 5. 4. 5.

< abhimddyant, pres. p. ablii- Vmad.

nikhdtaka, cut into a little, AY. 20. 132. 2 see aldbuka 62.

< nikhdta.

^anakdis, adv., quite gently, softly, EY. 8. 80. 3 &c.

The German word sachtchen exactly renders ganakdis.

66. e) Diminutives of Importance (without contempt). (4 words.)

upapatoka, a minor sin, Nar.Up. 5; Kalag.Up. 2. <pdta, sin

pdtaka is also found, but dim. force is luird to find in it;

it has rather the aspect of a nomen agentis. The prefix

upa- adds dim. force, and there is no doubt that in upa-

pdtaka at least the suffix -ka suggested diminution to the

consciousness of the hearer.

eltaka, "just one
(little, valueless)," AY. 20. 132. 1 see aldiuka

j

62. <eka.

devikd, an inferior class of goddesses, AitBr. 3. 47, 48; QBr.
9. 5. 1. 34. <devi.

Jwtrka, assistant-priest, secondary H<>tr,QBr. 13. 5.4.24&C. <1wtr.



II. Diminutives of Endearment. (7 8 words.)

67. The paucity of Yedic material under this head is partly

due to the character of the literature, whose atmosphere is to

it large extent unfavorable to "Kosenamen" But after taking

this into consideration, it is surprising that the number should

he so small. Following are the only cases which seem to me
clear enough to warrant classifying them here.

ambikdj dear littlejnother, Miltterchen. VS. 23. 18 &c.

<ambd or ambi.

ambdlikd, dear little mother, Miltterchen. VS. 23. 18, QBr. \~2.

2. 8. 3 &c. <ambdld or -ll.

ambe (MS. amby) ambike ambdlike VS., QB., MS. ambe

ambaly ambike TS. &c.; see Ved. Cone.

(The suffix -Id is also diminutive.)

ulukhalaka, dear little mortar (Morserchen, GT.), R.V. 1. 28. 5.

< ulukhala.

ydc cid dhi tvdm grhegrha ulukhalaka yujydse ihd dyumdt-

tamam vada jdyatdm iva dundubhih

"However thou mayst be used in every house, dear

mortar, yet sound most clearly here!"

jivikd, in jivikd ndma stha td imam jivayata, MS. 4. 8. 7,

115. 5; Ac,vQr. 6. 9. 1; ApQr. 14. 20. 8. Addressed to the

waters, in a magic formula or charm; "ye are jivikds, do

ye then make this man live (jw)F The same formula with

jwd in place of jivikd occurs in the same places quoted and

in others (see Ved. Cone.). Cf. also AV. 19. 69. 1 ff., especially 4.

Verse 1 reads jw& stha jwydsam , "ye are alive (jwd)',

may Hive!" Vs. 4 reads jwald stha jwydsam . Whitney
renders jwald "lively." But note the diminutive suffix -Za,

and cf. jivikd. The occurrence of both these words with

diminutive suffixes in practically the same connection shows

that neither of them is accidental. They were both evidently

felt as carrying the same quasi-endearing, coaxing idea which

is found in ulukhalaka and mangalikd. Although this mean-

ing seems clear enough here, to render it in English is a

different proposition, and one which I do not feel equal to

attempting at present.

pddakd, little foot (Fiifichen, Gr.), RV. 8. 33. 19. <pdda.

samtardmpddakdu hara "keep your little footies together,"

spoken in a playfully affectionate way.



putrakd, little sonny. EY. 8. 69. 8. <putra.

Dim. of size, with addition of some endearing force.

maugalilca, (adj.) of good omen, AY. 19. 23. 28.

<mangalya (see 29 a).

The word clearly refers to the hymns of AY. 18, which

are funeral hymns. Lanman is right in remarking (note to

Whitney's translation) that it is a euphemism for this par-

ticularly ill-omened class of hymns. The suffix ka perhaps
adds something to this euphemistic touch by giving it a turn

akin to the endearing diminutive
(cf. ulukhalaka and jivikd).

It would be futile to try to bring this out in translation.

(subJiadriha), courtezan, YS. 23. 18.

<siibhadra\ cf. "Freudenmadchen"

This word may have been, and probably was, originally a

playfully endearing dim., but in this passage, where alone it

seems to be found, the suffix is rather imprecatory; see 79.

III. Diminutive of Pity. (3 words.)

68. In the Yeda this almost always carries with it the ad-

ditional idea of contempt. It is almost doubtful whether the

Yeda knows the suffix -ka with the connotation of simple pity

in a good sense at all. All the following instances are capable

of being treated as terms of contempt.

unmantaka, insane, only Ac.ram.Up. 3. The exact formation

of this word is uncertain, though its general etymology

(ud + Vmari) is clear enough. No *manta or *immanta oc-

curs. If the ka is diminutive, as seems likely, it belongs
under this head.

ksullakd, tiny, cf. 63, 72. This word, <*ksulla = ksudrd,

regularly carries with it (at least in the Yeda) the idea of

weakness, as well as smallness. So QBr. 1. 8. 1. 3 yQvad
vdi ksullakd Ihdvdmo bahvi vdi nas tdvan nastrli bhavatL

"As long as we are poor (helpless) little shavers, we are in

great danger." In this case we seem to have a true Dim.

of Pity. More often the word takes on contemptuous force;

see 72.

pradrdnaka, very poor, Cha.ITp. 1. 10. 1.

<pra, intens, + drdna, poor.

Probably pitying dim. Xo idea of contempt seems to be

prominent.
IY. Diminutives of Inferiority with evil connotation, often

called Pejoratives. (94 words.)



69. They arise from the above-mentioned diminutives of

and inferiority ( 66, 68) and may be conveniently divid

into three classes
( 10); 1. Contemptuous 70 76; 2. Im-

precatory 77 84; 3. Obscene 85 86.

1. Contemptuous Diminutives. (29 words.)
70. In these the idea of smallness carries with it that of

weakness or wretchedness and contempt. Applied to nouns,

adjectives, participles, pronouns, and adverbs. Common from

the earliest times. As has been said, this category is often

difficult, of not impossible, to separate from the imprecatory

diminutive, with which it is closely connected. In many of

the words quoted under each head something of the other

idea is also present.

Following are the words which show more or less clearly a

contemptuous use of Tea, arranged according to the parts of

speech.

71. a) Nouns.

dhallika, "prattler"? BrhArUp. 3. 9. 25. A term of reproach
whose mg. and etymology are not certain, but prob. con-

taining some pejorative notion.

usrika, miserable bullock, RY. 1. 190. 5 (see 29 a, K). <usrd.

ye tvd devosrikdm mdnyamdnah pdpd bhadram &c. "The

evil ones 1 who reckon] thee, O God! (Brhaspati) as a

wretched bullock," &c.

kumdrakd, RY. 8. 30. 1 see 72 s. v. arbhakd.

JaimdriMs (despised) little girl, AY. 10. 4. 14; 20. 136. 14.

< kumdrd.

AY. 10. 4. I4kdirdtikd kumdrikd sakd khanatl bhesajdm
"Even the wretched little fo'rato-girl, even she a worth-

less creature (sakd) digs up a remedy (which is sufficient

to destroy the serpents)." In a charm against snakes. The

idea is that a worthless person of very little power or in-

fluence can destroy the hostile serpents. The kirdtas were

a despised mountain tribe. See 72 s. v. kdirdtikd.

This verbal minimizing of the power of adversaries is a

common characteristic of all magic, and we shall have oc-

casion to note it more than once in dealing with our suffix,

which is peculiarly adapted to this purpose. Cf. RY. 1. 191.

11 16, and see s. v. kusumbhakd, gdkuntikd.

i Either accent.
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For AY. ^i. 136. 14, where kumdrikd also occurs, see

72 s. v. pingalakd.

kusumbhakd, venom-bag of an insect, RV. 1. 191. 15, 16.

< kusumbha, id.

vs. Ifr-^iyattakAh kusumbhakds takdm bhinadmi demand tdto

visdm prd vdvrte pdrdcir dnu samvatah

16 kusumbhakds tad abravld gireh pravartamdnakdh

rfrcikasyarasdih visdm arasdm vrccika te visdm.

15. "A wretched, feeble thing is that miserable little poison-

bag! I smite it with a stone; then the poison has departed
into remote places."

16. "Thus spake the accursed little poison-bag, slinking
down from the mountain: 'The poison of the accursed stinger
is powerless.' Thy poison, accursed little stinger, is power-
less."

The power of the poison is belittled; the speaker declares

with all possible vehemence that he despises it, and that it

cannot do him any harm. See s. v. kumdrikd and gakuntikd
Of course imprecatory, as well as contemptuous, force per-

vades the ka suffixes which bristle in this passage; I have

tried to bring out both ideas in the translation.

The word kusumbhakd is often translated "venomous in-

sect," as if it contained the suffix 3 ka and meant "possess-

ing a kusumbha." It seems clear, however, that it has just

the same meaning as kusumbha (e. g. AY. 2. 32. 6), plus ;i

pejorative value. Our modern preconceived ideas, based on

modern prejudices, of what such stanzas ought to say in

order to give "good sense," are of practically no weight
whatever with verses of this kind, which may even be in-

tentional nonsense. The meaning "poison-bag," incidentally,

tits in vs. 15, at least, quite as well as the other meaning.
And as for vs. 16, we can only say that the poet speaks of

the poison-bag as crawling down from the mountain, and

there is an end of it. If anyone demands that logical sense

be extracted from this abracadabra, I respectfully request

that he identify the mountain (giri) alluded to, and explain

why the kusumbhakd (whatever its meaning) should be crawl-

ing down from it. A parallel stanza to vs. 16 is AY. ">.

13. 9; see 73 s. v. avacarantikd.

vfQcilta, "stinger," scorpion, from Vvra^c. The ka may bo

in origin primary and not diminutive; but that it is felt as
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diminutive in this passage is evident. The imprecatory force

of the suffix is strong in this word, stronger than the con-

temptuous, perhaps.

devaka, (wretched, worthless) god, 11Y. 7. 18. 20. <deva.

devakani tin mdnyamdnam jaghanta.
"The wretched fellow who thought himself a irndlinir.

forsooth! (cid) him didst them (Indra) slay."

dhanuska. small, poor bow, Laty 8. 6. 8. <dhanits.

pdndaka, eunuch, weakling, Kath. 28. 8; 13. 7. < pawla, id.

nnpaiisaka. eunuch, hermaphrodite, QBr. 5. 5. 4. 35 iVc.

< na-puiisa.

ptilkaka or piilddka, n. of a despised tribe. MS. 1. 6. .11. <?
In Classical Skt. they are called pulkasa, the dim. suffix

-ka is prob. present in the word.

rujaka, worthless kinglet, EY. 8. 21. 18. <rdjan.
ciira id raja rdjakd id anyake yoke sdrasvatlm dnu &c.

"Citra is a real king; worthless kinglets truly are the other

wretches (anyake) who (yoke) live about the Sarasvatf' etc.

vi*adhanaka see under 79.

vispulingaka, (miserable) little spark?, EY. 1. 191. 12.

< visp(h)uliiiga.

trill saptd vispulingakd visasya pusyam aksan. The exact

meaning of the word is not entirely clear, but it must be a

contemptuous formation <visphulinga, like gakuntikd (q. v.)

in the preceding verse, and with a similar application, viz.

used in minimizing verbally the power of the poison. See

also kusumbhakd, and cf. kumarikd. The vispulingakdh must

he some weak and worthless creatures, at all events.

vf-rcika. scorpion. EY. 1. 191. 16 &c. &c. See on knsumlhaka,

and, also 79.

rakantakci. ikd. (wretched, accursed) little bird. <$akft,nta.

EY. 1. 191. 11 iyattikd gakuniikd sakd jaghasa te visam

so tin nil nd mardti no vaydm mardmare asya yojanam
haristhd madhu tva madhuld cakdra.

-A miserable little creature is that little bird! she has

swallowed thy poison; yet she shall not die; we too shall

not die! Far off is thy course; the sun-god has turned

thee into honeyed honey."

Another case where the power of a hostile object (poison)

is belittled in words, the idea being that the very words by

their magical power accomplish the things stated to be al-
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ready accomplished. "Even a wretched little bird has eaten

the poison without injury; what harm can it do us?"

AY. Ppp. folio 115 b, line 1 gakuntikd dhayantika, see 73.

VS. 23. 22, 23 and parallel passages, contain this word.

They occur in the obscene parts of the Agvamedha cere-

mony ;
the use of the suffix belongs to the Dim. of Obscenity,

and will be mentioned there see 85.

calaltakd. wretched little splinter, AY. 20. 130. 20. <(tldkd.

See s. v. ^/aM, 75.

72. b) Adjectives.

arbhakd, small, weak, wretched, RV. 7. 33. 6 (see also 63).

< drbha.

dandd ived godjandsa dsan pdrichinnd bharatd arbhakdsah.

"Like ox-driving staves, the miserable Bharatas were

crushed to pieces."

RV. 8. 30. 1 nahi vo dsty arbhakd devdso nd kumardkah

"Xot one of you is a little wretch, o gods! nor a weak

boy!"

AY. 1. 27. 3, in a charm against serpents, ndrbhakd abM
dadhrsuli (cf. kusumbhakd, 71, and comment.). Similarly

AY. 7. 56. 6,

dbhtika, powerless, weak, AY. 6. 29. 3.

<dbhu, which means simply "empty."

kdirdtakd, ikd, of the kirdtas (contemptuous), AY. 10. 4. 14.

<kdirdta, id.

See kumdrikd, 71. They were a despised tribe. This

word is a contemptuous formation from the adjective kdirdta.

ksullakd, tiny and wretched. See 68, 63. < ksudrd (*ksulld).

AY. 2. 32. 5 shows the word in a clearly contemptuous
sense (with some imprecatory force added):

dtho ye ksullakd iva sdrve te krimayo hatdh = "The tiny

littlc wretches all the worms are slain." In a vermin-charm.

pingalikd, tawny, AY. 20. 136. 14. <pingald.

kumdrikd pingalikd, "the wretched little yellow-girl."

This color-adjective may or may not partake of the force

of the Dim. of degree otherwise common with such adjectives.

See 60, 64.

bhinnaka, broken and worthless, MantraBr. 2. 7. 3. <bhinnd.

athdi 'sdm bhinnakah kumbho ya esdm visadhdnakah.

"So their bag is crushed and powerless, their cursed poison-

receptacle." In a charm against poisonous insects.
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In the word visadhdnaka the idea of imprecation seems

to outweigh that of contempt.

73. c) Participles.

avar arantikd, slinking down, AV. 5. 13. 9. < avdcanintl.

karnd Qvdvit tad abravld girer avacarantikd

yah kdgcemdh khanitrimds tdsdm arasdtamam visdm.

"The eared hedge-hog said, as she slunk down from the

mountain," &c. The wrhole stanza is suggestive of RV. 1.

191. 16, and pada b is pada b of the RV. verse with the

substitution of avacarantikd for pravartamdnakdh, q. v. The
sense of the ha is doubtless contemptuous. This stanza has

less appearance of freshness and originality than the RV.

stanza; it looks like a secondary and epigonal reminiscence

of the latter. See 71 s. v. kusumbhaka.

pravartamdnakd^ slinking down, RV. 1. 191. 16. <pravartamdna.
See kusumbhakd, 71, and cf. avacarantika above.

dhayantikd, sucking, AV. Ppp. folio 115 b, line 1. <dhayantl.

gakuntikd (MS. -ka) me Gravid visapuspam dhayantikd.

(For MS. visapuspam probably -pusyam is to be read;

cf. RV. 1. 191. 12, and see 71 s. v. vispulingaka.)

"A miserable little bird said to me, as she sucked up the

essence of the poison; "(The following words in the MS.
are not entirely clear to me; they are probably corrupt, and

are in any case unimportant for the present purpose.) That

the suffix ka here has contemptuous force is made clear by
a comparison of RV. 1. 191. 11 16, of which this verse is

a reminiscence. See $akuntikd in 71, also kusumbhaka.

74. d) Pi'onominal adjectives.

anyaka. other (contemptuous). RV. 6. 21. 18. See rdjaka, 71.

< anya.

See also 82, Imprecatory Diminutives.

iyattaka, ikd, so tiny and wretched, RV. 1. 191. 11, 15.

<iyat- "of such a size."

See Qakuntikd, kusumbhaka, 71. In AV. 20. 130. 20

the MSS. have uyam yakam $aldkaka, for which R.-Wh.

read iyattika gald-, but the correct reading is probably

iydm yakd galdkakd, as shown by RV.Kh. 5. 15. 10.

75. e) Pronouns.

sakd, sL-a, takdd &c., that (wretched or miserable little).

<sa, sa, tad.

RV. 1. 191. 11, see ^akuntikd 71.?-
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AV. 10. 4. 14 see kumdrikd 71.

RV. 1. 191. 15 see kusumbhakd, 71.

Katy. Cr. 13. 3. 21 takd vayam plavamdhe. Parallel texts

read ime or eta for takd. There is no apparent reason for

the dim. or pejorative suffix. The verse is difficult and

uncertain; see Garbe on 'Vait. S. 34. !>.

K V. 1. 133. 4 ydsdm tisrdh pancd^dto 'bhivlangdir apdvapah
tat su te mandyati takdt su te mandyati

( Addressed to Indra.) "Of them (witches) thrice fifty didst

thou lay low with blows (? cibliivlangdir); that deed of thine

(te gen.) is highly praised, yea, even that slight task of

thine!" He means that this great performance (which is

itself worthy of laudation) was nothing to what the power
of Indra could do, not that the performance was in itself

slight. Grassmann's translation misses the point.

ydkci, which (miserable person). < ya.

RV. 6. 21. 8 see rdjakd, 71.

AY. 20. 130. 20 = RVKh. 3. 15. 10 iydm yakd galdkakd

(see on iyattakd 74) "that wretched little splinter."

"Whether an obscene meaning is hidden in the phrase (which
is quite likely) or not, the contemptuous idea is plain. See

further 85, Dim. of Obscenity.

76. f) Adverb.

dlakam, in vain (contemptuous and imprecatory) < dlam.

RV. 10. 71. 6; 10. 108. 7. Applied to actions which fail,

and Avhich are not desired to succeed. In 10. 108. 7 the

Panis tell Sarama contemptuously that her long journey has

been useless (alakam), since she has no power to get the

desired cows away from them.

(IV. Pejoratives:) 2. Imprecatory Diminutives. (59 words.)

77. These are sometimes called simply Pejoratives, in a

narrower sense. But this expression, if used at all, is better

applied to this entire category, including the contemptuous
and obscene words. I have applied the term imprecatory to

this subdivision, because these words in ka often have just the

value of the primitive words accompanied by a curse. This cannot

be brought out in translation oftentimes, without over-translating

the idea. And of course it cannot be prest too closely in the

case of every individual word. Sometimes the idea is more

deprecatory than imprecatory. But it always conveys the
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impression of something bad, something that is more or less

emphatically disapproved of. And it differs from the foregoing
subdivision in that the idea of contempt, if present at all, is

at least not prominent, or not as prominent as the idea of

hostility or vigorous disapprobation. As we have said, it is

sometimes hard to say in given cases whether imprecation or

contempt is more strongly felt. Proper names are peculiarly

susceptible to the imprecatory ka, which casts a slur of some
sort or other on the personage so denominated. It is especially
common with names of hostile demons. Besides the other

parts of speech represented in the contemptuous ka words,
we find here one remarkable verb-form containing the suffix.

Following are the words wdiich occur.

78. a) Proper names,

anantaka, n. of Qesa, a snake-god, Garud. Up. 2; see eldpatraka.
He was regularly called ananta.

eldpatraka. n. of a Naga or serpent-demon, Garud. Up. 2.

<elapatra, id.

(mahdildpatraka [maha-el-] is another Naga in the same

section.) elapatra is the name of a Naga, found in the

Classical Skt. This chapter is a charm against serpents,

personified as demons. A number of them are listed and

exorcized by name. Names in -ka predominate (only one

out of the 12 names lacks the suffix), and in many cases

(as in this one) the same names appear elsewhere without

ka. It is plain that an imprecatory force is felt in the

suffix with all of them.

karkotaka. n. of a Naga, Garud. Up. 2. See eldpatraka.

<karkota, id.

kalika, n. of a Naga, Garud. Up. 2. See eldpatraka. No *kdli

occurs.

kulika, n. of a Naga, Garud. Up. 2. See eldpatraka. Xo *kuli

occurs.

chdyaka, n. of a demon, AY. 8. 6. 21; prob. imprec.

< chdya (only occurs as common n.)

jcimWiaka, "crusher", n. of a demon, YS. 30. 16.

<jambhd n. of a demon, AY.

taksaka, n. of a Naga, Garud. Up. 2, AY. 8. 10. 29, &c.

<taksa, id. (Kaug.)

tauvilika, n. of a female demon, AY.[6. 16. 3. Derivation un-

known; prob. imprec. -ka.
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padmaka, n. of a Naga, Garud. l
T

p. 2. See elapatraka.

(and mahdpadmaka same section.) <padma, id.

palljalta, n. of a demon attacking women, AY. 8. 6. 2. The

proposed etymologies are all merest guesswork; but the lid

is probably imprecatory.

vdsuki, n. of a serpent -king, Garud. ITp. 2; brother of Qesa,
who is referred to in the section as anantaka. Vdsuki, by
its ending i and Yriddhi, suggests a patronymic formation

<vasuka; but still the -ki may have been felt as imprecatory,
in the connection where this passage occurs.

$ankhapulika, n. of a Naga, Garud. Up. 2. See elapatraka.

No *pankhagndi occurs.

gerabhaka (voc.), n. of a kimidin or hostile demon. AY. 2. 24. 1.

< (jerabha.

which is joined with it in the same stanza. The opening
of the exorcism is gerabhaka cerabha-l (vocatives). Some sort

of a serpent or dragon is doubtless referred to. The suftix

-bha indicates that it is some animal; and the radical part

of the word is probably connected with fira serpent (Pane.).

In any case the suffix, in this word as in gevrdhaka, is

plainly imprecatory.

$evrdhaka, n. of a kimidin, AY. 2. 24. 2. <cevrdha.

Occurs in the stanza following the one which contains

Gerabhaka ;
this stanza opens in the same way with a corre-

sponding address gevrdhaka gevrdhal The words are puzz-

ling in this connection, because ^evrdha is otherwise an

adjective of good signification, meaning "favoring, kindly."

It seems likely that the vague assonance of the words with

gerdblia(kd) suggested their use in this place; although it would

be rather bold to suppose that the charm-maker forgot, or

did not know, the regular meaning of revrdha (which was,

nevertheless, a rare word). In any case the ka is impreca-

tory.

79. b) Nouns (not Proper Names).
armaka. heap of ruins, RY. 1. 133.

3.] < anna, id.

avasam maghavan jahi $ardho yatumdtmam vdilasihdnake

armake wahdvdilasthe armake. On account of the fact that

arma, is only found as a noun, and that the ka is plainly

pejorative, I prefer to regard armaka (as well as vdilasthd-

nakd q. v.) as a noun (arma + imprecatory idea), rather tlmn

as an adjective, which some commentators prefer. Translate:
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"Smite down, O Maghavan, the crowd of tlic>c \\ itches into

the fearful pit, the heap of ruins; even into the great pit,

the heap of ruins." It is indeed somewhat awkward to

construe these four successive words as nouns in apposition
to one another. But the pejorative notion seems so marked
in the verse that I am unable to helieve that ka is the mere

adjective-forming suffix.

acvakcl amirsed horse, VS. 23. 18 (repeated TS. 7. 4. 19. 1, 2 &c.).

<dgva.
In part of the Ac^vamedha-ceremony. The Mahisi speaks:

sdsasty acvakdh subhadrikam kdmpllavdsimm. "(If I do not

perform the revolting ceremony required of me) this damned
horse will sleep with (impregnate) the accursed whore

(subhadrika) who lives in Kamplla." She does not want to

do what she is compelled to do, but knows that if she does

not, the benefits she desires from the horse will go to other

women. The imprecatory idea is beautifully clear. Not

"little" or "contemptible" horse (which would certainly not

be said of the sacrificial beast at this solemn occasion), but

"this horse, confound it!" The subhadrika (q. v.) is supposed
to personate vaguely any hostile or rival woman.

uluka (once uruka, Ait Br. 2. 7. 10), owl, RV. 10. 165. 4 &c.

Onomatopoetic base + fra; the owl was a bird of evil omen

from the earliest times. Lat. ulucus as well as ulula point

to a prehistoric pejorative.

didaka, QBr. 12. 4. 1. 4. Eggeling "a vicious ram," <eda.

on the ground of the suffix, the associations in the passage,

and a similar meaning which the word has in Marathi.

Otherwise didaka only occurs as an adj. <eda, with 2 ka,

meaning "of the sheep eda" I think E. is right in his

interpretation; ill-omened animals are dealt with in the

passage. But as dida does not occur as a noun, and as the

vriddhi-vowel is therefore inexplicable, I should emend to

edaka.

kanaknaka, a sort of poison, AV. 10. 4. 22. Etymology un-

known. Very possibly contains imprecatory ka.

kdsikd, cough (as a disease), AV. 5. 22. 12; 11. 2. 22.

< kds or kdsd.

In 5. 22. 12 kdsikd follows directly upon kds and kdsd in

preceding verses, and the suffix is undoubtedly felt as im-

precatory (or pejorative).
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kusumbhaka. poison-hag. BY. 1. I'M. 15. 16. See 71.

< kustimbha.

The word may contain imprecatory as well as contempt-
uous force.

jydkd, accursed bowstring. BY. 10. 133. Iff. (repeated as re-

frain). <jyd.

ndWiantdm anyakesdiit jydkd ddhi dhdnvasu. '-Let the

damned bowstrings of the others, the scoundrels (our enemies),
be smashed upon their bows!" Strongly imprecatory, tho a

contemptuously belittling idea is also present to some extent.

In AY. 1. 2. 2 jydkd may be used for jyd for metrical

reasons. Certainly no reason for a dim. use of any sort is

discernible.

t'ilvaka, a certain plant, Q. Br. 13. 8. 1. 16; AC.V. &c. <tilva. id.

only Lexx.; but cf. iilvila (BY.), "fertile:' In the Q. Br.

passage it is found in a list of ill-omened trees, and the ka

was probably felt as pejorative, whether it was so originally

or not.

dusikd, impurity from the eyes, YS. 25. 9 cvr. < ddsl, id.

(dusikd, Maitr. Up. 1. 3.)

Perhaps originally pejorative, though this force is not pro-

minent in any of the passages where it occurs.

bdddhaka, captive, AY. 6. 121. 3. 4. <baddh&, id.

Used of one bound by sin or by hostile magic. Contains

some sort of pejorative notion.

mdkaka, a kind of evil demon, AY. 8. 6. 12. Perhaps cf. makara.

a sea-monster. The suffix is doubtless imprecatory.

manaskd, accursed mind, AY. 6. 18. 3. <mdnas.

ado ydt te hrdi critdm manaskdm patayisnukaiii tdtas te

IrsyCnh muncami nir mmtinaih nfter iva. In a charm

against jealousy. "That accursed restless mind that is loca-

ted in thy heart, from it do I let loose thy jealousy. a>

vapor from a skin." A brilliant example of the strongly

imprecatory ka. A translation as a simple dim., "little mind"

or the like, misses the point entirely; nor is the word con-

temptuous. It connotes strong disapproval, tdtas = mdnasas

(manaskdt te.)

rtipakd, AY. 11. 9. 1.5, evil phantom. <rupd, shade, shape.

Appears in a group of hostile spirits invoked to torim'n:

enemies. Although none of the commentators appeal
1 to have
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struck this note, it seems to me clear that we have a pejo-
rative (imprecatory) formation to rupd, which has the

meaning "specter" in VS. 2. 30, and "visionary appearance"
in Q. Br. 14. 7. 1. 14. The fern, gender is due to the in-

fluence of the other names of demons in the cloka, all of

which chance to be fern. The translation "female jackal"
has no basis except the fanciful identification with Av. urupi,
which is Lt. vulpes and should not be connected with

rdpakd.

vibhitaka, a certain tree, Q. Br. 13. 8. 1. 16, among a list of

trees declared to have evil names. The same word is also

used of the nuts of this tree used as dice, and is in that

case a simple dim. (see 62). < vibhita, id.

visadhdnaka, cursed poison-receptacle, Mantra Br. 2. 7. 3.

< visadhdna.

The same pada in AV. 2. 32. 6 reads visadhdna. See

Wiinnaka 72, where the passage is given and translated.

I have hesitated long before separating the words bhinnaka

and visadhdnaka, which occur in the same line, classifying

one as contemp. and the other as imprec.; but the predomi-
nance of ideas in either case seems to demand it. Both

notions are present in both words, to a certain extent.

visdtaki, n. or epithet of a poisonous plant, AV. 7. 113. 2.

trstdsi trstikd (-asi Ppp.) visd visdtakydsi pdrivMd yatha-

sasy rsaWiasya vageva. "Rough one, thou art an accursed

rough one; visd, thou art visdtaki; that thou mayst be

avoided (be a pdrivrktd wife), as a barren cow (?vagd) of a

bull." Pdrivrktd is a terminus technicus for a disliked and

neglected wife; TS. 1. 8. 9. 1 &c.

The imprecatory character of the word visdtaki is fairly

clear, but otherwise it is problematic. visd occurs as the

name of a plant in Suc,r., and is probably here used as

such, with intention to pun on visa, poison. visdtaki is

either 1) the name of a poisonous plant, containing or punned

upon as if containing the stem visa, or 2) an epithet of

such a plant, or an epithet applied to the woman against

whom the charm is directed, or loosely to both, and con-

taining the base visa or visd extended by an element of

uncertain value plus the imprecatory suffix ki (fern, of kd).

Can the meter have anything to do with the extra syllable

-to-? The Ppp. reading gives perfect meter to the whole
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line; but it must be admitted that the additional -asi insert-

ed in Ppp. has the appearance of a later attempt to improve
the meter, \\liich as a matter of fact far from improves the

sense.

A striking parallel to visd: visdtaki is the Classical Skt.

equation bhanrfltaki = Wiandl, also n. of a plant. No *bhandua

occurs, any more than *visata. As to the nature of the

suffixal element or elements, I cannot pretend to have any

opinion further than that the -kl is imprecatory.

visiicikd, a disease, a form of cholera, VS. 19, 10; TBr. 2. 6. 1. 5.

< and = visucl.

visdlpaka (Wh.) or visdlyaka (MSS.), a certain disease, AV.
< and = visalpa(-lya).

E. g. AY. 9. 8. 5 (visalpd or -yd occurring in the same

hymn.) The suffix is doubtless imprecatory. Wh., emending
to visdlpa(ka), derives from vi Vsrp. In support of this it

may be noted that Suc,r. uses visarpaka of "a spreading

eruption," like erysipelas ;
and that the root vi srp is found

in VS. with the meaning "to be spread or diffused over."

vfQcika, scorpion, RV. 1. 191. 16 &c. See 71 s. v. kusumbhakd.

The word may be a primary derivative
;

if its suffix is dim. at

all, it is probably rather imprecatory than contemptuous.

vdilasthanakd, a horrible pit, RV. 1. 133. 3. See armakd.

< vdilasthdnd.

Some commentators consider this word an adj., for which

there seems to me still less ground than for holding armakd,

q. v., to be one.

Qipavitnukd, a kind of vermin, AV. 5. 23. 7. Probably impre-

catory; cf. ejatkd ( 81) in same verse. Derivation unknown.

sarabhaka, a kind of grain-devouring insect, Adbh. Br. (in I. St.)

1. 40. 5, 6. Probably imprec. < sarabha (with the animal

suffix -bha). The word sarabha is only found as the name

of a monkey (Ramatup. Up.).

subhadrikd, courtesan, VS. 23. 18. Cf. "Freudenmadchen."

< subhadra.

See s. v. agvaikd', see also 67. The suffix in this passage
is plainly imprecatory (perhaps also contemptuous), tho it

may have been originally endearing. The Mahisl uses this

epithet as an invective against a (not necessarily definite)

hostile or rival woman, whom she fears the horse will favor

if she does not perform her disgusting share in the rite.
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sphdrjaka, n. of a plant, said to be ill-omened, (J.
Hr. 1 3. 8. 1.

16. sphiirja, id., only Lexx. Prob. an imprecatory i'onuution.

80. c) Adjectives.

unaka, defective, lacking. Qankh Qr. 7. 27. 27. <una, id.

kdtuka, sharp, bad, RY. 10. 85. 34 == AY. 14. 1. 21).

<katu, id.

krtaka. artificial, unreal, false, Gaudap. 3. 22. < krta, made.

kharvika, mutilated, AY. 11. 9. 16. Imprec. < kharva, id.

khdrvikdm kharvavdsimm, of a female demon.

trstikd, rough (imprec.) AY. 7. 113. 1, 2 see s. v. visdtaki

79. <rsta.

diiraka, far off BY. passim; AY. 10. 4. 9. <ditrd, id.

Seems to be generally used in imprecatory sense; either

1) applied to dangers and enemies, which are desired to be

"at a distance," implying an imprecation (as RY. 9. 67. 21;

9. 78. 5; AY. 10. 4. 9 of hostile serpents); or 2) if used of

other things, usually with a deprecatory idea, as RY. 10.

58. 1 "Thy spirit which hath departed to a distance (as

it should not have done), to Yama son of Yivasvant, that

we make to return hither" ydt te . . . mdno jdgdme durakdm

(of the soul of a dying man).

ndgnaka, ika, naked, AY. 8. 6. 21 applied to demons.

< nagnd.

Also used of wanton women. Imprecatory.

mrmitakdi conjured up, illusory, G-audap 4. 70. <nirmita.

"Fixed, arranged," ppp. of nis Vmi. Of the illusions and

tricks performed by magicians.

patayisnukd, fluttering, unstable (imprec.) AY. 6. 18. 3.

See manaskd 79. <patayisnu.

pdpaka, bad, evil. Q. Br. 13. 5. 4. 3 &c. <pdpd (either ace.).

pratlcikd, AY. 19. 20. 4 of uncertain mg.; probably imprec.

<pratici, fern, of pratydnc. Perhaps a noun "offense"?

sanakd, old (imprec.) RY. 1. 33. 4 &c.; in this passage at least

strongly imprecatory. <sdna, cf. senex.

dhdnor ddhi visundk te vydyann dyajvdndh sanakdh pretim

lyuli

"From the dhanu they fled away pellmell (visundk in all

directions), the old rascals who give no offering."
*

1 Whether the fc of visundk is also felt as having some sort of pejo-

rative force is doubtful. The adverbs in -k (see 27) do not otherwise

show any signs of such value.
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81. d) Participles.

ejatk'd. (subst.) kind of hostile insect, AY. 5. 23. 7.

<ejant, trembling.
Prob. imprec.; cf. <ipavitnukd ( 79) in same verse.

jyotdyamdnakd. AY. 4. 37. 10 (edd.; MSS. -maka).
< jyotaya-mana pr. p. med.

epithet of demons; imprecatory dim.; "damned little

twinklers."

82. e) Pronominal adjectives.

anyakd, other (imprec.). < dnya.
RY. 10. 133. 1 see jyaka, 79.

EY. 8. 39. 1 fin. ndbhantdm anyake same (of enemies):
"Let the others, curse them! be crushed, all together!" See

also 74, contemptuous dim.

sarvakd, all (imprec.), AY. 1. 3. 6 9. <sdrva.

eva te mtitram mucyatdm bahir bdl iti sarvakdm

"So let thy urine be released, out of thee, splash ! the whole

horrid mess." In a charm against strangury and retention

of feces.

83. f) Adverb.

drakdt, from a distance, Q. Br. 3. 2. 1. 19 &c. < drat.

In the passage named there seems to be at least a de-

precatory force discernible
;

it is said of a woman : "she hath

disdained me from a distance (drakdt)" i. e. rejected my
advances with haughty scorn.

84. g) Verb form.

ydmaki, Qankh Br. 27. 1, "I go basely, disgracefully".

< ytimi "I go''.

no tv evdnyatra ydmaki punccalyd ayanam me astlti.

"Nor will I basely go over to another (meter than the

anustubh', otherwise one would say) I am like a common

prostitute."

Brilliantly explained by Aufrecht Z. d. d. mgl. Ges. 34 p.

175 6, and since then almost universally accepted.
1 Some

Hindu grammarians prescribe the use of the suffix with any
finite verb form, and especially with the imperative. I cannot

here go into the very interesting, but more than problematic,

questions raised by Aufrecht as to further parallels for this

use of the suffix with verbs.

i Boehtlingk accepted it at first, but later in the Abh. d. kgl. sachs. Ges.

d.Wiss. (23 apr. 1897) attacked it without sufficient reason, in my opinion.
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(IV. Pejoratives:) 3. Obscene Diminutives. I:J words.

85. These belong to a certain stylo of popular humorous

composition which crops out in one or two places in the Veda.

They are related by their erotic character to the affectionate

diminutives on the one hand, and by their debased vulgarity

to the pejoratives on the other. Some of the examples also

show a sort of playfully contemptuous force. Many of the

passages are so tilthy that they are scarcely translatable; and

indeed most commentators either omit their translation or

delicately veil them under decent Latin disguises. The use

of a diminutive suffix with such words and in such passages
is common to all languages, and easily comprehensible. Adjec-
tives and pronouns take the same suffix by attraction, being
colored by the nouns they are connected Avith (cf. 60).

The passages of this nature found in the Veda are few but

striking. Following are the words which occur.

86. Word list of Diminutives of Obscenity.

tdpakd, ikd. tiny, RVKh. 5. 22. 3 = (except pada d) AV. 20.

136. 3. <dlpa.

ydd alpikd svalpikd karkandhukeva pdcyate
vdsantikam iva tejanam yabhyamdnd vi namyate.

An obscene verse; the adjectives cdpikd and svalpikd go

not with karkandhukd (q. v. 62), but with the understood

subject of the verbs (viz. the female organ).

asakdu, that (obs.), VS. 23. 22, 23 (the verses also repeated

with minor variants in other texts, see Vedic Concordance).
< asdu.

VS. 23. -2'2 yakdsakdu cakuntikdhdlag iti vdncati dhanii

gabhe pdso nigalgaltti tlhdrakd.

23 yako' sakdu cakuntakd dhdlag iti vdncati vivaksata

iva te mukham ddhvaryo md nas tvdm abhibhdsathdh.

Translation of 22 "That little birdie (obs.) which bustles

about with the sound dhcdag thrusts the phallus into

the cleft; the female organ (see dhdraka) oozes (or, trem-

bles)."

The verses are both filthy and not entirely clear in syntax.

The Adhvaryu addresses the verse just translated to the

women, at a certain stage of the Agvamedha ceremony.

The women reply with vs. 23, which is equally ribald and

still more confused as to sense; it evidently includes a scoff

at the Adhvaryu.
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These verses are repeated, in whole or in part, and with

minor variants, TS. 7. 4. 19. 3 (dhdnikd for dhdrakd): MS.
3. 13. 1; C. Br. 13. 2. 9. 6; 13. 5. 2. 4 <Src, (see Yedic Con-

cordance).

h&rnaka, AY. 20. 133. 3, an obscene slangy expression applied
to the position of the two legs spread apart. < kdrna.

dhdnikd the female pudendum TS. 7. 4. 19. 3 (see asakdu,

end), AY. 20. 136. 10, for dhdnikd RYKh. 5. 22. 8; cf.

further dhdna. < dhdna "receptacle."

mandura-dhdnikl (voc.), RY. 10. 155. 4, supposed to be a

Bahuvrihi cpd. meaning "having an impure pudendum/'

dh&rdkd, the female pudendum (slangy-humorous).

<dhdra "holder."

YS. 23. 22 (see asakdu); C. Br. 11. 6. 2. 10.

mandurikd (voc.). AY. 20. 131. 13, emendation of R-Wh. for

manduriti, "vile woman"(?), cf. mandura-dlidnikl s. v. dhdnikd.

muskd, testicle, BY. 10. 38. 5 &c; du. female organ AY. 6.

138. 4 &c. Obscene-slangy expression. < mtis. mouse.

yakd, which (obs.), YS. 23. 22, 23 &c. see asakdu <yd.
See also 75.

cakuntakd, ikd. birdie (obs.), YS. 23. 22, 23 see cisakau.

See also 71. < rakunta.

$laksnikd, slippery, AY. 20. 133. 5. <$laksna.

Of the sexual organs in coition
;
obscene slangy expression.

suldbhikd (voc.), easily won, RY. 10. 86. 7.

< su- Ylabh cf. labha.

Addressed by Yrsakapi to Indram in a very obscene pas-

sage. See 16. Whatever the original force of the suffix

in this word, it seems probable that it was felt in this pas-

sage as having dim. (obscene) value.

(sv)alpikd, very tiny (of the female organ), AY. 20. 136. 3

see alpakd.

hdriknikd, bay mare (dim., of obscenity?), AY. 20. 129. 34.
< *harikm, f. of harita.

(= RY.Kh. 5. 15. 1.) The whole passage is riddlesome; it is

very likely of obscene application.

AY. 20. 130. 11. RWh. read enl hdriknikd hdrih for the

unintelligible MSS. reading. The same verse in RYKh. 3.

15. 8 has an equally senseless MS. reading. Even the

emendation is obscure enough as to its real application,

which may indeed be said of the entire hymn.



V. The Generic Diminutive. (4 words.)

87. By this I mean the suf'tix l:n applied to words denoting

masculinity and femininity to form derivatives with meanings
"male" and "female" respective!}*. The striking German parallels
"Mannchen" and "Weihrhen" suggest that the suffix was probably
diminutive in origin. It may liave begun to be used with pet
domestic animals, or in a, similar way; at any rate the fact is, that

"little man" came in Skt. as in modern Germ, to mean "male."

88. Prof, von Schroeder. in his article on the Apala-hymn
(EV. 8. 80), points out that vlrakd (vs. 2) must be used in

this sense, since it is applied to Indra. Indra was the very
emblem of virile power. It was natural enough, therefore, to

call him vlrakd. "male" par excellence, while it would be absurd

to suppose that he was addressed directly (the word is voc.) as

"0 little man!" or "Thou wretched manikin!"

maryaka, BY. 5. 2. 5, likewise means "male," being obviously
contrasted with female animals (see the passage); it could not

mean "Stierlein," as Grassmann renders it.

89. The feminine counterpart, which neither v. Schroeder

nor anyone else seems to have noted, is dhenukd, "Weibchen,"
"female" of any animal or of the human species, not "milch-

cow." This becomes clear upon an examination of the passages
where the word occurs.

So Pancav Br. 25. 10. 23 agvdm ca puruslm ca dhenuke

dattvd "giving two females, to wit, a mare and a woman."

Katy Or. 24. 6. 8 tasydm agvapurusyau dhenuke dadyuh
"in it they offer a female horse-and-human-being" (note CLQVCL-

is not the fern, stem, but common gender. As in German,

when "Weibchen" limits a noun, the noun stem keeps its mas-

culine
(i.

e. common) form: Froscliweibchen &c.)

Similarly Acv. Qr. 12. 6. 30.

AV. 3. 23. 4 in a cbarrn for fecundity in a woman:

sd prastir dhenukd bhava "Be thou a fruitful female!" (not

"milch-cow").
The word mahiluka, AV. 10. 10. 6, used as an epithet of

the cow, probably means nothing more than "female," "Weib-

chen," being derived from mahild "woman.".

The vowel -u- in mahilukd. instead of -ikd which we should

expect, is apparently due to the analogy of dhenukd. The

lengthening of the i in the second syllable is an instance of

that widespread tendency to iambic cadence which is especially
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marked in the language of the Veda. There are a number

of parallels which might have been pointed out wit bin this

very treatise; but they are mostly self-evident.

VI. Diminutive of Femininity.
90. From the diminutive and endearing uses of the suffix

was developed a tendency of the derivative ka (ika) to be used

merely as a mark of the feminine gender, when the primary
word either had common gender, or its feminine character was

not marked by its ending; or, when the primary word was

grammatically masc. or neut. and the writer desired to treat

it as a fern. Sometimes there is to our minds no very clear

reason for putting the wrord in the fern, gender; but that does

not alter the facts, nor greatly weaken our position. It is

sufficient that we frequently find a fern, noun in ka (ika) from

a masc., neut. or common noun without ka, and without any
other noticeable difference between the two. The association

of the diminutive idea with femininity is not rare in all

languages and periods, and is easily comprehensible. There

are few examples in the Veda, as is true also of the endear-

ing dim., to which this is closely related. In the later language
it is commoner, though never very common.

91. The examples here given are not exhaustive, even for

the Veda, but they are some of those which show most reason

for the use of the fern, diminutive. "Whether dhenuka and

mahlluka (see 89) have any right to be counted here is very

questionable. Certainly this force of the suffix ka is quite

distinct from the Generic Dim., to which those two words

belong. (8 words.)

praddtrikd, giver (fern.), MS. 2. 5. 7. <pradatr-. giver.

candrika, moon (as fern.), Ramap.Vp. -24. <candrd (masc.).

kusfhikd, dew-claw, spur? AV. 10. 9. 23 &c. <lmstha, entrails.

madhyamikd, middle finger, Pran.Up. 1. <madliyamd.

pravalhika, an enigma, challenge; Ait.Hr. (>. :W ^c. <pravalha.

nyastika, n. or epithet of a plant, AV. 6. 139. 1. <nyastd.
The plants (rushes) were "thrown down" (nyastd <ni-Vas]

as a seat for the bride in the marriage ceremony. (
1

f. AV.
14. 2. 22 where ni-Vas is used in connection with the same

performance; and see my paper on the subject, I. F. 24. i^'l .

kutharika (in pdda-k., a position of the feet, QGr. 4. 8),

<kuihdra; "ax," or "little ax." No particular sign of dim. u>e.

bhumipdr.aJid, a plant, = -ra (masc.). Samav.K -2. <>. 10.
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Chapter V.

Other Ka Suffixes.

The Suffix ika. g 9294.'
92. a) Without Vriddhi.

1) With meaning ''having, possessing" (== 3 ka) (2 words).

tundika (AV.), having a tusk or tooth, <tunda.

parydyikd (AY.), having (i.
e. composed in) strophes, <parydtjd.

2) With meaning "of," "belonging to'' ^c. (= 2 hi). Ad-

jectival, primarily. (13 words.)

khdndika (B.S.) <khan<l<(.

goddnika (S.) <goddna (cf. gaud-, 94).

gondmika <gondmd-

jyotistomika (S.) <jyotistoma.

decika (U.) <dega.

pitnnedhika (U.) <pitrmedha.
mahdvratika (S.) < mahdvrata.

yamika (SV.B.) < yamd.

-yuthika (S.) < yutha.

laldtika (S.) <laldta.

-vyomnika (U.) < vybman.
rdndika (RV.) < cdnda, patronymic.

sodagika, (B.) <so(]agd\ sodagika = "connected with the 16-

partite Stotra."

Three other words, which may have either the suffix i/ca or

its equivalent 2 &a; see 52.

93. b) FFi^/i Vriddhi. Meaning always = 2 &a, "of," "con-

nected with" &c. Especially common in the Sutras; infrequent

before them. Not one case in RV. Only two in AV. (vdrsika,

vdsantikd). In all the Sariihitas and Brahmanas only 16 cases

(nearly all in Br.), against 64 found for the first time in Sutras.

The Upanisads add 11 which are not found in the other early

literature; occurrences are much less common than in the

Sutras.

Double Vriddhi, i. e. vriddhi of the principal vowels of both

parts of a compound primitive appears in the Veda only

three times, to my knowledge: ddrs;apdur>iamdsika (Qankh.Qr.

5. 18. 7) < dargapiirnamdsd', sdrvavdidika (Kauc,. 67) <sarvar

veda\ and sdtkdurika (Kauc,.) sas-koga. Other inst.-uiris in

later language.



94. Word-list. Suffix i'ka with Yriddhi (dgnika
t Mining to Agui, and so forth). (]05 words.)

of or ]>or-

agnika (S.) < agni.

dgnistomika (B.) < agnistoma.

dgnyddheyika(S.) < agnyddheya.

djdvika (S.) <ajdvi.

ddhikdrika (S.) < adhikdra.

ddhydtmika (U.) < adhydtmd.

ddhydyika (U.) < adhydya.
ddhvarika (B.S.) <adhvara.

dnumdnika (S.) <anumdna.

dnuydjika (S.) < anuydjd.

dpardhnika (S.) <apardhnd.
dbhicaranika (S.) < abhicarana.

dbhicdrika (S.) < abhicdrd.

dbhiplavika (S.) <abhiplavd.

ahJiyudayika (S.) < abhyudaya.
dvaddnika (S.) < avaddna.

dvika (S.U.) <avi.

d^vamedhika (B.S.)

dikdhika (B.S.) < ekdhd.

distika (S.U.) <ift.

duttaravedika (B.) < uttaravedi.

dupavasathika (S.) < upava-
sathd.

ksdumika (S.) <ksumd.

gduddnika (S.) <godana.
cdturthdhnika (S.) <caturtha-

han.

cdturthika (S.) <caturtha.

cdiurdlwkdranika (S.) <catur-

dhdkdrana.

cdturvinrika (S.) <caturvihga.

chdndomika (S.) <chandoma.

jydisthasamika (S.) <jyestha-
sdman.

tddarthika (S.) <tadartha.

trdivarsika (S.) < tri-varsa.

ddksindgnika (S.) < daksindgni.

ddrcapdurnamdsika (S.)

capurnamasd (Doable Yrid-

dhi).

'

ddgardtrika (B.S.) < da^ardtrd.

dhdrmika (U.) <dhdrma.

nastika (S.U) <na-asti
(cf. as-

A-a, 01.).

ndimittika (S.) < nimitta.

naiyamika (S.) <niyama.
ndiccdrika (S.) < nircdra.

ndistbika (U.) <nistlid.

pdncamdhnika (S.) <pancamd-
lian.

pdramdrthika (U.) <pammdr-
iha.

Ipdrsthika (S.) <prsthyd- Suf-

fix 2 &a see 29 a.]

pdunarddheyika (S.) <puna-

rddheya.

pdiirusamedhika (B.) <puru-
samedhd.

pdurvdhnika (S.) <purvdhnd.

prdkaranika (S.) <prakarana.

prdgdthika (S.) <pragdtha.

pratinidhika (S.) <pratinidhi.

prdde^ika (S.) <prade(;a.

prdyagcittika (S.) <prdya(;citta.

brdhmduddnika (S.) brahmdu-

ddnd.

bhdktika (S.) taotoi

mddhuparkika (S.) < madhu-

parkd.

ydjnikd (S.U.) <yajnd.

yddrcchika (U.) <yadrccha.

rdjasilyika (S.) < rajastiya.

Idghavika (S.) < Idghava.

Idukika (S.) </oA:a.

vdyovidyikd (B.) <vayovidya.

vdrunapraghdsika (S.)

napraghdsd.



varsacatika (S.) <varsagata.

vdrsika (AY. + ) < varsd.

vdsantika (AY. +) <vasanta,

vaikalpika (S.) < vikalpa.

vditdnika (S.) <vitana.

vdidika (II.) <veda.

vdlresika (S.) <vigesa.

vdigvadevika (S.) < vditjvadevd.

vrdtika (S.) <vratd.

gdkunika (S.) < gakund.

gdgvatika (S.) < gdgvant.

sdtkdugika (S.) <sas-kogu.

(Double Yriddlii.)

sadahika (S.) <sadahd.

sdmvatsarika (B.) <samvatsard.

sdihcaiisika (B.) < samgansd.

sdmcayika (S.) <samcaya.
sdmsiddhika (IT.) < samsiddhi.

sdmgramika (S.) <samgrdma.

sdmghdtika (S.) < sanighdtd.

sdttrika (B.S.) <sattrd.

sdttvika (U.) <sattvd.

sdmnipdtika (S.) <samnipdta.

sdptamika (S.) < saptami.

sdptardtrika (B.) <saptardtrd.

sdmat/dcilrikti ( S. ) <smijdcara.

samavdyiku (S.) <samava</<(.

sdmika (S.) <sdman. (Siu- g :is. )

sdiitpdtika (S.) <sampdti

9&mpraddyika (U.) < sat'ni>r<i-

ddya.

sdrvakdmika (8.) <sarvakdma

(as n.).

sdrvakdlika (S.) < sarvakdla.

sdrvayajnika (S.) < sarvayajna.
sdrvavarnika (S.) < sarvavarna.

sdrvavdidika (S.) <sarvaveda

(Double Yriddhi.)
sdvika (S.) <satw.

sdugandhika (B.) <sugandha.
sdutrdmanika (B.) <sdutrd-

manl.

sdumika (S.) <soma.

stdubhika (S.) <stobha.

svdbhdvika (S.U.) <svabhdva.

svdrasdmika (S.) svdrasdman.

hdviryajnika (S.) < haviryajnd.

hdimantika (YS.TS. +)

hdutrika (S.) < 7zon* (or

The Suffix aka. 9597.

95. For 1 a&a, see 16, where the examples are quoted.

(2 words.)

2 a&a. Nouns of action from verb stems. Usually neuter;

one or two fern. See 17. (8 words.)

abhimethikd (QBr.), ribald talking, <abhi-Ymith.

-dgaka in dndgaka (QBr.), not eating, fasting (as noun),

codaka (KatyQr.), invitation, direction, <Vcud.

jwikd (U.), manner of life, <Yjw? But cf. jlvd, life. Perhaps

secondary.

pataka (S.U.), sin, fall, < Ypat? But cf.^ato; very likely secondary.

puraka (IT.), "filling" of the lungs, inspiration, <Vpr.

praksepaka (U.), throwing (noun), <pra-Vksip.

recaka (U.), expiration, < Vrw (cf. puraka).

Cf. also pravalhikd <pravalha, n., or from pra-Vvalh; 91.
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The noun kumbhaka, "inflation" (of the breath-passages, i. e.

keeping them full of air, a religious exercise) Amrt.Up. 9 et

alibi, gets its -ka by levelling from the nouns purdka and

recdka (see above), which are found in close juxtaposition to

it (they being also religious exercises). Kuiribhaka is of course

formed from the noun kumbha (because the appearance of a

person performing the exercise suggested a pot), while the

other two are formed by the suffix alia from roots.

96. 3 oka. Participial adjectives and nouns of agent. At
first only the latter use is found. All the Vedic cases outside

the Upanisads, except two in the Sutras, are exclusively used

as nouns (of agent), not as adjectives. In the Upanisads the

two uses are found mingled about as in later Skt, The only

words which appear before the Upanisads are:

. (piyaka, n. of a class of demons
;

"abuser"' ? Yply.

\kfttika, pi. the. Pleiades (as a sword); Ykrt. See :><.

yg . labhikrogaka, reviler, dbhi- Ykrug.

[vilAyaka, soother, vi-Yli.

gr . \iksaka (QBr.), spectator, Vlks.

[pariprcchaka (GrOpBr.), inquirer, pari-Vprcch.
and four words quoted in "Whitney's Verb-forms as primary
derivatives from the Brahmanas, which may belong here; I

have not been able to find where they occur. They are:

dhuvaka- Vakil,

pdtaka- Ypat.

lambhaka- Ylarnbh.

saraka- Ysr.

avabhedaka, "splitter," epithet of headache, ava-VWiid.

updsaka, servant, upa- Yds.

Sutras: khadaka, eater, Ykhdd.

preksaka, spectator; as adj. deliberating on. pra- Ytks.

vindyaka, n. of demons, vi-Vm.

samjwaka, animating, sam-Vjtr.
The remaining words are all Upanisadic, and a majority of

them are adjectival (participial) in meaning. There are signs
of a tendency for these words to take the meaning of the

causative of the verb-root from which they are derived; so,

e. g., taroka ,,one who takes across or saves;" pravartaka "one

wrho sets in motion." In the Classical language this tendency
became very prominent, and the number of such causative

words in -aka is large, as will be shown in Part II of this book.



97. In this list, which includes all "Yedic words in :;

the roots are listed alphabetically: roots compounded with

prepositions are placed under the simple roots. The accent

was on the root-syllable regularly. (45 words: 40 different

roots.)

anj + vi
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stances; for the YY. Samhitas proper do not contain a single

instance, so far as recorded. Following are the 71 Vedic

words I have noted, arranged alphabetically under the 57 roots.

On the forms of the roots, see 24. The accent is on the

root-syllable, whether the root is simple or compound, unless

o-privativ is prefixed, in which case it has the accent. The

only exceptions are sdnukd (RY.), vi- and sdm-kasuka (AV.) ?

which date from the formative period of the suffix; sdnukd

was not felt as Vsan + suffix -uka. but as an it-base from

Vsan (sanoti) + suffix -ka.



san sdnukd. han ghdtuka.
sthd sthdyuka. hr hdruka.

+ upa upasthdyuka. + pro, prahdruka
+ prati pratisthdyuka hlad hldduka

in d-p. Jivr + vi vihvdruka.

+ praty-ud pratyutthd-

yuka in a-p.

The Suffix uka see 25, where all quotable examples are

given. (3 words.)

The Suffix Ika. See 26. (20 words.)

100. a) Verbal adjectives or nouns of agent from Verbal bases.

(d$arika, AV., tearing pains; <dVQf in dissyllabic form fan;

primary ka.)

-rjika, RV., AV., gleaming; Vrj (in drjuna, rjrd, fjlti).

In dvir-, Ihd-, go-rjlka. That the word ever means "ming-
led with," except in a purely secondary way, I do not believe.

go-rjika is commonly rendered "mixed with milk," but more

accurately it means "milk-shining," ,,gleaming with milk" (of

the soma-mixture).

dusika, AV. n. of demons, "spoilers;" Vdus (dus).

drglku, TS., beholder, VdrQ.

dfbhika, RV., n. of a demon, Vdrbh- weave, tie.

[parpharika ? RV. 10. 106. 6. BR. merely quote Say.

"Zerreisser oder Erfuller;" other comm. have various guesses;

nothing certain. The whole hymn is late, and purposely

mystical and obscure. With reference to turphdri, which is

closely connected with it, I should suppose that parpharika
is a secondary formation to *parpliari', but it might be

primary, from the root of parpharati (next verse). Ludwig

"zerstreuend," Grassmann "Gaben ausstreuend."]

(vigarika, AV., a disease; primary ka see d$arika. But cf.

vizard.)

vrdlnka, RV., n. of Indra, "increaser;" Vvrdh.

101. Other Uses.

b) Gerundive Adjectives from Verbal bases:

istkd (AV. +), "to be shot," an arrow, Vis_.

df&ka (RV.) "to be seen," splendid, VdrQ.

c) Abstract Nouns from Verbal bases:

df&ka, and (once) -d (RV.), appearance, VdrQ.

mrdikd, and (deriv.) mdrdlkd (RV.), favor, mercy, Vmrd.
>
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d) Secondary nouns from nouns, with mg. of 1 ka.

rksikd (AV.), n. of an evil spirit; "bear-like?" <fksa?

kafika (RV.). weasel; <kaga, the same or a like animal.

kumbhlka (AY.), a sort of demon; perhaps cf. kumbhd.

e) Wholly uncertain are the following words (see General

Index for what little can be said about them):
utlka garsikd

kulikd (pulika) satika

cupunikd sarnika

pardrlkd suxilika (for

The Adverbial Suffix k see 27, where all quotable examples
are given.

The Primary Suffix ka. See 28.

102. Nothing remains after what has been said ( 28) but

to give an alphabetical list of those words which have most

the appearance of primary derivatives. Any attempt to assign

definite meanings to the suffix, except in a general way as

has been done in 28, would be fruitless. How many of the

words here listed are really formed from true "roots" or bases

with the suffix ka, not from lost adjectives or nouns, is a

question that is very difficult to answer. It will be noted that

the words are nearly all ancient, most of them appearing in

the RV. In the case of some it is very doubtful whether the

suffix ka is really contained in them. When this is the case

it will be indicated.

103. Word list. Primary ka, (About 30 words.)

dtka (RV.), a garment, Av. adka.

&$arlka (AV.), a disease, "tearing pains," < a- Vgr, in dissyllabic

form <m. Cf. vigariha.

dsuka (ArsBr.), n. of a saman, <a-Vsu
t

? Comm. < asuka, an

alleged n. pr.

eka (RV. +), one. IE. base oi-.

karkd (AV.), white. ?

ksvinkd (RV.) a cert. bird. Prob. onomatopoetic.

jdhakd (TS.,VS.), hedgehog. Vlia._
ndka (RV.), heaven. Suggested Vnam; IE. nm 4- ka. Quite

uncertain.

nika (ArsBr.), n. of a saman. Cf. ni?

niska (RV.), a neck ornament. ? Cf. OHG. nusca, Olr. nasc.

nihdkd (RV.), storm. ?
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pdka (RY.), very young; simple &c. Prob. Vpd + ka, "suckling."

pikd (VS.), a bird. Uhlenbeck compares picus; very doubtful.

baka (KS.), n. pr. (in Class. Skt., a crane). Prob. non-suffixal k.

beska, baiska, bteska, meska, veskd, vleska (YY. + ),
a snare.

Perhaps from Vve, va?/-weave. But Brugm. has a different

etymology, assuming vleska as the orig. form.

bheka (Maitr.Up.), frog. Prob. onomatopoetic.

muka or miika (VS.), dumb. Of. mura, /*v-<>, Lt. mutus.

-mekd in sumeka (RY.), well-established. Vml.

yaska (S.), n. pr. ? (ydska, patron.).

rakd (RY), full-moon. Cf. rd(i)?

/eAra (TS.), n. of an Aditya. /^, stick,_Ue,
?

valkd (TS.), tree-bark. Perhaps cf. Vvr, cover,

vifea (Ars.Br.), n. o a saman. Cf. vi? Compare nika.

vigarlka (AY.), a disease, cf. dgarika; <vi-Vgf, in dissyllabic

form garl-. But cf. vigardl

vrkkd (RY.), kidney, for vrtka, as Av. vdradko shows. Further

etym.?

Qulkd (RY.), price. Uncertain.

$uska (RY.), dried up. V QUS. Av. huSka.

gloka (RY), sound &c. V grit

gva-kisktn (AY.), of uncertain meaning and etymology.

sampuska (S.), unground. Mistake for sam-guska?

(srkd (RY.), arrow = Av. hardko, Vhardc, non-suffixal k).

(stuka), child (TAr.), text probably corrupt.

(stuka, hair-tuft, called by Wh. primary, but see 42.)

stokd (RY.), drop, Vstu, as in ghrta-stdvas (better than the

derivation from Vgcut by metathesis).

sphatika (U.), crystal. Vspliat, burst, only Dhatup; Uhlenbeck

compares spalten.

-sphdkd (AY.) in pivah-sphdkd, swelling with fat. Vspha(i).

Chapter VI.

The Suffix in Av., compared with RV.; the Prehistoric

Suffix.

Based on list of Av. words in Bartholomae's Wbch.

104. In striking contrast to the fullness and richness shown

in the development of the ka suffixes in Skt. stands the meager
use of them in the most closely related language, Avestan. Not

only are the Av. instances very few in number (barely over
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50 in Bartholomae), but semantically the conditions are primitive

compared with those existing even at quite an early date in

the sister language of India. However, if we examine separa-

tely the ka suffixes found in the R,V. alone, we shall find a

striking resemblance between them and those of the Av. And
from a combination of the two it will be possible with a fair

degree of confidence to deduce the values which the suffix had

in the common Ind.-Iran. period. We shall find, it may be

added, that these values were surprisingly restricted, in com-

parison with the extent to which the suffix developed in later

Skt. It will be seen at once that this fact may have an

important bearing on the question of the origin of the suffix

in the still more remote IE. period. Probably it will appear
that too much weight has been placed on' the great frequency

of the suffix in some historic languages, notably Skt. and Grk.

But there is no evidence that it was at all common in the

parent language; rather, there is evidence to the contrary.

105. Let us first take up briefly the state of the suffix in

the R,V. The only common use of it is our first category,

1 ka ( 9), to which (with its subdivision, the diminutive ka)

belong over half the ka words whose derivation is determinable.

Inside .this division the dim. and pej. words again largely

predominate, with about 40 words as against 11 cases of I ka

in its non-dim, use as a suffix of characteristic. Over half of

the 40 diminutives are pejoratives of one sort or another.

The adjectival suffix 2 ka ( 11) is unknown except for 7 pro-

nominal adjectives (mamaka &c.) and the n. pr. kngika ( 52)

which is more or less uncertain, though it has been clast here.

Only the faint beginnings of the Possessiv and Bahuvrihi suffix

3 ka appear, with three cases of a transitional character,

which might be considered cases of 1 ka (characterizing ad-

jectives). Interesting are the two R-V. cases of 4 ka, giving

activ value ( 13, 19). None of the derived suffixes ika, aka,

uka, uka, are found, if we except gdndika (said to be a

patronymic < gdnda on no other authority than Sayana), sdyaka
and suldbhikd

%

(uncertain and in any case not belonging in

meaning to the later suffix oka), sdnukd (really a case of

primary ka from the verb-stem sanu-, like vi^arlka ( 103)

from 0oriVfgf); and the curiously anachronistic word jdgardka

( 25). The little group of Ika words ( 100, 101) is not

very clear and may be neglected. The five RV.-adverbs in -k
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1 ka. There remain only the dozen or more primary ka

derivativs.

106. Practically, then, in the RV. the suffix is used (1) as

a primary suffix, most often giving active verbal force (which
also appears in two secondary adjectives); (2) as a secondary

suffix, forming nouns and adjectives of likeness and character-

istic; (3) as a dim. and pej. suffix (developed out of the preced-

ing); (4) as a secondary suffix forming adjectives of appurtenance
and relationship (almost restricted to pronominal bases).

107. These same conditions are approximately reproduced
in the Av., though not in the same numerical ratio; the pro-

portion of diminutives is very much smaller, and the pejorativ

category is much less clear-cut and certain than in the RV.,
so that its existence might even be doubted from the stand-

point of the Av. language alone. The investigation of such

fine shades of meaning is extremely difficult in the Av. because

of the limited material. A number of words which evidently

contain suffixal ka cannot be classified with certainty as to

semantics because the primitivs from which they were derived

do not chance to occur, so that we cannot be certain as to

just the touch which the suffix added. Following is an at-

tempt to classify the ka words of Av. along the same general

lines already applied to the Vedic words.

108. Suffix 1 ka ( 9). 12 words, a) noun < noun; mg.

"like, similar to" ( 40).

masyaka, man (homo; perhaps orig. adj., humanus?) <matya.
The a is probably a textual mistake,

b) adj. or subst. < noun, mg. "characterized by (a quality

or thing)."

apakhraosaka, reviling (i.
e. having a nature giving to revil-

ing, characterized by reviling, not the same as a verbal

adj.); as Barth. rightly says, from *apakhraosa (apa-khrus)
= Skt. apakroga, n. The accidental resemblance of this

and one or two other words to the late Skt. development
of primary oka (see 96) should mislead no one. Cf. nipa-

snaka, with analogous meaning, but proving by its suffixal

-na that it is a nominal derivativ.

apaskaraka, scornful, < *apaskara (hypothetical), "scorn." Cf.

apakhraosaka. Barth. cannot explain the etymology. Could it

not be from apa-(s)kar? In Skt. apa-kr means "injure, insult."
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daitika, wild beast, presumably from dot; "characterized by,

remarkable for teeth." The i is probably euphonic; cf. Vedic

iyat-t-ikd, mft-t-ika, 36. Cf. AV. 4. 3. 4 vydghrdm dat-

vdtaih prathamdm.

paitika, quarrelsome, <paiti = Skt. prati. Earth, derives <pait-

yanc, which seems inferior. Cf. Ved. ddhika, dnuka, antikd

( 47).

nipaSnaka, envious
(i.

e. characterized by envy). <*nipa$na

(hypothetical), envy, <ni-pa$na (Vpa = Skt. pag).

puitika, "having the character of *puiti
= Skt. ptiti, cleansing" ;

i. e. cleansing (adj.). This partakes of the character of 4 ka,

by its active force.

landaka, subject, vassal, < landa, fetter. Contrast Skt. bandhaka,

captor (-aka).

nivaydka, terrifying, <*nivaya, terror (ni + vay, bay, = Skt.

bhl). Cf. apakhraosaka.

vazarka, great; cf. vazardt, mighty. Perh. cf. Skt. ojas &c.

If so, it would mean "characterized by, having, strength."

In this word and in daitika we have formations leaning in

the direction of the possessiv suffix (3 ka), which however

remain abortiv in Av.

spaka, dog -like, dog- (adj., applied to serpents). Cf. Hdt. 1.

110 (rrraKa rrjv Kvva /caAeovo-t ot MrJSoi.

c) subst. < adj. ( 46), syamaka, n. of a Mt., < *syama = Skt.

Cydma, dark, black. Cf. Av. sydva- (in comp.), id.

109. Simple Diminutives. (11 words.)

apdrdndyuka, minor, child (usually adj.), < a-pBrdnayu, id. ("not

having full age").

araeka, a sort of ant. Etym. unknown. Dim.? Cf. Skt. pipllaka.

Lat. formica, &c.

kainika, girl; Dim. of kairii, kainyd = Skt. kanya.

kanukd, n. of a pious damsel. Cf. kainyd? Dim.? Perh. a

misreading.

kasvikd, very tiny < kasu, tiny, (cpv. kasyah, sup. kasistha', the

i-(ka) seems to have been carried over from these forms).

kutaka, small, cf. NP. koda, child. Presumably Dim.

carditika, young woman, <caraitl, id. Dim.; of Endearment?

jahikd, wife (of demon, beings); common, wicked woman, jahi

has the same meanings. Dim. (orig. of endearment? or Pej.?)

pasuka, domestic animal, from and = pasu. Dim.? cf. Skt.
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ndirikd, woman, wife, chief wife (ahuric; opp. to jahika).

<ndirl. woman, wife = Skt. nCirl. Dim., prob. of endear-

ment.

ndmadka, brushwood, small kindlings, = ndmata. Perhaps dim.

For the dropping of -a cf. Ved. gdlka < gala, 29 b.

110. Pejorativ Diminutive.

The extensiv development of the contemptuous and impreca-

tory meanings of the suffix ka which characterize the Veda
is markedly lacking in the Av. In fact, on the basis of the

Av. language alone it would scarcely occur to any one to set

up this department of the suffix. Nevertheless, there is a group
of evil words in ka, mostly names and epithets of demoniacal

personages, which seems to me too numerous to be quite acci-

dental. Cf. the Ved. use of the suffix with names of demons,

78. It cannot be claimed to be absolutely certain that the

suffix in these Av. words was felt in this way, but it is at

least quite probable. Besides jahikd above (which may have

been originally endearing) the following are the words in

question. Their etymologies are largely uncertain. (10 words.)

dahaka, n. of demons (also epithet of Vayu.). Cf. Skt. ddsd,

ddsyu, Av. dahyu.

daliaka, n. of a fabulous demon-king. Cf. dahaka.

(duzaka); opprobrious epithet of the hedgehog. Earth, takes

it as a Bah. < duz + aka; otherwise it might be a pej.

formation.

(druka), n. of a disease, sin, or the like. Etym.? If suffixal

at all, the ka is probably imprecatory.

pairikd, enchantress. Earth, in BB. 15. 8 < Skt. para-; very

improbable, phonetically as he admits in his Lex., and also

semantically. No etym. of value has been suggested. Prob.

imprec.

milraka, n. of devilish beings. Etym. and Mg. unc.; prob.

< mura = Skt. rnurd, dull, stupid. Pejorativ.

vawzaka, n. of a demoniacal animal; ace. to Barth. <*vawza
= bal. gvabz, bee, wasp, cf. Skt. urna-vdbhi, spider. Imprec.?

d-vdrdzikd, not working, lazy (demonic word). < vwdzi, working

(comp.). Pej.

rapaka, supporting, siding with (only with daevanam). < *rapa

Vrap-, Imprec.?

zairimyaka, n. of the tortoise, a demonic beast; ace. to Barth.

"abbreviation" of zairimyanura, with dim.
(i.

e. imprec.) suffix.
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clearest examples are pronominal adjectives: ahmdka = asmdka,

yusmaka = yusmCika. Furthermore: andmaka, n. of a month,
lit. "of, belonging to, the Nameless (the Supreme Deity)," ace.

to Barth.. < *andman. If this is correct, the suffix is 2 ha.

arika, hostile, is better derived from *ari = Skt. ari, enemy.
Barth.'s labored derivation seems inferior. Here seems also to

belong: pacika <*paca (Vpac) in the adj. ydmo-pacika, with

khumba, "a vessal intended for burning glass." In this sole

instance we have what looks like the Skt. suffix ika ( 92).

The lack of parallels in RV. and Av. is against this, however.

Probably the i was really the result of some analogy, now

indiscernible, if it is not a corruption of the text. That

vdkhddrikd, n. of a Mt., is a Vriddhi formation from an imag-

inary *vakhddra is a quite arbitrary assumption on the part

of Barth. There is no Av. instance of vriddhi with a ka

suffix. Neither does the RV. know this phenomenon, which

only comes in with the development of the suffixes 2 ka and

ika.

112. Primary ka ( 103). (7 words.)

zinaka, destroying, a true verbal adj. <zlna-, present base of

Vzl. adka, garment, = Skt. atka. vdrddka, kidney, = Skt.

vrkka. huSka, dry, = Skt. $uska. marzdika or mdrdzdika,

mercy, = Skt. mrdika. The appearance of i (Skt. I)
in deriva-

tivs from this root is as perplexing as it is persistent. araska,

(supposed to mean) envy, cf. ardsyant, Skt. Irsyati. Abstract

noun from root; cf. Yed. gloka <$ru, and the following. saoka

n. or f. advantage (?); < V^u to be of advantage to. Abstract

noun < root, cf. araska. (Or, possibly, < Vsuc = Skt. $uc?)

113. Unclassified. (10 words.)
The following Av. words mostly must have suffixal ka, but

are not clear etymologically.

kuganakd, n. of a city. tudadkd, n. of a Mt.; has the

appearance of being derived from a pres. part, stem, cf. Skt.

ejatka, brhatka. druvika, howling, groaning (imprecatory ka?).-

pardska, price; see Barth. Wbch. and references there quoted.

If from the base IE. pret- (as generally assumed), the suffix

must be -ska, for *prtka could not give Av. pwdskd. fraSumaka,
buttocks. nydkd, grand-father, -mother. yaska, disease, perhaps
for *yaks-ka, cf. Skt. ydksma. vdkhddrikd, n. of a Mt. vdidi-

midka, in urunyo-r., n. of a Mt. Uncertain; Barth. conjectures
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-midka < *mit = Skt. mit, pillar. sanaka. mouth (of the Tigris).

Etym. unknown.

114. The Prehistoric Suffix lea.

What, then, on the basis of these results, appears to have

been the state of the suffix in primitive Aryan ? Although argu-
ment from negation has its dangers, it is hardly likely that

uses of any frequently occurring suffix which are found in later

Skt., but not in the RV., nor in the Av.. could have belonged
to the prehistoric Ind.-Iran. On that hypothesis, we must

rule out the derived suffixes ika, aka (Verbal), uka and uka,

all of which are practically lacking in RV. and Av. 1 We
therefore cannot accept Brugmann's statement (dr. II 2

: 1 p. 488)

that the adjectival suffix -iqo- (= Skt. ika) is found "throughout
the entire IE. territory.

7 '

In the oldest strata of Aryan it

cannot be proved to have existed, unless by one or two sporadic

and doubtful examples ;
and its extensiv growth in Skt. is cer-

tainly a late development. The use of ka as a possessiv suffix

(3 ka) shows only the barest beginnings in RV., and as a

conscious suffixal category is also post-Aryan. -The suffix 2 ka

evidently existed in Aryan, but its use was principally restricted

to pronominal stems. The adverbial -k is not demonstrably

Aryan, no instance occurring in Av. We have left, then, as the

demonstrable uses of the /co-suffix in Ind.-Iran. : 1) the formation

of nouns of likeness or adjectivs of characteristic
; 2) the diminu-

tiv and (perhaps) pejorativ formations, 3) occasional formations

with 2 ka, mainly pronominal adjectivs,
1 and 4) the primary

formations from verbal bases, apparently inclining towards

the meaning of verbal adjectives or nouns of agent (with which

meaning also a few secondary formations are created). This

primary use of the suffix was proportionately much more

frequent, it seems, in the prehistoric language than in the

literature we have, where it has died out as an active formant,

overwhelmed by the flood of secondary ka formations. In its

1
Neglecting jdgaruka, the alleged patronymic gandika, and the isolated

Av. -pacika. As has been said ( 108) the i of Av. daitika is probably

merely euphonic, cf. Ved. mrttikd', and in any case its meaning does not

fit with the ordinary meaning of the suffix ika (= 2 ka). -kasvika, which

Brugm. quotes as an example of Av. ika, is still less apt, for it is

obviously a diminutive formation, and in Aryan they always take simple

ka. As has been indicated ( 109) its i is probably analogical, from

kast/ah, kasistha,
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place sprang up the various derivativ fox-suffixes of Skt. which

have this active value exclusivly.

115. If these conclusions be accepted, it will be seen at once

that the suffix ka was much more restricted in early times

than is often assumed. It may be that in the same way the

extensiv use of -kos suffixes in Gk. and other languages will

prove to be secondary. At any rate, from the Aryan point

of view the range of the IE. kos or qos appears to have been

<juite limited.

116. We cannot conclude this brief allusion to the IE. suffix

ka (which will probably at some future time receive more

fitting consideration) without mentioning Leskien's interesting

chapter on the related fc-suffixes of Lithuanian 1
, especially as

it seems to bear out in general our position as to the com-

parativly restricted use of ka in IE. In Lith., according to

Leskien, ka appears principally in the derivativ suffixes ika, oka,

uka, all evidently of secondary origin and not dating back

to the Ursprache. They preserve (in a confused and rather

hit-or-miss way) practically the same meanings which we

arrived at as the values of the suffix in Aryan, to wit: 1) pri-

mary formations, verbal adjectivs and nouns of agent; 2) secon-

dary formations of characteristic (1 ka), especially making sub-

stantivs out of adjectivs (cf. 46); 3) diminutivs; 4) secondary

adjectivs and patronymics (our 2 ka)] the secondary adjectivs

are principally words in -oka (= Skt. Av. -oka) from prono-
minal stems, so that the correspondence is almost marvellously

close. I should be very loath to believe that this is entirely

accidental; I think that we have here the kernel of the

suffix -kos (qos) in IE.

117. To show that the derived suffix -ika in Lith. does not

really support the hypothesis that such a suffix existed in IE-

we need only mention that its principal values are 1) formation

of nouns of agent from roots, 2) formation of diminutivs from

nouns. Neither of these meanings for -ika is found at all in

Skt. literature, least of all in the Veda. An interesting

parallel to Skt. formations in -aka (masc. neut.), -ika (fern.)
is

the Lith. combination of masc. -uka with fern. -ike. Whether
this is enough to establish an IE. fern, suffix -ika, corresponding
to masculins in -o-ko, is doubtful

;
but such a phenomenon would

i Bildimg der Nomina im Littanisrhen. p. 504 ff.
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be quite conceivable, and is contradicted by nothing of which

the writer is aware. To be sure the masculine -oka (IE. -oko-}

is replaced in Lithuanian by a different form of the suffix.

Statistics of Vedic k-Words.

118. Detailed statistics are hard to give. Some of the words

are used in different senses and hence counted twice; others

are classified under more than one head because they might

belong to any one of them. The following figures are approxim-

ately correct:

1 ka (circ. 110 + Dim., circ. 180) circ, 290

2 ka 53

3 ka (21 + Bah., 96) 117

4 ka .
,

5

Unclassified Secondary ka 87

Total Secondary ka circ. 550

Suffix ika (with Yriddhi 105; without 15). . 120

oka (1 oka 2; 2 oka 8; 3 aka 45) . . 55

uka (Participial 71; others 5) .... 76

iika 3

Ika circ. 20

k 6

Primary ka circ. 30

Total circ. 860

General Index and List of Vedic k-Words.
See

-angaka = ahga, ifc. Bah. Maitr. Up 55

-aksaka = aksan, ifc. Bah. KSA. 5. 3. Cf. -aksika and

54 a, 55

aksamalikd, "little rosary," n. of an Up.. Mukt Up. ... 62

-aksika, ifc. Bah. = aksi, TS. 7. 5. 12. 1, cf. -aksaka and

54 a, 55

-agnika, ifc. Bah., = agni. Gop. Br 55

agnihotraka, n. of an Up., Mukt. Up 51

-angaka, ifc. Bah., = anga, KSA. 5. 3 54 a, 55

ajavikd, see s. v. avika 44

anjalikd (or nyaftjatika?\ PComm. hastagravarttinam anja-
lim. The passage (TAr. 1. 6. 1) reads: tvam [sc. Qigirah]

karosi ny anjalikdm }

tvam karosi ni jdnukdm \ nijdnukd
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See

me ny anjalikd \

ami vacam updsatam iti
\

. The accents

are hopelessly confused. The whole passage is very
dark and uncertain. The comm. takes ni with karosi

in the first clause, and in the third supplies bhavatu.

His laborious explanation is about as follows: "The

winter causes people to make an anjalikd (see above)
downwards (towards the fire, for warmth). It causes

them to bend the knees (see s. v. januka) downward (to

warm the body at the fire). 'Let there be of me a

bending of the knees, an anjalikdr These (wise people)
cherish this saying (during the winter)" 58

aniyaskd, more tiny, AY. 1 <amyas, smaller 63

-anuka = dnu, ifc. Bah. Maitr. Up 55

dtka, armor, garment, RY. &c 103

,
n. of an Asura, RY

ddhika, additional. <adhi; Katy. Qr .47
anantaka, n. of a Naga, Garud. Up 78

(ariika, face.) -ka not suffixal, but an a -extension of a

formation in -(y)anc, -w\ cf. prdtika, abhika &c. The

base is compared with Gk. Iv. For the i cf. w, or

otherwise it may be merely analogical to prdtlka &c., as

is undoubtedly the case with samlitd (q. v.),
from samydiic

dnuka, subordinate, < dnu. QB 47

dntaka <dnta, ending, ender, AY. &c.; as npr. Death, 56, 19

AY., YS. &c.; (antaka) border, QB 40

antikd <dnti in adv. forms -am, -at, -e\ near. RY., AY. . 47

anyakd, other (contempt. imprec.), < dnya. Only RY. 74, 82

apakrdmuka, retiring, TS. &c 99

apanistiduka, lying down apart, MS 99

aparodhuka, detaining, MS 99

abhikro$aka, reviler, YS. (so Say. "nindaka"; so also BR.;

Griffith~"watchman") 96, 97

abliinivistaka, stale (food)? Man. Gr. 2. 13. 5. See

Knauer's note 46

abhimddyatkd, somewhat drunk, QB 65

abhimdnuka, insidious, QB. Ait.B., &c. ....... 99

abhimeihikd, insulting speech, QB 95

-dbhivdduka in an-a., not greeting, Gop.B. Yait 99

-alihyavacdruka in dn-a., not attacking, MS 99

abhydyuka, coming to, Kap. S 99

abhydrohuka, ascending, MS 99
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See

amanika, ? AY. 20. 130. 9 (Mss. dmanako mdnachakdh;

BWh. amanika manicMddh\ RYKh. 5. 15. 7 dmanako

mdnasthakah, q. v 58

(amotaka, corrupt Ms. reading AV. 20. 127. 5. BWh.
amota gd.)

-ambdka, ifc. Bah., as try -a., having 3 mothers? n. of

Budra RY .55
ambdlika, dear little mother, YS. (voc., ambdlike) ... 67

ambikd (voc.),
dear little mother, YS. &c. (Also n. of sister

of Budra) YS. &c 67

arataJd, n. of a plant, AY. The Comm. do not attempt

to explain the word. Cf. mrga-rdtikd (Lexx. only),_a
medicinal plant and pot-herb; rdti, war (Lexx.), Vrat

shriek 58

aristaka, having the disease arista, Kau. (ace. to MW.
Addendum) 53

artuka, quarrelsome, QB 99

(ardhaka-ghdtiri) ? AY. 1 Prob. the Ppp. adhvaga-ghdtin

is the true reading. "Slayer of travellers" means Rudra,

who is besought to spare the speaker. The verse is in

a charm for safe travel. See notes of Bloomfield and

Henry for discussion .

drdhuka, prospering, QB 99

arbhaka, small (dim. and contempt.) BV. &c 63, 72

armaka, heap of ruins, RY 79

(in Kaug 26 appears to be an adj. "ruined").

alakam, in vain (contempt.) RY *
. 76, 37

alObuka, the fruit of the gourd, AY., RYKh 62

(dllka) <*ali-anc, cf. anika-, *ati- cf. <UAos, alius &c. . . .

alpakd, ikd, smaU (dim. obs.) AY., QB 63, 86

dvakd (once, MS. 3. 15. 1, -ka\ a plant; AY., YS. &c. . 47

avagliatarikd, n. of a musical instrument, Qankh. Qr. . . 62

avacatnuka, Ait. Br. Say "n. of a country." Obscure . 58

avacarantikdj AY. contempt. <avacarantl 73

avatakd (Mss. and RWh. avatka), little spring, AY. . . 62

avadhutaka = avadhuta, n. of Upanisad, Mukt. Up. . . 44

avabhedaka, "piercer," headache, Par. G-r 96, 97

(avdkka, QBr. 9. 1. 2. 22, artificial word, as if avdk [avanc] + ka,

invented to explain dvakd, q. v.)

avikd (or avika), ewe-sheep, lamb, RY., AY 62

ajdvikd, goats and sheep, = (dvandva)a;aw, QBr. . 44
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See

acanCiyuka, hungry, QB 99

-agltika, ifc. Bah., as sdQltika, with
(i.

e. plus) eighty,

Garbh. Up 55

a<;vaka, horse (imprec.), VS., TS. &c 79

astaka, consisting of 8, QBr.; n. pr. Ait. Br. <asta\ -ka, the

day of the moon's quarter, AV 53

asakdu, = asdu (obs.), VS. &c 86, 37

asuyaka, envious, Maitr. Up 97

astaha, home, AV. <asta. ifc. Bah. in svastdka AY. 41, 55

(astamika, adv. -Ike, at home, < dstam, id., by analogy with

-ika formations like pratika &c., cf. anika, alika, samika)
-astliaka (KSA. 5. 3) and -asthika (TS. 7. 5. 12. 2) ifc.

Bah. == asthdn (dsthi) 54 a, 55

asmdka, our, RV. &c 51, 30 a Note

ahallika, prattler?, QB. (BrArUp.) 71

-dkhyaka, ifc. Bah. in ddhdrdkhyaka. Ramap. Up. (== akhya) 55

dgantuka, accidental, adventitious, AQV. Qr 45

dgdmuka, coming to, MS 99

agnika, of Agni, or the sacrificial fire, Katy Qr. &c. . . 94

dgnistomika, of the agnistoma, QBr 94

agnyadheyika, of the agnyddheya, Katy Qr 94

djdvika, made of goat's and sheep's hair, Kauc, .... 94

dtiki, n. pr. of the wife of a Rishi, Cha.Up. Vat; cf. dtaka

(only Lexx.), dtika, n. of a YY. school; dta, n. of Naga 97

ddkaka, a measure of grain, Garbh. Up. Obscure ... 58

(ddhdrikd, see dhdrika).

dndika, "egg (i.
e. bulb-) bearing," the lotus, AY. Kauc. . 53

dtmaka, of the nature (self, dtmari), Cha. Up., Qvet. Up. . 50

dtmabodhaka = -dha, n. of an Upanisad, Mukt. Up. . . 44

-ddika, ifc. Bah. = -adi, Ramap. Up 55

ddhikdrika, of the adhikdras (individual sections), Qankh Gr. 94

ddhydtmika, of the adhydtma, Gaudap 94

ddhydyika, occupied in reading (adhydya), Tait. Up. . . 94

ddhvarika, of the adhvara, QBr., Katy Qr 94

dnumdnika, inferential, Ap., Katy Qr 94

dnuydjika, of the after-sacrifice, Man. Qr 94

dnusuka, shot after? TS. 2. 3. 4. 2. Uncertain word. . . 58

dpardhnika, of the afternoon, Acv. Qr., Katy Qr. ... 94

dpartuka, unseasonable, Kau 49

abhicaranika, maledictory, Katy Qr 94

abhicdrika, incantation, Kaug 94
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See

abhiplavika, of the Abhiplava, AC.V. Qr 94

abhyudayika (concerning the rise of anything; as n.), a

kind of graddha. AQV. Qr 94

dbhtika, powerless, AY 72, 33

(dmanaka, see dmanika.)

dinalaka, a tree and its fruit, Cha. Up. and Class. < amala

spotless? 49

dmwatkd, pressing, pushing? TS. 4. 5. 9. 2. See viksinatkd

and vicinvatka. These three are among a list of honorific

epithets of certain gods; found in the Qatarudriya. No
dim. force of any kind is discernible 42

drakdt. for, from a distance (Imprec.), QBr. . .- . 83, 37

dranyaka, a class of Vedic works, Arun. Up 49

druka, hurting TAr 99

drunaketuka, of the aruna-ketus (spirits), TAr 49

(drksdka, see rks-.)

drcatkd, n. of Qara, RY. A Patronymic, ultimately (and

perhaps directly, cf. 11, 49) < *rcat, Varc, cf. infin.

rcase (RY.) 58

(drjlkd) RY., a n. pr., deriv. of rjika, q. v

ardhuka, beneficial, Qankh B 99

-dlambhukd in an-d.. not to be touched, TBr., Kath. . . 24

dvaddnika, offered after being cut up in pieces, Yait. . . 94

dvapantikd, scattering (grains, of the bride in the wedding-

rite) AY.; Par. G-r. &c. Suffix obviously cannot be pejo-

rative; some related texts have avapantl; may be merely

metrical, and the Sutra passages then due to reminiscence

of the older (metrical) version 45

dvika, of sheep; woolen, QB.; Katy Qr 94

-dgaka in an-d. not eating, a fast, QB 95

dgarika, rheumatism, AY 103

-agirka, ifc. Bah. = agis, TS 55, 36
(s.)

a.

d$vamedhika, of the agvamedha, QBr.; Katy Qr. &c. . . 94

-dsandika in sds-, ifc. Bah., Katy Qr 55

dsuka. n. of a Saman Ars Br 103

(dsmdkd, our, RY. see asmdka)
iksvdku (or iksvdku), n. pr. RY., AY. < iksu sugar-cane? 33 c

indragopaka, little firefly Amrt. Up. 62

invakd, n. of a Saman SY.; of a constellation TBr. <-inva 46

iyattoka, -ikd, so tiny, RY 74, 36

islkd (once -a, Kaug 11), arrow, reed, AY., QB. &c. . . 101
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See

ifukd) arrow = isu, AY. 1 41

istakd, brick, cf. Av. iStya, VS.; TS. &c 46

iksaka, spectator, QBr.; AQV. Gr 96, 97

Islka, arrow, MS. The variant from ifikd is doubtless

meaningless, probably a mistake

-ukthaka in sokthaka, having an nktha, QB 55

uccJiosuka, drying up, Gop. Br.; QBr 99

utpdtikd, outer bark of a tree, Brh. Ar. Up. Cf. utpata . 58

utpddaka, producing, Nrsut. Up. (in -ka-tva, noun) ... 97

udakd, water, KY. &c 42

udgrdsaka, devouring, Nrsut. Up. (in -ka-tva, noun) ... 97

udddlaka, n. of a teacher, QBr. &c.; cf. udddla, a plant. 58

udbdndhuka, one who hangs up, TS 99

udbhdsaka, shining, Nrsut. Up. (in -ka-tva, noun) ... 97

udbhrdntaka, roaming, Nrsut. Up. (in -ka-tva, noun)
44 ad fin. Note

unmantaka, insane, Agram. Up. 68

unmdduka, fond of drink, MS.; TS 99

upakrdmuka, approaching; ace. to Wh. Gram., in Brahmanas 99

upajihvikd, upajika, upadikd, ant; KV. &c . 62

upaddsuka, failing, TS 99

upandmuka, bending towards, QBr 99

-upanisatka, in uktopan. having heard the Upanisads, QB.

(Brh. Ar. Up.) 55

upapdtaka, minor sin, Nar. Up. &c 66

-upasatka in try -u., ifc. Bah., Ap. Qr 55

upasthdyuka, approaching, Kath 99

-updnatka in an-up., without sandals (upanali), Katy Qr. 55, 36

updnasyaka, n. of Indra, Ap. Qr. Cf. updnasa, adj., being
in a carriage, RV.; n. the space in a carriage, AV. . 58

updsaka, servant, Kaug &c 96, 97

(uruka, owl, = uluka, Ait. Br.)

urvdruka, gourd, EY., AY. A late and interpolated verse 44

uluka, owl, BY. &c 79

ulukhalaka, mortar (Dim. End.) BY. 1
(as voc.) .... 67

(ulkd, firebrand; ka prob. not suffixal, cf. varcas, Yolcanus)

ulmuka, firebrand, Ait. Br.; QB. &c. Unc. etym. ... 58

usrikd, bullock (contempt.) EY. 1
71, 29 a, Note

utika, n. of a plant, subst. for Soma, Kath. &c. Probably
mistake for putika, q. v.; or else the two words have in-

fluenced each other . 101
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See

iinaka, defective, lacking, Qankh Qr......... 80

urdhvaka, raised, Samny. Up............ 45

rksdka (or, as Wh. conj., ark-) AY. 1 Say "inhabited by

bears," which is mere etymological guesswork. The whole

passage is obscure, and this word is prob. corrupt. . . 58

>7,-x/A-a, n. of an evil spirit, AY.; YS.; QBr. Of. fksa? . 101

-rjika, beaming, gleaming (in cpds.); RY. &c. (as avir-rj.) 100

fdhak (or rdhak), separately, RY. &c. . . ..... 27

rdhnuka, causing increase, A^v. Gr......... 99

-rxika in sarsika, ifc. Bah., Ac,. Gr......... 55

eka, one, RY. + ............... 103

ekaka*. singly, RY.; just one, AY. 1 ...... 47, 66

ekdkin, alone, AY., YS. &c. Formation problematic. Pan.

5. 3. 52 notes it as a solitary form, without explanation
or parallel. BR. suggest an anc formation . . . 47, 29 c

ekatrin$aka, consisting of 31, Gaudap........ 53

ejatkd, kind of insect, AY. 1 ........... 81

eldpatraka, n. of a Naga, Garud Up......... 78

dikahika, of the one-day offering, Ait Br.; QBr. &c. . . 94

aidaka, of the eda (sheep), QBr. &c....... 49, 79

n. a vicious ram (should be edaka?), QBr.

aitareyalta, the Ait. Br.; see I. St. 1 106, 7 ..... 50

(ainvcika, n. of two Samans, < invaka] Ars. Br.) ....
aistika, of the isti sacrifice, AQV. Qr.; Kaus Up. ... 94

orimikd, n. of a section of the Kath. S.; see I. St. 1. 69, 70.

Uncertain ................. 58

auttaravedika, of the northern altar, QBr....... 94

dupavasathika, of the upavasathd rite, Ac,v. Qr..... 94

kakdtikd? part of the head (Wh. hindhead), AY. Obscure 58

(Prob. for krkdtikd, neck-joint,
= kfkdta id., AY.)

katuka, sharp, bad, RY., AY..... . ..... 80

-kanika, a minute part of any thing, in vata-k., Sarvop. . 62

kantaka, thorn, AY. 14. 2. 68 (?); QBr. &c.kanta only
in cpds. Uhlenbeck holds it to be prakr. for *krntaka,

Ykri.\3nc...... ........... 44

-kanthaka, ikd, in saha-k., with the throat, AY..... 55

-kadruka in tri-k., having three vessels, RY., AY. . . . 55

kanaka, golden, Adbh. Br.; Samh. Up. No *kana occurs.

Uhlenbeck cf. KV^KOS and Honig .... ..... 58

Either accent.
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See

kandknaka, sort of poison, AV. 1
(?) 79

kandnakd, mistake for kaninakd. pupil of the eye, only TS. 1 62

kanisthakd, ikd, smallest, only AV. 1
;
kanisthikd little finger

QBr. &c !..... 63

kaninakd, -d, kaninakd, -ikd, pupil of the eye, EV. &c. . 62

The words never, in the passages which occur, have

the primitive meaning of "boy" or "girl" (kanina, -a).

kanydkd, pupil of the eye, Ait. Ar 62

kdplaka? \. 1. kdlpaka. TBr. Mg. unknown 58

kambtika, husk of rice, AV 40, 33

karkd, white, AV. The ka is perhaps not suffixal. Unc. . 103

karkataka, crab, Brahm. Up 44

karkandhukd, EV. Kh. 5. 22. 3 (kdrkandhuka) AV. 20.

136. 3 jujube-berry. (< karkdndhu) (Dim.) 62

karkarikd, kind of lute, AV 62

karkotaka, n. of a Naga, Garud. Up 78

kdrnaka, "earlet," tendril, QBr.; handle (also -M), TS., MS.;
of the two legs extended, AV. 1

; (-karnaka) ifc. Bah.
= Icarna, TS 62, 86, 55

karnavestaka, earring,
=

-ta, Par. Gr 44

kalanka, spot, in nis-k., Nar. Up. Uncertain 58

-kalpaka in a-k., irregular, Gaudap. (see also kdplaka) . . 55

kalmallkin, EV. glorious? Epithet of Eudra. Say. says

from *kalmalika (not found) = tejas. Cf. kalmali (AV.)

"glory"? Grassmann "funkelnd." Ludwig "pfeiltrager,"

which according to his note is "offenbar" the meaning;
I confess I am unable to follow him. The word kalmali

(see above) is itself very doubtful and might mean any-

thing, so that Sayana's interpretation, which Eoth,

Grassmann and Delbriick follow, is dubious . . 58, 31

kagikd, weasel?, EV. . 101

kagoka, n. of hostile demons, EV.; AV. Cf. kd$a? ... 58

Jcanukd, ? EV. See 21 21

(kdntaka, thorny, <kdntaka)

kdmikd, n. of certain letters in a mystic alfabet; Eamap.

Up. Presumably <kdma 58

kdmuka, desiring; a lover. TS 99

kdraka, maker &c. Garbh. Up 97

kdruka, artisan, artificer (?) ace. to Wh. Vbl. roots, in

Brahmanas. I find no instance before Epic times . . 99

Ic&laJca, unidentified bird, VS.; "Blackish" 64
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See

kdlika, n. of a Xaga, Garud. Up 78

kdverakdj n. pr., patronymic < kiivera. A V 49

kdsikd, cough, AV 79

-kiiiigukd (in su-k.), a plant or flower; EV. AY 58

kifijaika, plant-stalk, Agv. Qr 44, 29 b

kirikd or girika, epithet of gods in Qatarudriya, meaning
unknown, various guesses (sparkling, Eggeling; sprinkling,

Griffith) VS. &c 58

(-kiska see cvaJdskin.)

Jdlaka, the middle syllables of a mantra Hams. Up. (as

being the stake or post, klla, to which the extremes are

attached) 40

-kutharikd in pdda-k., QGr.; a position of the feet ... 91

kunika, n. of a teacher, Ap 46

kundikd, little pot, Sarimy. Up.; also title of an Up. . . 62

kumdrakd (or kumdr-), ika, boy, girl, (< kumdrd) RV;
AV. &c 62, 79

kurnbhaka, retention of the breath, as relig. exercise; Amrt.

Up. &c 40, 95

kumbhika, kind of demon, AV. Cf. kumbhd 101

kulika, n. of a Naga, Garud. Up 78

kulikd, a bird, VS. (MS. k&s pulikd). Uncertain; cf. Jcullpaya,

an animal (VS.); Uhlenbeck cLruss. kulik, snipe &c. . 101

kugavartaka, AV. corrupt and uncertain. EV. Kh. reads

dhalakug gavartakdh, which Scheft. thinks is the true

reading 58

kugikd, n. pr., EV.; pi. his descendants, RV. &c. Prob.

< kugi, pin used as mark in recitation from texts . . 52

kusitaka, n. of a bird, TS.; of a man TandyaBr. Uncertain 58

kusumbhaka, EV., venom-bag of an insect (<kusumbha) 71, 79

kusthikd, dew-claw, spur, AV., Ait. Br 40, 90

kustuka, n. of a teacher, Vamga Br. Entirely obscure . 58

kuhaka, rogue, cheat; Maitr. Up.; Ap 79

(krka said to mean "throat" or "navel"; Prob. onomato-

poetic, cf. krkara, krkana partridge. In krka-ddQti, a

demon; -vdku, cock; -Idsd, lizard)

krtaka, false, artificial, Gaudap 80

kfttikd, the Pleiades (as a sword), AV. &c.; cf. karttikd,

dagger (CL). The noun kftti seems to mean only "hide,

skin." Prob. Primary -oka 20, 96, 97

krtsnaka, all, Qankh. Qr. 16. 29. 8 (Lexx. wrongly 9)
= krtsnd 45
6*
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See

krmukd, kind of tree, = kramuka, q. v.; QBr., Kauc,. . . 44

Tcrxnaka, "blackish," n. of a plant, Kaug 64

-kegakd in sarva-k., having all the hair, AV. (Bah.) . . 55

kdirdtikd, of the kirdtas (contempt.), AY. < kdirdta ... 72

kodtaka, a plant and its fruit, Qankh. Gr; presumably <koca 58

(kdidlkd, a bird, < and = kulika, q. v.; VS.; MS.) . . .

(kdugikd, <kuikd, son of kucikd, or friend of ku$ikd [Indra])

(kdusitaka, -ki, patron. < kusitaka, and n. of a Brahmana)
kydku, fungus, Ap. Dh.; Grant. Obscure .... 58, 29 d

kramuka, the betelnut tree. Sadv. Br. = kramu (only

Lexx.), krmuka 44

(krumukd, piece of kindling-wood, TS. &c.. < kramuka by

assimilation)

klitaka, dough, paste, Agv. Gr. etc. Obscure 58

ksitikd, a part of a lute, Kauc,. ? Cf. &s#i ? 58

ksullakd, small (dim.); AV., TS. &c. < A:swdra . . 63, 68, 72

ksurikd, "little razor," n. of an Up., Ksur. Up 62

ksodhuka, hungry, TS., QB. . 99

ksdumika, made of linen, Kaug 94

ksvinkd, an evil bird, RV., AV. &c. Prob. onomatopoetic 103

khdndika, pupil, Kalpas.; n. of a man, QB. (cf. sdndika) . 92

khandtaka, little shovel, Ap. Qr. 17, 26 (NBD. "dug up.") 62

khdrvaka, mutilated (imprec.) AV. <kharvd 80

khdndika- PGobh. 3. 3. 8. Comm. gisyasamuha; but see

Oldenberg's note 58

khadaka, eater, Grobh. Gr- ap. Prayagc. in Q. K. Dr. . . 96, 97

gdnaka, astrologer, <gana\ VS. &c 51

qavidhuka or gavt-, coix barbata, TS. = gavidhu (not Vedic) 44

gavinikd, groins (?), AV. metr. for gavml 41

(gdvidhukd, gave-, deriv. <gavidhuka)

(girikd, MS., for kirili'd, q. v.)

goddnika, of the goddna-rite, Gobh. 3. 1. 28
(cf. gaud-) . 92

gondmika, n. of MS. 4. 2, called after gondmd formulas . 92

gopikd, protectress, Gop. Up 44

golaka, ball (dim.), Gobh. Gr. &c 62

golattikd, kind of animal, VS., TS.; cf. lattikd (Un.) lizard 58

gaudanika, of the goddna-iite, Ac;v. Gr. &c. (cf. god-) . . 94

grdhuka, seizing, TS. (cf. grhu- RV.) 99

ghdtaka, kind of wood, Agv.Qi-.;
== ghdta and vddhaka . 46

ghdtuka, slaying, AV., TB., QB. &c 99

cakraka, wheel, Maitr. Up .44
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See

-caksuska in a-c., without eyes, Brli. Ar. Up. . ... 55

candatdka, short petticoat, QBr., Katy Qr. Obscure derivation <>2

caturthaka, fourth, Nad. Up 45

catuska, consisting of 4; Laty, Yasu Up 53

candrikd, moon, Eamap. Up 91

cdraka, wanderer, mendicant, QBr. (also n. of a YV. school). 46

-carmdka in a-c., without skin, TS . . 55

cdturthdhnika, of the 4th Day, Qankh. Qr. ..... 94

cdturtliika, of the 4th Day, Laty 94

cdturdhdkdranika, of a division into 4 parts, Ap.Qr. . . 94

cdturvingika, of the 24th day, Qankh. Qr 94

cdturhotrkd, of the cdturhotr service, MS 49

-cdrika in utpatha~c., having byways for a course, Nrsut.

Up. (in -ka-tva, noun) 54, 55

cikitsaka, physician, QBr. &c 51

ciccikdj kind of bird, EY., TBr. Obscure 58

-citika in sdt-c., ifc. Bah., QB 55

-cintaka in kdla-cintaka, considering; Gaudap 97

cupunikd, one of the Pleiades, TS. Obscure 101

culaka, top of a column, Cul. Up 40

celaka, n. of a man, QB 46

codaka, direction, invitation, Katy Qr 95

chattrdka, mushroom,Adbh. Br. (== chattraka, Class., <chattra,

parasol.) 40, 29 c.

chdndomika, of the chandomds, Qankh. Qr., Katy Qr. . . 94

chdyaka, n. of a demon, AY 78

chuhuka, chin (Class. Skt, cibukd), E Y., QBr. &c. Obscure. 58

janakd, n. of a king, QBr. (Brli. Ar. Up.), cf. jdna . . . 53

jdmbhaka, "crusher," n. of a demon, YS 78

jayantaka. n. pr., Eamap.Up. <jayanta, victorious ... 46

jardyuka, after-birth, Samav.Br. =jardyu. No reason is

apparent for the use of the form in -ka in this passage. 44

jaldyukd, leech, in trna-j., caterpillar, Brli. Ar. Up. Thought
to contain jala-dyu = at/us (Bah.), but cf. jalduka and

other forms. Popular etymology has operated here.

Origin uncertain 58

jdhakd, hedge-hog, YS., TS. Supposed to be from VM. 103

jdgar&ka, wakeful, EY 25

jdtaka, newborn child, Kau^ 62

(jdnaka, -ki, patron, from janakd)

jdnukd, bearing, MS., Ap. Qr. Cf. jami, AY 99
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See S

jdtiukd-? TAr. 1. 6. 1; Comm. jdnupradera. See s. y.

anjalika 58

jdpaka. muttering, Nrp. Up 97

jdyuka. conquering, MS. Cf. jayu, RV 99

jdlakdj little net, web, Brh. Ar. Up 62

(-jihvikd see upa-j.) -jihvaka ifc. Bah. = jihvd . . 54 a, 55

jivikd, epithet of water (end. dim.), MS. &c., Agv. Qr.;

life, Kathop 44, 95, 67 q. v.

jumbaM, n. of a Varuna, VS., QBr. Obscure .... 58

jydkd, bowstring (pej.), RV., AV 79

jydisthasdmika, adj. <jyesthasdman, Gobh. 3. 1. 28 . . 94

jyotdyamdnaka (MSS. -maka), n. of demons, AV. ... 81

jyotistomika, of the jyotistoma, sacrifice, Katy Qr. ... 92

derikd, muskrat, Ap. 1. 25. 13. Obscure 58

rjhdrikd and ddhdrikd, centipede, Ap. Gr. Obscure . . 58

taka, that (contempt.), RV., AV., Katy Qr 75

taksaka, n. of a Naga, AV., Kaug. (= -so) 78

tatdka, pool,
= tatd. Sady. Br., Adbh. Br. ... 46, 29 c.

-tantrlka, ifc. Bah. = tantri, thread, Pancav Br 55

-tapaska, ifc. Bah. = tapas, Maitr. Up 55

-tamaska, ifc. Bah. = tamas, Cha. Up 55

tardnaka, sprout, AV 62

tddarthika, intended for that, Kauc, 94

tddatmaka, ika, denoting the unity of nature, Ramat. Up. 49

tdraka, carrying across, saying, Maitr. Up 97

(tdraka, adj. of stars; < tdrakd)
tdrakd (< tdrd), star, AV., TBr., QBr. &c 44

tdluka, du. n. the two arteries supplying the palate, Tait. Up. 50

tdvaka, thine, RV. (only 1 Vedic occurrence reported) (<tdva) 49

tiragcikd,, a horizontal region? So BR. Ac,y. Qr. ... 46

tilvaka, a plant of evil name, Q.Br., Agy. Gr. &c. ... 79

tundika, haying a snout or trunk (tunda), AV 92

-tiilaka, ikd, ifc. Bah. = ttila, mattrass, Ramat. Up. . . 55

tusnika, silent, in Veda only adv. -kam, silently, Man. Qr. 45

tusnlm, id. RV. The text is dubious, and Knauer
calls this word suspicious.

tftlyaka (< trtiya), recurring the 3 d day, AV 51

(trstaka) -ikd, rough (creature), AV 80

-tejaska, ifc. Bah. = tcjas, Byh. Ar. Up 55

tdittirlyaka, of the Tait. school, Mukt. Up 50

tduvilikdj (voc.) n. of a female demon, AV. 1 Obscure . 78



trika, in threes, RV., Laty c. . .

_.

47

trdivarsika, a triennial performance, ACT. Or 94

traividyaka, practised by traividyas, Ap 50

n., their doctrine. Man. Gr.

-tvakka, ifc. Bah. = tvac, skin, TS. in a- 55

-tsaruka, ifc. Bah., Tand. B. (in M. W. Addendum) . . 55

ddiiguka, biting, TBr., TS., Kath 99

dandaka. a class of meters, Chandahs., Han. Ram. Up. . 46

-datka. ifc. Bah. == ddnt Cha. Up 55

-dcmtaka. ifc. Bah. =- danta, TS., QBr 55

dandacftka. biting, malignant, VS., TS., CBr 25

dacaka, consisting of 10, Chandahs 53

daharaka, short, Kaus. Br 63

ddksinagnika, performed in the southern fire, Man. Qr. . 94

dayaka, giving (in Veda only ifc.),
Mukt. Up 97

dayaka, heir, <ddyd, Gr. S 53

ddrcapdurnamdsika, of the New- and Full-moon sacrifice,

Qankh. Qr 94

ddrardtrika, celebrated like the dagardtrd, QBr. &c. . . 94

ddhuka, burning, TBr., Ap. Qr 99

-dikka in a-d., having no part of the heaven, QBr. ... 55

dutaka, n. of Agni, Gr. S. Cf. VM, du 58

ditrakd, far (pej.), RV., AY 80

dustkd (dusikd Maitr. Up. 1. 3), rheum of the eyes, VS.,

Kath., QBr ^ .... 32, 79

dusika. n. of demons, AV., Primary, Vdus, and not to be

confused with the foregoing, which is secondary, from

the n. dtisi 100

dfbhlka. n. of a demon, RV. 100

dfgika, worthy to be seen, splendid, RV 101 b, c.

n. appearance, RV. &c. kd, id, RV.

dr&kh, beholder, TS., Ap. Qr 100

devaka, god (contempt.), RV., adj. divine, Krs.Up. (< devd). 71, 51

-ika, an inferior class of goddesses, Ait. Br., QBr. . 66

degika, teacher, Ramap. Up., Mukt. Up 92

dyumrifka, n. pr., supposed author of RV. 8. 76. < dyumnin,

glorious 46, 36.

dvakd, by twos, RV 47

dvdrakd, "City of Gates," Vasu Up 53

dhanuska, small, poor bow. Laty 71

dhayantikd, sucking (contempt.), AV. Ppp. folio 115b, line 1 73
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See

dhdnikd (prakr. form of dhan-), vagina, AY., TS. &c. . . 86

-dhdtuka, ifc. Bah. = dhiitu, Garbh. Up 55

dhdnika, vagina, RV. Kh. 5. 22. S 86

dhdrakd, vagina, VS., QBr 86

dhdrmikft. righteous, Cha. Up 94

dharmuka, righteous, Man. Qr 21

-dhdvanaka in danta-dh., n. of a tree, Kauc;.. prob. < dhdvana,

cleaning (a tree "for teeth-cleaning") 50

dhuvaka, ace. to Wh. Vb. forms from V
'

dhu, in Jaim. Br. 96, 97

-dhamaka in a-dli., without smoke, Kath. Up., Maitr. Up. 55

dhenukd, female, Weibchen-, AY., Pancav. Br. &c. ... 89

nan$uka, perishing, Kath 99

(nagnaka) -ikd, naked, wanton (imprec.), AY. (< nagna). . 80

nadaka, hollow of a bone, Katy Qr 40

napatka, concerning a grandson, n. of a cert, sacrificial

fire, Kath 51

ndpumaka, eunuch (contempt.), QBr., Katy Qr. c^c. ... 71

ndbhaka, n. pr., Ait. Br. Of. nabha, nabhas? ... 58, 29 c

nardka, hell, TAr. Uhlenbeck cf. wp-Qev &c. Not clear. 58

-navaka, ifc. Bah. = nava, Garbh. Up 55

n&ka, heaven, RV., AY., VS. &c 103

nddikd, throat, AY. (<nddi) 40

(nabhdka, adj. or patron <nabhdka, RV.)
nabhikd, navel-like cavity, QBr 4<)

-namaka, ikd ifc. = ndmar:, Bah., Qiras. Up 55

in anamika, ring-finger (for semantics see BR.), QBr. &c.

nayoka, leader, chief, Gaudap 97

(ndraka, hellish, < nardka, AY. &c. ; VS. ndrakd). . . .

n&Quka, perishing, TS 99

vidsika, nostril, du. nose, RY., AY. &c 62

Hdstika, atheist; Ap.; Mukt. Up. (cf. dstika, CL, <asti) . . 94

nika, n. of a Saman, Ars. Br 103

nikharvaka, one billion, Pancav Br 44

nikhataka, cut into a little, AY 65

(nijdnukd? see janukd, TAr. 1. 6. 1.)

mnili, secretly, RY 27, 29 a

nimustika, of the size of a fist, Ait. Ar. 5. 1. 3. 6 (p. 405. 6). 53

nimusti, a measure of that size.

nirodaka, read nirodhaka (Deussen), hindering, Brahm. Up. 97

-nirddhuka in a-w., not burning down, MS 99

nirmdrguka, withdrawing from, TS 99, 24
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nirmitaka, conjured up, illusory, Gaudap 80

wrmretuka, withering, Pancav Br 99

-nivartaka in a-n., not flying or flinching, Maitr. Up. . . 97

-nivitka ifc. Bah. = nivid, Ait. Ar 55

niska, a neck-ornament, RY., AY. &c 103

Uncertain. Uhlenbeck compares OHGr.nusca, Ir.nasc, ring.

nihdkd, storm, whirlwind, RY., TS. Obscure 103

ndimittika, occasional, accidental, Katy Qr. <tc 94

naiyamika, settled, prescribed, Ap 94

-naigcdrika, in o-w., not distracting, Ap 94

ndisthika, final, perfect, Acjam. Up 94

(nyanjalikd ? See s. v. anjalikd. TAr. 1. 6. 1.)

nyastikd, n. of a plant, AY. 1

46, 91

nyunkhamdnaka, see -manuka.

pakvakd? AY., RYKh. Prob. corrupt. The Lexx. do

not render the word. Grif. "that knoweth." May be

either "ripe, mature," or "gray, hoary," <pakvd. Uncertain. 58

-pancaka, consisting of 5; a group of 5, Gopi. Up. ... 53

pancaviii$aka, consisting of 25, Gaudap, Maha. Up. ... 53

pandaka, eunuch, weakling, Kath. &c. (contempt.). ... 71

patantaka, kind of rite, Laty. Cf. patat? 58

patayisnuha, flying off, unsteady (imprec.), AY 80

patdkd, flag, Adbh. Br. 10, 3. Primary ka? No noun

paid exists. Vpat; formation dubious 58, 29 c

-patmka, ifc. Bah. = pdtm, wife, Ait. Br., Katy Qr. . . 55

padmaka, n. of a serpent-prince or demon, Garud. Up. . 78

pardpdtuka, abortive, TS 99

pardbhdvuka, perishing, transient, Kath 99

pardrikd, leek, Ap. Obscure; v. 1. paldrlka 58

paridipaka, lighting up, Gaudap 97

pariprcchaka, inquirer, Gop. Br 97

parivrdjaka, wandering (mendicant), Arun. Up.; Ac.ram Up. 97

-paricritka, ifc. Bah., = parigrit, Katy Qr 55

-parisatka, ifc. Bah., = parisdd, Gobh 55

parisdraka, n. of a place, Ait. Br., pari-Vsr; formation

uncertain 58

parisdra&s n.reported by Wils.only "wandering about."

parutka, having knots or joints, Ap. Qr. ... 53, 36 (s) 1)

parusaka, a tree (= parma) and its fruit, Qankh Qr.. . 44

partikd, RY. Kh. 5. 15. 8, v. 1. patikd; corrupt and uninter-

pretable 58
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parpharika, ? EY. 1 100

paryayikd. strophic, AY 92

palijdha, n. of a demon. AY. 1
. Obscure 78

-paguka, ifc. Bali.. == pdcu (or pacu). AQV. Or 55

_p<iA:a, very young, Qankh Gr. 3. 2. simple, EY., AY. &c. 103

pajaka, a kitchen implement, Ap. Qr. Etym.? 58

pdncamdhnika. of the 5th
Day. Qankh Or 94

pdtaka. ace. to Wh. Yb. roots in the Brahmanas. Vpat 96, 97

pdtaka. fall, downpour, Saihny. Up. 2; sin, Cankh Qr. etc. 95

pddaka, little foot (End. Dim!), EY. 1

(<pdda) .... 67

pddukd, slipper. Acram. Up 62

pdpakdj evil, QBr. <tc. (< >^?a or papa) 80

pdramdrthika. real, actual, Mukt. Up 94

(pdrivrdjaka adj. < parivrdjaka, Kau^.)

pdrsthika, after the manner of the Prsthyd, Laty &c. 49, 29 a

pdvakd. clear, bright, EY. &c.; n. of Agni. TS. &c.; fire, in

general, Mund Up. 2. 1. 1 18 Note*; 58

An ancient word; from Vpu, but exact formation

uncertain. Early appearance and accent forbid taking
it as primary -oka, which Say. does ("cofrfcafca").

pdguka, concerning cattle, Katy Qr.; Qankh Qr 49

pdgubandhaka, of the pacubandhd, AC.V. Qr,; Qankh Qr. . 49

pikd, Indian cuckoo, YS. (Uhlenbeck cf. plcus\ very doubt-

ful) 103

pingaldkd, ikd, yellow, tawny, AY. (< -la) .... 64. 72

pinydka. oil-cake, Ap. (no reference given). Obscure . . 58

-pitrka, ifc. Bah. =
pitf, Katy Qr.; A^v. Grr 55

pitrmedhika. of the pitrmedha, Samny. Up 92

(piddku for pfddku q. v. MS.)

pindka, staff, bow, AY.; YS.; TS 58

Uhlenbeck cf. iriva and OSlav. pini, tree-trunk.

pipilaka (< -Id), ant, Cha. Up. ika, ant, only Adbh. Br.

(Prob. to be emended to -aka or ikd) <>^

-ikd, small ant, AY.; QBr.; Pane. Br. &c,

pippakd, a sort of bird, YS. (cf. pippika, Class., a bird or

beast) 58

piycika, n. of a class of demons, "abuser," AY. . . 96, 97

piyusaka, biestings, EY. Kh. 5. 15. 14. The parallel AY.
text has piyusa, but the meter needs an extra syllable,

which the later compiler evidently added 41

puklaka or pulkaka, n. of a despised tribe, MS. Not certain 71
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punddriku. lotus blossom. I'V.; AV 58

IVob. connected with puwlari-srajd (T.Br.),---lmt the

meaning of i\\\$$un<l(iri is uncertain; cf.ywndarin, another

flower (Lexx.).

putrakd, little son, ll\ .: A V. (<-tra) ...... 62, H7

-puro'nuva/cydka, ifc. Bah. = purtfnuvakya, QBr. in a-p. . 55

-purorukka, ifc. Bab. = purortir. QBr. in a-p 55

(putikd MS. variant for kutiM, q. v.) 101

(pulkaka, sec pfrkfaka.) ,

fwtika (once -//,v/. Agv. Qr. 6. 8), a plant, (<pilti). substitute

for soma. TS.; Katb.; CBr. c^cc 46, 31

puraka, tilling (noun), Amrt I" p.: Dhyan. Up 95

-purvaka in nyaya-p. having reason as precedent G-audap. 55

-prnaka in harina-p., female young of an animal, Ap. Cr. 62

pfihak, isolated, scattered (adv.), EV., AY. &c 27

pfthuka, rice or grain flattened and ground, TBr. <prthu 46

pfdaku, serpent, RV.; AV.; TS. Of. wdpSos, ace. to TJhlen-

beck loanword from Ind.-Iran. *parda- . . . . 58, 29 c

prstitaka, a mixture of ghee, milk &c. (cf. pfsat), AV.;
Par. Gr 58, 15

-ki. a disease, or the she-demon causing it, AV.

peruka, n. pr. E,V . 46

pesuka, spreading out, QBr 99

posuka, thriving, Sadv. Br 99

paunarddheyika, of the punarddheya-iitQ, AQV. Qr. &c. . . 94

pdurusamedhika, of a human-sacrifice, QBr.; Katy Qr. . . 94

paurvahnika, of the forenoon, Katy Qr 94

prciksepaka, throwing (n. act.), Maitr. Up 95

pracaldka, chameleon, Ap. pracaldkd cloudburst (?) TS.

Cf. pracalaka, Class., reptile; pracala, creeping &c. 46, 29 c

pracitaka, n. of a meter, Chandahs 44

pra^ydvuka, transitory, fragile, Qankh Br 99

-prajdpatika in sa-p., ifc. Bah. Ait. B 55

pratigrutka, echo, VS.
;
Kaus. Up 42

-pratisthdyuka in a-p., not standing firm, MS 99

pratwikd, AV., <pratici, f. of pratyanc; mg. uncertain;

"offense"? 80

-pratyutihdyulia in a-p., not rising respectfully, Gop. Br. . 99

praddtrikd, (female) giver, MS 91, 35 a

praddyaka, bestowing, Grarbh. Up 97

pradranaka, very poor, Cha. Up. (pra intens; -ka Pity.) 68



See

prapdthaka, section, n. of divisions of cert, works, as TS.,

QBr., Cha.Up 62

prapdduka, falling prematurely (fetus), TS.; Katli. ... 99

prabdhuk, on an even line, Ait. Br.; TBr.; TS. &c. ... 27

prabhrdiiguka, falling off, vanishing, QBr.; TBr 99

pramdyuka, perishing, AY.; TS.; TBr. &c 99, 23

pravartaka, one who sets in motion, Qvet. Up 97

pravartamdnakd, slinking down, RV. 1 73

pravalhikd. riddle, challenge, Ait. Br..; Qankh Qr. . 91, 95

prasarpaka, assistant or spectator at sacrifice, Arv.Qr; Laty 46

prahastaka, n. of RV. 8. 86. 13 15. Kaus Ar.; Qankh Qr.;

< prahasta, extended hand. Application not clear to me.

Lex. gives Qankh Br., wrongly 58

prahdruka, carrying off, Kap. S 99

prdkaranika, of the prakarana, Man. Gr 94

prdkdruka, ? perhaps scattering about? Kap. S., Kath. . 99

pragaffrika, of or derived from the Pragatha (i.
e. RY. 8).

Laty &c .94
-prdnaka ifc. Bah. = prdna, KSA. 5. 3 aprdnaltdya svulm.

cf. TS. 7. 5. 12. 1 aprdnaya svdhd 54 a, 55

prdtinidhika, substitute, Katy Qr. . . . 94

prdtigrutkd, existing in the echo, Brh.Ar.TJp 49

prddegika, chief of a district (pradega), Kaug 94

prdyagcittika, expiatory, AC.V. Qr 94

prdgdtika, a leguminous plant, Ap. Qr. Cf. pra^dtika, -satika,

various grains (Class.) 58

priyangnkd, panic seed (dim.), Samavidh Br 62

preksaka, deliberating on, Man. Gr.; as n. spectator 96, 97

pldguka, rapidly growing up, QBr.; Katy Qr. . . 45. Note

baka (a crane, only Class.), n. of a demon, Man. Gr.; of a

seer, Kath. &c 103

bataraka, m. pi., lines of light appearing before closed eyes,

Ait.Ar. ? 58

bdddhaka, captive, AY. < baddlu'i 79

babhrukd, brownish (clearly dim.), CB.; (bd-} ichneumon.

VS. &c. (<babhru) / <;4

baldkd, crane, VS., c<:c. Obscure 58

balhika, n. of a man, QB.; of a people, AY 52

bddhaka, a cert, tree, Gobh.; also as adj., of the badhnku-

tree. Uncertain; cf.bddhd (?), obstacle, trouble, Xc. . . 5n

balaka, young; child, Krs. Up. &c tt3
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(bdldki. metronymic from baldkd as n. p.)

-bdhuka. ifc. Bah. = bdhu. Ag. Gr. (in ud-b.) 55

-binduka. ifc. Bah. = bindu. Xrp. Up 55

bfbuka. ? RY. 1
Entirely uncertain. Grassmaun, "dick.

dicht." - Ludwig "murmelndes Wasser." BR. ? ... 58

-brhatlka, ifc. Bah.. Qankh Qr. (in tato-b.) 55

brhatka, n. of a Saman, Pancav. B 42

(-bodhaka in dtma-b.. q. v.)

-brahmaka, ifc. Bah. = brahman. Arv.Qr 55

brdhmdudanika, (lire)
on which the brahmdudand (the

priest's rice) is boiled; Kauc,. (with or sc. o^rni) ... 94

bleska, noose, snare, Kath 103

-bhasmaka. ifc. Bah., Gop. B. (in sa-bh.) 55

-bhdktika, retainer, Ap. (in nityd-bh.) 94

bhdradvdjakl. skylark. = -jl. Samav. B 44

bhAvuka. being, becoming. TS., Kath &c 99

bhdsika. general rule. Cankh Gr. &c 40, 29 a

bhiksuka, mendicant, Par. Gr 44

bhinnaka, broken (contempt.), Mantra B 72

bhiimipdcakd, a plant,
=

-f;a (m.), Samav. B. 2. 6. 10 . . 91

bJieka, frog. Maitr. Up. Prob. onomat 103

bhdumaka, terrestrial animal or being, Adbh. Br. ... 49

mi'ikuka. kind of demon, AY. 79

maksika, fly RY.; AY. &c 62

mangctlika, of good omen, AY 67, 29 a

-majjdka. ifc. Bah. = majjdn, TS 55

madusikd (v. 1. mat-, mand-, madh-, mandh-) a dwarfish

girl, unfit for marriage, Ap. Gr 58

maniha, water-jar, Ac,v. Gr.; Gobh. &c. Ait. Br. 7. 1 ace.

to Say., a fleshy excrescence on an animal's shoulder . 40

manipuraka, a mystic circle on the navel, Hams. Up. 1 . 44

manddba, frog, RY. &c. Uncertain origin 58

mandurikd (edd.; MSS. riti), vile, filthy woman, AY. 1

(voc.)
86

mddhuka, n. pr., QBr. (mddhu) 53

madhuka. a bee, Qankh.Gr.; a tree and its fruit, ib. . . 51

madhfilaka, sweetness, honey, AY 48

madliyamika, the middle finger, Pran. Up 46, 91

madhvaka, bee, Adbh. Br 51, 33 b

manaskcl mind (impr.), AY.; ifc. Bah. = mdnas, Kath Up.
&C.. 79, 55, 54 a
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mdnasthaka. KVKli. 5. 15. 7. "freundlirh gi'sinnt" (Sclieft.),

see s. v. amanikrl 58

mandndk, RY. Obscure word, see 27

mantrikd. n. of an Up., Mukt. Up 51

mdmdka, my, oiily RV 51

markatcika, kind of grain, Ap. (,

1

r 51

utaryakd, male, Manncheu. RY 1 88

magaka, gnat, AY., YS., QBr. &c.
(\v. r. masaka) ... 62

mastaka, head, Mahanar. Up., and mastiska, brain, RY.,
AY. &c. GA

f. mastu-lunga, brain. The base seems to

have been mast-a, i or w. Uncertain 58

mahdndmnika, of the Mahanamni, Gobh 52

mahdvratika, of the Mahavrata Saman, Cankh (Jr. ... 92

mahftuka, female, AY. 1 89

-mdiisaka ifc. Bah.. = mama, TS 55

maki, du., EY. 1 This word has been variously rendered.

Ludwig makes it an adj. to naptyd, either "briillend"

(Vmdk', application?), or (and this I believe to be right)
from base ma- of the 1st. pers. pronoun; see 30 a, Xote.

The phrase then means "my daughters he has helped . . .

to marriage (janitvandya)" This interpretation seems

to me secured by comparing mdkma, which L. apparently
did not notice, but which is obviously a derivative from

the stem maki 50, 30 a Note

mdkma, mine, RY. < maki, q. v 50, 30 a Note

(maksika, spider, Brahm. Up., prob. deriv. < mdksikd.)

mdtrka, "das Mutterweseu," (Deussen) n. abstr. < matf,

Maitr. Up 48

mdddnaka, kind of wood, Kauc,. Uncertain; cf. mddana

(adj.) 58

mddhuparkika, of the madhuparkd rite, Qankh Grf. ... 94

-mdiiaka in nyunkha-mdnaka, having a desire to insert the

nyunkha, Qankh Br. 25, 13; 30. 8 (Bah. from mdna).
BR.regard it as a participle; but there is no verb nyunkhati,

only nyunkhayati. The sentence is: tasmdn nyunkhayati

nyunkhamdnaka iva vdi prathamaih cicarisug carati.

From this the follow ing .semantic proportion is evident

nyunkhamdnaka : nyunkhayati = cicarisu : carati. Ergo,

ny. = "desiring to perform the act nyunkhaya, i. e. to

insert the nyiinkha.'' The noun mdna == "desire" . . 55

mdnusyaka, human, QBr. (< manusyd) 49
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mdmakd, mine, EY. &c. (< mama) 49

mdruka, dying, TS.; Man. Gr. Cf. maru- 99

(mdrdikd, deriv. of mrdlkd, EV. &c.) 101

muktikd, "string of pearls," n. of an Up.. Mukt. Up., < mwAtfa 53

mukharikd, bit of a bridle, Katy Qr. 16. 2. 5 (Le\x.

wrongly 4) 62

mundaka, n. of an Up., Mukt. Up 46

muska, testicle, EV. &c.; female organ (in du.), AV. &c. 86

mustika, n. of a fighter, Krs. Up 53

muhukd, moment, EV 62

mtika or mukd, dumb, VS., QBr 103

mutakd, little basket, QBr 62

mtisaka, rat or mouse (Dim.), Garud. Up.; -ikd, id, VS. . 62

nydaydku, merciful, EV 45, 29 d

mrdikd, favor, only EV., AV 101

mfttikd, earth, clay, VS.
;
Ait. Br. &c 44, 36

-meka in sumeka, well-established, EV. Most often of heaven

and earth 103

-meddska, ifc. Bah. = medas, TS., in a-m 55

menakd, n. of a daughter of Mena, Sadv. Br. (matron.) . 51

(meska for bleska &c., only m.~liata, Ap. Qr.)

mainaka, n. of a Mt., TAr. Metronymic < mend ... 49

-mocaka, releasing, Mukt. Up 97

mohuka, falling into confusion, TS 99

yakdj w^hich (contemp.-obs.), EV. &c 75, 86

-yajuska ifc. Bah. = ydjus, QBr., in a-y 55

-yantrka ifc. Bah. = yantf, Katy Qr 55

yantraka, ika, tamer, subduer, Pancav Br. < yantrd, fetter 51

yamika, du, n. of 2 Samans ("Twins"), Ars. Br.; SV. . . 92

yastikd, club, Krs. Up 44

yaska, n. pr., AQV. Qr. &c.; pi. his pupils or descendants . 103

-ydcaka, beggar, in pura-y., Maitr. Up 97

-ydcanaka, beggar, in nitya-y., Maitr. Up. < ydcana, request 56

ydjaka, sacrificing, Maitr. Up 97

ydjuka, sacrificing, QB 99

ydjnikd, sacrificial, Qankh Qr.; Kauc, 94

,
a sacrificer, QBr.; Par. Gr. 2. 6.

yddrcchika, relating to or depending on chance (yadrccha),

Param. Up. . 94

yamaki, I go basely, Qankh Br. < ydmi .... 84, 37

yayajuka, constantly sacrificing, QBr -
. 25
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(yaska) patron < yaska.

yavdku, adj. of you two. RY. < yuvd- ... 51, 30 a Note

yusmdka, your, RY. < yusma- 51, SOaNote

-yuthika. in a-y.. not in the herd. < yutlia. Kath GT. 44 a

= Man. Gr. 2. 17 92

-yilska, in vi-y., ifc. Bah., Hir. P 55

-yonika, in a-y.. Bah., not containing the phrase esd te yomli.

Katy Qr. 55

-rajaska, ifc. Bah. = ro^'as. Xrsut. Up 55

-ragmika. ifc. Bah. = racmi. AQV. Gr 55

rcOcd, full moon, RY. &c. Cf. ro? 103

rdjakd. king (contempt.), RY. 1 < r4/<w 71

rajasuyika, of the r^'a^lya-sacrifice, Qr. S 94

rasndkd, little girdle, Kath 62

rtipakd, evil shape, AV.; (-ka) species, Maitr Up.; image,

Ait. Br. (= rupd) 79, 44

recaka, expiration, Amrt. Up., Dhyan. Up 95

-retdska, ifc. Bah. = retas, QBr 55

rdivataka, n. of an ascetic, prob. patron. < revata, Jabal Up. 49

rocuka, causing pleasure, MS 99

roddkd,? Vait 58, 30 a

ropanCika, a certain yellow bird, thrush? RY., AY., TBr.

Origin obscure 58, 30 a

rohitaka, n. of a tree, MS.; Katy Qr. Prob. <adj. rohita 46

(rduhitaka, made from the rohitaka tree, Katy Qr.)

lambhaka, ace. to Wh. Yb. roots, found in Brahmanas 96, 97

lambhuka, accustomed to receive. Cha. Up. (cf. dlambhuka) 99

laldtika, being on the forehead, A p. Qr 92

Idghavika, adj. < laghava, n. Katy Qr 94

-Idbhikd, in su-l., easily won, RY. 1

(voc.)
16

Uka, n. of an Aditya, TS. Obscure 103

-lepaka, ifc. Bah. = lepa, Mukt. Up 55

lokapalaka, earth-protector, Mahanar. Up 44

-lomaka or lomdka, ifc. Bah. = loman, TS.; QBr. &c. . . 55

lohitaka, red, reddish, Ap 64

lohinika, red glow, Ap. Qr. < lohinl, f. of lohita .... 48

Idukika, worldly, usual, Katy Qr.; Kauc, &c 94

vajrasiicikd, n. of an Up. (also called vajrasucl), "little

sharp needle," Mukt. Up 62

vddhaka, sort of reed or rush, ==
ghdtaka,', AY.; QBr. &c. 46

vadha- deadly weapon, destroyer &c.; cf. ghdta-ka.
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See

-vapfika, ifc. Bah. = vapd, QBr.; Katy Qr 55

(vdbhruka, v. 1. for bdbhruka, MS. 3. 14.
7.)

vamrdkd, "Antmau," n. pr., RV., < vamrd 46

vaydkin, RV. 1

(of the soma plant): prob. "having little

tendrils," (yayoka, dim. of vayd', so Say. and Ludwig) . 62

varaka, suitor, Qankh Gr 46

vardhaka. n. of an Up., Mukt. LTp 44

-varnaka, ifc. Bah. = vdrna, Gopl. Up 55

vdrtikd, quail (o/>), RV. &c. (only RV. and Classical)

(suftixal formation uncertain) 58

-varsika, ifc. Bah. = varsd (cf. varsiri), AQV. Qr. . . 54, 55

varslka. kind of meter, Nidanas 46, 36

vdrsuka, raining, rainy, TS.; TBr.; QBr. &c 99

vaUka, projecting thatch, Gaut.; reed, Kaug. &c. < vali or vail 40

valuka, red or hlack, Pane. Br.; Laty &c. Obscure ... 58

valka, tree-bark, TS.; TBr. Vvr? . 103

vabmka, ant-hill, VS.; TS.; QBr. &c 62

vasukd, having or bestowing weal (vasu), TS. &c.; in formula

vasuk&si vesagrir asi &c. Comm. vdsayitr, as if Vvas

and uka, which is highly improbable 58

-vastuka, ifc. Bah. = vastu, Gaudap 55

vasnikd, prize, reward, Pane Br. (vasnikdm jaydyd). Comm.

vasnisamjndm vasusambandham dhanasamuham ... 53

vahyaka, draft-animal, Katy Qr. 14. 231 (not 331 as BR.)

AQV. Qr. has in same passage valiya 44

-vdkkd, ifc. Bah. = vac, QBr .55
vdcaka, expressing, declaring, Ramap. Up. 97

vajasaneyaka, of or by Vajasaneya, Katy Qr. &c. . . . 50

vdmanaka, dwarf, Garbh. Up . 62

vdyovidyika, fowler, QBr. . 94

-varaka, keeping, guarding, Nrsut. Up 97

vdruka, choosing, MS 99

vdrunapmghdsika, adj., of varunapraghdsd, Ap. Qr. ... 94

vdrddhusika, usurer, Ap 44

vdrsagatika, bestowing life for 100 years, Kauc. 94

vdrsika, of the rainy season, or year, AV.; VS.; QBr. &c. 94

vdlukd, sand, Qvet Up. Obscure 58

vdsantika, vernal, AV,; VS.; Ait. Br. &c 94

vdsuki, (prob. patron.), n. of a Naga, Garud. Up.; Gobh.;

Kaug &c. 78

vihkrndhikd, croaking, ace. to Sch., Maitr. Up. Obscure 58
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See

vika. n. of a Saman, Ars. Br 103

vikalpaka, hesitation, Tej. Up 44

vikasuka, "bursting", n. of Agui. AV 99, 24

(vikusuka, corruption of vikasuka, n. of Agni, Ap. Qr.)

iviksinatkd, VS., QBr. 1
(cf. dmwatkd-) destroying,

j(inferior) viksinaka, TS., Kath J epithet of gods in Qata-

rudriya; cf. following word, and see Weber, I St. II 43 42

vicinvatkd (in same passages as foregoing), discriminating

see viksinatkd 42

vindyaka, n. of evil demons, Man. Gj*. <vi-Vnl. Cf.

vdindyaka 96, 97

-vibhaktika, ifc. Bah. = vtbhakti, declension, Tand. Br. . . 55

vibhinduka, "tearing," n. of an Asura, Pancav Br. ... 99

vibhitaka, a tree, QBr.; Katy Qr.; its nut, used for dice,

EV : 62, 79

vimanyuka, allaying wrath, AV 56, 23

vildyaka, soother, VS. "mdnaso 1

si vildyakah" . . 96, 97

vigarlka, a certain disease, AV 103

viqvcika, all-pervading, Ramat. Up.; n. pr. (vi$-) RV. &c. 47

visadJidnaka, poison-receptacle (imprec.), Mantra Br. . . 79

visanakd, "little horn," n. of a plant, AV. (< visdna) . . 62

visdtaki, a plant, AV 79

visunak, RV., in various directions 27

-visuvatka in a-v., ifc. Bah., Laty 55

visucikd, a certain disease, VS.; TBr. < fern, of visvanc . 79

visphulingaka, little spark ?, RV 71

visalyaka, Wh. visdlpaka, a disease (= visalya), AV. . . 79

visransikd, (of unknown mg.), visrdnsikdydh kdnddbhyah,

Kath; MS.; Ap. Qr. In later times, n. of a plant . . 58

vihvdruka, tumbling, MS 99

-vlmkd, flute, in godha-vin-, Katy Qr 44

viraka, male, Mannchen, RV. (< vird) 88

vrkkd, kidney, RV.; AV.; VS.; QB. &c 103

-vrttika, ifc. Bah. = vrtti, disposition, Mukt. Up 55

vfthak, easily, lightly, RV., cf. vfthd 27

vrdhikd, increaser, RV. (epithet of Indra. The context,

and the correlation of this word with susd and sudds,

uphold Say.'s interpretation) 100

vfnddraka, best of its kind, Brh. Ar. Up. Prob. conn. w.

vrndd- mass, crowd. Formation obscure 58

vfccika, scorpion, RV.; AV 71, 79
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See

vrsaka, n. of several Samans, SY.; Ars. Br 46

veditka, knowing, TS.; Kath 99

veduka, obtaining, TBr 99

veska, noose, QBr.; Katy Qr. See bleska &c 103

vestuka. adhering, MS 99

vdikalpika, optional, AQV. Qr 94

vditanika, of the 3 sacred fires, AQV. Gr.; Agv. Qr. ... 94

vdidika, vedic, Maitr. Up. &c 94

vdindyaka, of Vindyaka (a n. of G-anega, as such first

found Yajii.), Samav Br

vaibhitdkOj made from the vibhita-tree, Kath &c. (also-da&a) 49

vdilasthdnaka, abyss, pit (imprec.), RY. 1 79

vdigesika, special, peculiar, Ap 94

vdigvadevika, of the Yaigvadeva Parvan, Man. Qr ; Qankh. Qr. 94

vyanjaka, indicating, Nrsut. Up 97

vyardliuka, being deprived of, Kath; MS. &c 99

vyadhaba, hunter, Kaug 97

vydpaka, Kath. Up. &c., pervading, permeating .... 97

vy&yuka, running away, MS.; Kap. S.; Kath 99

-vyomnika in parama-vy., an inhabitant of highest heaven,

Nrp. Up 92

vrdtika, adj. < vratd, Gobh 94

vleska, see veskd &c. Brugm. thinks this is the original

form 103

cakuntakd, ikd, birdlet (dim.-contemp.-obs.), (< gakunta),
RY. &c 71, 86

gankhapulika, n. of a Naga. Garud. Up 78

cdndika, n. of a family or tribe, RY. Say. says "descen-

dant of Qanda" (an Asura priest, YS., MS.). ganda as

common n. "curds," only Lexx 92

canakais, very gently (dim.), RY.; Kath; Maitr. Up. 65, 37

gaphaka, "little hoof," n. of a plant, AY; Ap. Qr. (<gapha) 62

gamakd, a plant, Kaug 46

^ayandaka, lizard, TS. ? gayanda ace. to Lexx. "sleepy" 58

Wydndaka, kind of bird, YS. Of. foregoing. Perh. cpd.;

-an(]a(Jcd)? 58

garslkd, kind of meter, Nidanas. Cf. sarslkd, a kind of

meter, R. Prat; etymologies of both words unknown . 101

CaWcd (-ka only Kath 26. 1) ?
small stake, twig, TS., QB. &c,

62, 29 c

$aldkakd, twig (contempt.), AY. 1 71
7-



See

rdlka, splinter, TBr.; Ait. Br.; TS., cf. raid .... 62, 29 b

ralyaka, porcupine, VS.; Ait. Br.; Ap 53

(fjavartakd, see ku^arvataka.)

ra^akttj hare (dim.?), Adbh. B 62

riikunika, bird-catcher, Maitr. Up 94

rdtydyanaka, the Br. of Qatyayana, ACT. Qr.; Laty . . . 50

($amaka wrong reading for $yd-, Kauc..)

(jdrigdka, AV.i, unexplained word. It may be a cpd., in

which case the -kd would presumably be not suffixal . 58

rdrlraka, n. of an Up., Mukt. Up 49

cdlt'ika. a plant, said to be "an esculent lotus root,'
7

AV.;

Kauc,. Doubtless conn. w. rdlu (class.), a fruit (unidenti-

fied)
:>s

cagvatika, eternal, Ap 94

(*(;ikha)idaka mistake in NBD. for rikhandd TS. 5.7. 15. 1)

ripavitnukd. kind of worm, AV. Etymology unknown . 79

ripivistaka, smooth? TBr. < gipivista, bald-headed ... 58

rilaka. n. pr., Cha. Up 58

dguka, young (animal), AV 63

citikd, cooling, RV., AV. (voc.) 56, 19

-rirsaka, ifc. Bah. = girsan, TS 55

-filika, ifc. Bah. = ffa, cf. yHin, Gop. Br 54, 55

j price, EV. Obscure. Primary? 103

a bird, RV.); Say. "owlet"; prob. for rigu-uluka

dried up, RV., AV., QBr. &c 103

$rnkhdnikd (grngh-, singh-), mucus of nose, Ap. Uncertain.

A word Qmghdna or singhdm. of like meaning, is quoted
in Lexx 58

gerdbhaka, n. of demons, AV. 1
(voc.) 78

cevrdhaka, n. of demons, AV. 1

(voc.) 78

Qdundka, n. of a Rishi, QBr. &c. Supposed to be patron.

< Qundka, and this < gvdn 58

Qydmdka, millet, TS.; VS.; QBr. &c 44, :-}HJI Note

Cydvaka, n. pr., RV 64

(qldkmaka), -ikd, slippery (obscene), AV 86

gloka, sound &c., RV. &c 103

gvdkiskin, applied to demons, AV. 1 Text and meaning
uncertain; "having dogs' tails"? The word *kiska is

hopeless 103

satka, consisting of 6, Laty; ifc. Bah. = .9^.9, as navasatka,

hanng nine sixes or hexads, Ac/v. Qr 53. .">.">
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See 5

8advin$aka, consisting of 26, Cul. Up 53

(sdndika) n. pr., for khdndika q. v., MS
satkaugika, six-sheathed, Kau^ (reference not given; MW.

Add.) 94

sddahika, of the sae?a7m-festival, Laty 94

*oda$ika, of the 16-partite Stotra, Pane Br. &c. ... 92

satnvartaka, "destroyer," the great world-ending fire, Nrp.

Up 97

mmviflca, ifc. Bah. = samvid, Nrsut. Up 55

-samgaruka in a-s.. not breaking down, Kap. S 99

sdmsamaka, united together, AY 47

(sakd, see tdkd) 75

samkaLpcika, determining, purposing, Amrt. Up 97

sdmkasuka, n. of an Agni, AY.; Kauc, 99, 24

adj. splitting off, QBr.

{-saMhyaka,

ifc. Bah. = samkliya, Mukt. Up. ... 55, 30 b

-sqmkhydka, ifc. Bah. = samkhyd, Mukt. Up.; Cul.Up. 55, 30 a

samjwaka, animating, Ac,v. Qr.; Ap. Qr 97

-samjnaka, ika, ifc. Bah. = samjnd, Eamap.Up.; Maitr.Up. 55

satika, TS. 4. 4. 6. 2. Unknown mg. P. p. sa-tiJca. Comm.
"water." Cf. sarmka, with which this is closely connected

in the text. Both words are obscure and perhaps arti-

ficial in formation 101

sandkd, old (imprec.), RY. . . . 80

samtanika, n. of a Saman, Ars. Br.
(v.

1. samtdnika) . . 44

-samnydpika, ifc. Bah.= samnydsa, cf. samnydsin, Acram.Up.
54, 55

(samamhd, battle, RY. < sdmana, with -ika by analogy
with samika, q. v. Not real suffix al ka. Cf. also astamlkd.)

samdrdhuka, prospering, TS 99

-samitka, ifc. Bah. = samidh, Kau<; 55

(samikd, battle, RY.; from wk. stem of samydnc, cf. prd-
tika &c.)

samulmka, little broom, Ap. Qr. (NBD. "heap") .... 62

sampdtika, n. of certain demons, G-obh. (MW.; no reference

quoted) 46

sampuska, unground, Ap. Gy. Comm. aksata. Uncertain 103

sarabhaka, kind of grain-devouring insect, Adbh. Br. . . 79

(sararuka, see salaltika.)

sarmka, TS. 4. 4. 6. 2 ? Comm. "water;" see sdtlka. Perhaps
Vsr ? (BR. quote the reference as QBr. by mistake.) 101
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See

sarvakd, all (imprec.), AY. (< sdrva) 82

salalfika, RV. 1 ? Sch. "aimless wandering,'' as if from Vsr,

intens. + -ilka ( 25). So Grassmann. Kir. even makes

up the word sararuka to explain it; but the true intens.

stem of Vsr is sarsr-. G-rif. "wavering;" Ludw. "club."

The word is at present quite, uninterpretable .... 58

sdmvatsarika, yearly, Ait. Br.; Qankh Er. &c 94

sdmgansika, recited together. Gop. Br.; Yait 94

sam^ay'ika, doubtful, Ap 94

sdmsiddhika, natural, Gaudap 94

sdiiispar^aka, contact, Man. Gr., Kath Gr 49

(sdkdm, together, RV.; Ysac, cf. sdcd. sdci.)

-sdksika, ifc. Bah. = saksin, Maitr. Up 55

sdmyrdmika. warlike, Kauc- 94

sdiitghdtika, of a group, Qankh Qr 94

sdttrika, sacrificial, Kauc;; Qankh Br 94

sdttvika, true, good, Maitr. Up. 94

sddhaka, accomplisher, Gaudap. . 97

sdnukd, eager for prey, RV. 1
,

cf. sano-ti 99

sdmndhuka, able to bear arms, Ait. Br.; mistake for -ika

(Class.)? 21

samndha, n., armor; the girding on of armor.

sdmnipdtika, complicated, coalescing, Laty; Gobh. &c. . . 94

sdptamika, of the seventh day, Laty 94

sdptardtrika, lasting 7 nights or days, Samavidh. Br. . . 94

sdmavayika, inherent, concomitant, Katy Qr. . . . . . 94

sdmaydcdrika, of usage or custom, Gaut.; Ap 94

sdmika, adj., < sdman, Laty ^
-sdmidhenlka, ifc. Bah. = sdmidhenl, Qankh Br.; Katy Qr. 55

sampatika, of contiguous hymns, Agv. Qr. ...... 94

sdmpraddyika, traditional, Ramat. Up 94

sdyaka, to be sent, RV.; n. arrow, RV 1H

sardka, ace. to Wh. Vbl. roots found in Brahmanas 96, 97

sdrvakdmika, fulfilling every wish, AC.V. Qr.; Qankh Qr. . 94

sdrvakdlika, of all time, Ap 94

sdrvayajnika, of all sorts of sacrifice, Qankh Qr 94

sdrvavarnika, of every kind, Ap. Qr
(

1

sdrvavdidika, of all the Vedas, Kau^ 94

sdvika, adj. < savd, Vait 94

-sdvitrlka, ifc. Bah. = savitri, Agv. Gr; Par. Gr 55

(singhdnikd, \. 1. for crnkh- q. v., Ap.)
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See

sidhraka, made of the wood of the sidhra-tree, Katy Qr. 47

silika- in silikamadhyama, RV. 1 Obscure word, commonly
rendered "united, tied together" (Vsl?) 58

(si&a, parrot, AY.; should be ruka. Non-suftixal k.)

(sutuka, RV., running swiftly? Ludw. strong. Prob. non-

suffixal ka. Uhlenbeck derives from 1 tuk in toka.)

subhadrikd, courtesan, VS., < subhadra, pleasant &c. 79, 67

sumeka, see -meka.

(susilikd) kind of bird, VS., cf. MS. 3. 14. 17, same verse,

which reads guguWkd. Is this a later lectio facilior for

susilika, or is it the true reading, corrupted in VS.?

Other parallel texts have not the word 101

sucika, epithet of a stinging insect, RY 62

sutaka, birth, childbirth, Par. Gr; Ait. Br.; Kaug &c. . . 48

stitikd, a lying-in woman, AY.; Qankh Gr. (cf. prasutikd,
=

prasutd) 51

(srkd, arrow, RY.) Non-suffixal k. Cf. Av. hawko, <harec 103

sevaka, worshipper, Ramap. Tip 97

somaka, n. pr. RV., Ait. Br. < soma, cf. 57 . . . 57, 58

sdugandhika, kind of unguent; Tand Br 94

sdutrdmanika, of the sdutramani-s&ci'i&ce, QBr 94

saumika, of the soma, Ac,v. Qr.; Qankh Qr. &c 94

sdurdki, a patronymic, MS.; Kath. From *sura or *suraka,

presumably. Exact formation not certain 58

(stuka, child = toka, TAr. 3. 11. 12. The text is difficult

and corrupt, and -ka probably not suffixal.)

stuka, tuft of hair, RY. &c 42, cf. 103

stoka, drop, RV. &c. (prastokd, n. pr. RV.) 103

stdubhika, forming or containing a Stobha, Laty ... 94

sthdyuka, staying. Pane. Br 99

sndtaka, a grhastha, QBr.; Grobh. &c 46

-sndvdka, ifc. Bah. = sndvan (-van), TS. in a-s 55

sphatika (sphdt-), crystal, quartz, Qvet. Up. Uncertain . 103

-sphdka in pwah-sphdkd, swelling with fat, AV 103

sphfirjaka, n. of an ill-omened plant, QBr.; Katy Qr. . . 79

svaka, own, Maitr. Up.; Mukt. Up 45

(svapdka? epithet of Agni, RV. 1 BR., following Say., say

< su-apds, -'Gutes bewirkend," "Kunstreich." Improbable.
Others <su-dpdnc. The word is very doubtful; on the

whole perhaps Ludwig's suggestion is best, sva-pdka (Vpac)
=

"self-ready". Non-suffixal ka in any case, probably.)
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See

svalpikd. very tiny (obs.), AY. Of. alpaka 86

svastika, a mode of sitting (in the shape of a svastika, which

is by origin adjectival, = "lucky, bringing luck"), Amrt.Up. 51

svdbhdvika, natural, inherent, Ap.; ^laitr. Y\}. &e. ... 94

svdrasdmika, adj. < svarasaman, Laty 94

(sveka, artificial word, to explain sumeka, QB.)

Mriknikd, bay-mare (dim; obs.?), AY.; < fern, of Mrita . 86

-hastaka, ifc. Bah. = hasta, Qankh. Gr. (in apa-h.} ... 55

-hastika, ifc. Bah. = liastin. TB. (in bafai-h.) ..... 55

hataka, gold, Param. Up. Uhlenbeck: < IR.yhol- (hart &c.)

+ to- (cf. OS1. dato. Gth. gulp, gold) +-ka.*hata is

not found 58

hdruka, seizing, consuming, TS 99

hdviryajnika, adj. < haviryajna, Laty 94

hiiisaka, injuring, Maitr. Up 97

-hetuka, ifc. Bah. = hetu, Gaudap 55

haimantika, wintry, YS. &c., <hemanta 94

hotrka, assistant liotr, QB., Laty 66

liotraka, a priest at the sacrifice, Ait. B 51

(Orig. adjective, "connected with the hotrd")

hdutrika, sacerdotal, Katy Qr 94

hlddikd, refreshing, EY. 56, 19

Uddukd, refi-eshing, TAr.; see 19 99, cf.19

hlika, modest, TBr. ("possessing *hli = lirl") 53
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